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 When Michael Sam was selected in the seventh round of the 2014 NFL Draft, he 

instantly became the first openly-gay professional football player. This thesis takes that 

exigency to interrogate the rhetorical dimensions of masculinity within professional 

football, and Sam’s impact upon them. The case studies examine Sam’s kiss on the night 

of the draft, the 2003 television series Playmakers, and the open letters written by 

Brendon Ayanbadejo and Chris Kluwe from before, during, and after Sam’s brief tenure 

in the League. Arguing for an expanded rhetorical understanding of how masculinity is 

understood and performed within the hypermasculinity of the League, this project 

navigates gender, sexuality and race within one of the most powerful organizations in the 

world. Though Sam did not even last a full season, his rhetorical impact continues to this 

day, and continues to shape masculinity and desire in the National Football League. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 

 

On a Saturday afternoon in March of 2014, Michael Sam, a consensus All-

American and the Southeastern Conference (SEC) Defensive Player of the Year, was 

selected in the seventh round of the National Football League (NFL) draft with pick 

number 249.  Consumed with emotion on what might have been the greatest night of his 

young life, Sam hung up the phone, turned to his then-boyfriend Vito Cammisano, and 

kissed him, the moment captured on national television and shared by millions of 

viewers.  The result was a rush of national media attention that consumed the NFL 

throughout that offseason and the subsequent preseason. 

 The National Football League continues to struggle with accepting those that are 

different from its established norms, despite its ostensible openness to a diversity of 

opinions and identities. During the spectacle of the NFL draft, cameras are happily 

trained on every prospect lucky enough to be invited and often show them joyfully 

embracing girlfriends, wives, children, mothers, and even their own fathers. In contrast, 

Sam and Cammisano’s kiss elicited a unique reaction from players and executives within 

the NFL, and from the viewing public more broadly. Thomas P. Oates argues there has 

been a general assumption that the vast majority of NFL fans are young to middle aged 

men, who abandon their heterosexual wives to consume football with other men. 

Football’s violence on the field and the culture surrounding it are framed within 

American social conscious as the ultimate masculine trial, a blood sport between brothers 

that unites family, friends, and cities every Sunday. Given that the modern methods of 
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viewing the sport have made leaving one’s couch a thing of the past, “the myth of the 

football widow thus extended the male domain of hyper-masculine sport from the field to 

the living room.”1 Moreover, football has been said to have become constructed as the 

“last bastion” of a pure masculinity that has continued to survive “against the 

encroachments of women’s liberation.”2 It is the last place where masculinity is 

unabridged and unrestricted. 

 Within this matrix of hyper-masculinity and heterosexual dominance, Michael 

Sam enters as a powerful and disruptive force. Sam was not the first gay NFL player, but 

he was the first to be open about his sexuality while donning a uniform. Both his kissing 

of his boyfriend and his general presence in the St. Louis and Dallas locker rooms ignited 

a media firestorm and began a conversation about NFL culture that continues to this day. 

Most interestingly, Sam brought to the forefront something that had long lurked beneath 

the surface of the NFL’s façade of perfected masculinity. His mere existence placed 

gayness in the NFL material and cultural space, acting both to unsettle the latent 

assumptions many viewers had about the game and sports generally. In addition, 

analyzing his case can illuminate aspects of masculinity in sport that has long been 

ignored or discarded under the traditional understandings of sports as a site for great 

deeds by heterosexual exemplars of masculinity. This thesis takes this event as a one of 

several starting points to investigate the rhetorical construction of masculinity in 

professional football, and how the presence of gayness disrupts or shifts our rhetorical  

understanding of heterosexual masculinity in traditionally hyper-masculine spheres. 
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Justification 

Athletic sport is a significant site of social and rhetorical meaning making in 

modern society. Athletes have distinctive visibility and social status that makes them 

uniquely political as citizens and subjects.3 Peter Kaufmann and Eli Wolff argue that 

“there is no denying the fact that sports are imbued with political meanings. From the 

financing of stadiums through public tax dollars... to the display and veneration of the 

flag, sports are inherently political.”4 This challenges the belief that sports are merely a 

source of public enjoyment and distraction from the realities of life. It is rather, as 

Michael L. Butterworth argues, the “constitutive site in which [socio-political] issues are 

communicated.”5 The ability to bond peoples, regions, and even countries together 

through the narration of struggles lets sports tell collective stories that feel real “in a way 

that no movie or novel can be.”6 Through the modern media spectacle of sports and those 

that participate in them, “mediasport” increases both the number of and power in discrete 

rhetorical artifacts produce by modern sporting events, and their recreations and retellings 

through television, film, and the written word.7 

Studying sports rhetorically is a relatively new area of analysis within the 

discipline, and this is surprising given their ties together stretch back over thousands of 

years. John Poulakos argues that “normalized and internalized through the organization 

of the Olympic Games… this institutionalized form of [athletics] shaped sophistical 

rhetoric in its image, making public discourse a matter of competition.”8 Debra Hawhee 

notes that the development of public speaking as a matter of performative competition 

gives rise to the modern understanding of public agonism.9 The model of the Olympics as 

publically judged and spectated developed into the conception of agonism as rhetorical, 
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and is not simply “competition for its own sake,” but a form of real social power and 

force.10 Hawhee argues that “[a]gora, the marketplace, shares the same derivative and a 

strikingly similar force of meaning as agōn, and… functioned as the ancient gathering 

place par excellence,” and shows the original connections between sport and rhetoric.11 

These ancient connections are not simple wordplay, as these early origins of sport and 

rhetoric form our modern identity. 

Today, sports and identity constitute a “dialectical relationship, in which identities 

are constantly shaped and reshaped, made and remade, presented and represented,” 

making sport a dynamic social and cultural force.12 Sports are a unique place within 

social power dynamics because “identities that might be marginal in previous sporting 

times or in contemporary non-sporting places might find a place of sanctuary with sport,” 

although there exists the risk that “discourses of power that are dominant within wider 

society can often be exaggerated to construct sporting arenas as veritable prisons for 

those marginalized as 'Other' in daily life.”13 There exists a wide swath of sociological 

and rhetorical engagements with the ideas of gender, sexuality, and sport, although 

almost none of this work talks about NFL football and still less puts football in 

conversation with questions about sexuality.14 Notably, new work in the field encounters 

the question of trans* athletes, the Olympics, supportive and homophobic media 

coverage, and even how society, sport, and gender are mutually constitutive.15 

Athletics’ social power has expanded beyond simply a social event into a modern 

form of religiosity, complete with pilgrimages to holy sites (such as the Baseball Hall of 

Fame), discrete and well defined traditions and rules, and even a surrounding collection 

of superstitions and practices handed down across generations.16 Rhetorical analyses have 
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begun examining the ways that sport shapes social identity, such as the suturing of 

American identity after the September 11th terrorist attacks or the connections 

emphasized by the NFL between football and the military of the United States.17 

Rhetorical understandings of the NFL have transcended a narrow view of the League as 

just the athletes or national headquarters. Instead, they now comprise a constellation of 

features such as NFL Films, media coverage, social media presence, and extra-football 

events including the NFL Combine and the NFL Draft.18 

 This thesis argues that a closer examination of the National Football League and 

related discourses reveals a greater complexity in athletic masculinity than previously 

understood and is defined by football’s role as both a sport and a culture. Explicit 

expressions of gay affection, such as Michael Sam’s kiss, provide unique artifacts that 

serve heuristically and rhetorically as texts for examining contemporary notions of 

masculinity within the NFL. These texts demonstrate a rhetorical challenge to simplistic 

assumptions about the masculinity of professional football, and open a conceptual path to 

better understanding why athletes and fans reacted so negatively to Michael Sam, and yet 

often engage in behavior that might seem more homoerotic outside the context of sport. 

This project’s analysis recognizes the fragmented nature of today’s mediated world and 

analyzes a wide array of sources. In addition, this thesis recognizes the National Football 

League as simultaneously a collection of thirty-two professional football teams, 

headquartered in New York City, but also as including players, coaches, executives, fans, 

and the media that covers all of them. The NFL today consists of a mixture of visual 

elements, cultural symbols, and more ‘traditional’ texts in the form of statements, 

comments, and articles. Collectively, these symbols, both representative of and related to 
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the NFL, collaborate to create significant public meaning. Together these form the 

collective NFL culture that celebrates athletes as modern gladiators on a field of battle, 

but they also hold the key to unlocking football’s violent attempts to preserve a mythic 

ideal of heterosexual masculinity.  

As the review of existing literature will show, there already exists some work 

connecting gender and sexuality studies with sports rhetoric. In the NFL, sites of inquiry 

such as the draft and the locker room point to places where masculinity is not merely 

blood and violence and sweat and competition. Instead, notions of belonging, love, and 

brotherhood mix with a fear of being removed from this pantheon of supposedly equal 

comrades. Several past NFL players have revealed that they hid their gayness while 

playing, including Dave Kopay, Esera Tuaolo, and most recently Wade Davis. However, 

Michael Sam offers a unique impetus for reexamining football and sexuality in the light 

of the confrontation the League and its players underwent with ideas of masculinity, 

gender, affinity orientation, and what it means to be a professional athlete and football 

player.19 While much work has been done on the ideas of sexuality and sport, the 

questions of gender and sexuality are woefully under-answered in the context of the most 

powerful and popular sport in the United States. By rhetorically analyzing Michael Sam 

and other instances of or discussions about gayness in the NFL, this thesis seeks to better 

understand athletic masculinity and its specific nuances and complexities that are 

revealed when traditionally heterosexual assumptions in professional football are 

challenged. 

While the specificity of this thesis’ topic has not yet been addressed in the 

academic literature base, there has been a wide variety of scholarship produced about 
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sports, sexuality, and more specifically about the National Football League. A review of 

the existing literature demonstrates that this project is both grounded in the existing 

literature but also provides a clear addition to academic understandings of masculinity in 

American football. Having already addressed the basis of and need for continued 

examination of rhetorical power within athletics, this chapter begins with discussing the 

philosophical tradition of sexuality studies and transitions to how these theoretical 

contributions have begun to affect existing scholarship on sports and its intersections with 

race, gender, and sexuality, among other identities. Finally, a discussion of the existing 

work on sexuality, gayness, and the National Football League demonstrates the basis for 

this project and its need given the limited work done on these important rhetorical  

questions. 

 

 

Research Questions 

 While the media fervor surrounding the Michael Sam case has somewhat 

lessened, there continues to be stories about athletes publically announcing, or at least 

considering announcing, their gayness in a wide variety of sports. American athletic 

culture thus seems bound sooner rather than later to be forced to finally confront 

explicitly gay affinities in the most socially and culturally powerful sport today. To that 

end, this thesis is guided by three inter-related sets of questions: questions about how 

athletic masculinity, particularly in the NFL, is rhetorically constructed and maintained, 

questions about what rhetorical impact is generated by explicit instances of gayness in 

that realm of athletic masculinity, and questions about the overall implication of gayness 

and athletic masculinity to the study of rhetoric. 
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 The first set of questions confronts the ways in which athletic masculinity is 

constructed and maintained: What defines athletic masculinity, especially in professional 

football, and how does that masculinity manifest rhetorically? While each individual may 

have a series of tropes that they subconsciously identify with “football player,” such as 

being tough or competitive, these features tend to be more complex in actual practice. 

Scholars like Michael L. Butterworth have already shown the ties between the NFL and a 

warrior identity, and these and related discourses of comradery, pain, and even race 

compete and coalesce into a complex notion of athletic masculinity that needs to be 

fleshed out to be understood more completely. These questions are uniquely important 

because they establish the basis for the work of this thesis and provide a more complete 

understanding of a “hyper-masculinity” that can abide implicit instances of gayness, but 

must completely eliminate any hint of its explicitness. 

 The second set of questions relates to the rhetorical exigency addressed by this 

project; namely – what are the rhetorical implications of the addition of an openly gay 

athlete into the carefully defined and manicured masculinity within the NFL, and in what 

instances are these insertions more disruptive, recuperative, or could even be uneventful? 

While there are few instances of openly gay athletes in major sports (in professional 

football, there is only Sam), these accounts can be joined with testimonies from athletes 

who declared themselves gay after their careers had ended, fictional portrayals based on 

real information, and even those advocates who speak for gay football players still hiding 

in their anonymity. There are rumors that some teams have athletes who are openly gay 

to their teammates, but not the media. Others argue that the Commissioner’s Office in 

New York has been responsible for the delay in revealing some athlete’s identities but 
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actively pushing for Sam to be drafted.20 As the subsequent analyses will show, the 

interaction of political and social forces at play in the NFL make these questions 

important rhetorical ones not just for football, but also for the image of what gay men can 

and should be for the entirety of American social life. 

 The final set of questions are about what these potential revelations in masculinity 

and sport mean for the study of rhetoric as a whole, and what the interaction between 

athletic masculinity and gayness can mean for the study of either component more 

broadly. The ways that masculinity creates and defines itself rhetorically can be vital to 

new understandings in how LGBTQ advocates can make substantial gains across all of 

society. Beginning in the place where one might least expect positive developments can 

be most helpful in understanding exactly what is at play within homophobic and anti-gay 

reactions in football players, coaches, executives, and fans. And if there is progress to be 

made or even a latent gayness to be revealed within the realm of hyper-masculine combat 

and truly manly men, then in what ways does that become rhetorically actualized, or are 

there even ways for scholars to be able to make such a possibility more or less feasible 

than it currently is. 

 These questions guide this thesis in tracing the role of masculinity as a 

rhetorically constructed concept from its more traditional iterations in football and other 

sports to how it has been and continues to be effected and modified by the expressions of 

open gayness within football’s midst. By focusing on Michael Sam and allies of gay 

athletes, this thesis takes a unique and current rhetorical exigency to analyze what is 

occurring and what rhetorical shifts are made within the most powerful and popular sport 

in America: football. These revelations are vital to the understanding and practice of 
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rhetoric more broadly as sports continues to be a vital and vibrant force in modern 

society. Analysis of gayness and masculinity in these instances can help inform 

discussions about sport, identity, and masculinity far beyond its traditional scope, and 

make this project of extreme interest as the discipline of rhetoric advances into the  

twenty-first century. 

 

 

Method 

To achieve the goal of effectively analyzing the rhetorical implications of explicit 

gayness on athletic masculinity, this thesis engages in close textual reading of three 

primary texts of interest: Michael Sam and his kiss on national television, the presence of 

gay football players in an NFL locker room, the related media portrayals of the NFL 

including both those created by the NFL, ESPN, and other resources, and finally the 

statements made by outspoken NFL players who situate themselves as allied to the cause 

of greater gay inclusion in sports, but who are not gay themselves. One struggle of this 

thesis is to effectively grapple and condense the vastness that is the modern National 

Football League, both in terms of public presence and diversity in medium. As mentioned 

previously, this thesis conceptualizes the NFL as a constellation of sources from myriad 

areas, all combining into the modern public understanding of “professional football.” 

This close reading is coupled with a secondary reliance on theoretical lenses already 

developed by those who study identity and sport and how these can be applied toward 

athletes inundated with media coverage and the fans who bond with them. 

The method of close reading is especially useful for this project because it 

maintains a fidelity to what is actually said and done instead of an overly theoretical 

reliance on gender and sexuality theories. Such a method ensures and encourages a 
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critical focus on the texts and their rhetorical power, instead of reading theory into a text 

to determine its meaning. Michael Leff defends close reading as vital to navigating the 

balancing act between abstraction and particularity. He argues that rhetorical 

“interpretation…requires an exercise of judgment at some level of abstraction, and it 

eventuates in something we might call theoretical understanding of the particular case. 

Paradoxically, then, the effort to displace theory with action leads from action back to 

theory.”21 Close reading, therefore, ensures the ability of this thesis to rhetorically engage 

in questions of gayness and masculinity within the NFL, but not to simply graft those 

assumptions onto what the actual rhetorical valence of the text turns out to be. 

 Coupled with this emphasis on close reading must also include, as Leff says, 

“judgment at some level of abstraction.” This thesis posits that masculinity and identity 

studies, as developed out of the theoretical discipline of gender theory, is the most 

appropriate and apt place to begin. Masculinity studies today require an inclusion and 

consideration of gender theory precisely because these theoretical insights provide 

complexity and nuance to traditionally monolithic understandings of heterosexuality and 

what it means to be a man. If, as Diana Fuss argues, “heterosexuality secures its self-

identity… by protecting itself from what it sees as the continual predatory encroachments 

of its contaminated other, homosexuality,” then understanding gay actions and desires is 

imperative to fully examine and define what it means to be heterosexual or masculine.22 

These types of engagements with sports and their history are most productive when 

deconstructing established narratives, as scholars “of sport must adopt a more robust 

queer sensibility if they are to avoid contributing to the drive toward normalization and 

instead effectively interrogate its premises and assumptions.”23 Thus, this thesis relies on 
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gender theory and masculinities studies as theoretical lenses, not simply because much of 

its subject matter is about the explicitly gay, but because it is invaluable to understanding 

and analyzing masculinities of all kinds. 

Following in the wake of Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble, the modern field of 

“queer theory” emerged from Women’s or Gender Studies and has developed along a 

variety of new theoretical trajectories. “Queerness” as a term of art no longer means just 

gay or lesbian individuals or sex.24 Rather, it entails an examination of sexuality and the 

implications of understanding that sexuality as inhabiting a spectrum, instead of a rigid 

binary of either male or female, either straight or gay.25 Some legal scholars have argued 

for a shift in understanding from “sexual orientation” towards “affinity orientation,” 

because such a conceptual move removes the focus on sex and instead denotes the 

presence of particular affect, or affection, by bodies toward one another.26 This thesis will 

include affinity orientation conceptually within its use of “gayness,” which is more 

specific to male-male affinity and more accurate to Michael Sam’s own self-

identification.  

For the purposes of this thesis, several key terms need to be defined to avoid 

further confusion and clarify important distinctions. Sex refers to the biological 

characteristics of a particular body. While gender is often conflated with sex, gender in 

fact refers to the masculine or feminine characteristics exhibited or performed by a 

person. While this often correlates with a person’s sex, this is not always the case. In 

distinction from both of these concepts, sexuality here refers to the desires a person has in 

terms of what genders a person has affection or sexual attraction toward. Gayness today 

can best be understood as a theoretical frame that draws on gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 
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trans* experiences to challenge heteronormativity, but encompasses a broader base of 

research and focus than just same sex physical contact.27 The anti-normative nature of 

gayness that resists a defined identity category often frames itself in opposition to 

heteronormativity, which is defined by Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner as “the 

institutions, structures of understanding, and practical orientations that make 

heterosexuality not only coherent—that is, organized as a sexuality—but also 

privileged.”28 Scholars are now recognizing that “normative models of identity will never 

suffice for the representational work demanded of them,” and so gayness has become 

“less an identity than a critique of identity.”29 This contestation has allowed for rigorous 

debate over terminology, and reflects the uncertain and constantly changing nature of 

investigations surrounding gayness and gender criticism.30  

 The cultural power and social importance of sport also merits unique rhetorical 

consideration, given the power and influence of media and consumer interest to create 

and disperse sporting events, athletes, and stories as rhetorical texts. In terms of a 

methodological approach to culture, “reading sport compels us to read in a different, 

more theoretically charged manner… [and] requires critical attention to the ways that 

sexuality, race, gender, and class privileges are articulated in those accounts.”31 As Susan 

Birrell and Mary McDonald note, scholars should be particularly attentive to questions of 

identity within sports: 

[F]ocusing on a particular incident or celebrity as the site for exploring… power 

relations as they are constituted along the axes of ability, class, gender, and 

nationality… We cannot settle once and for all which relation of power is always 

and everywhere most important. What we can say is that at this historical 

moment, in this particular place, these discourses on race, sexuality, age, ability,  

and nationality are produced around this particular incident.32 
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These different power relations form a series of axes along which different emplotments 

meet, to form new and diverse identities that are unique to each individual.33 Some 

scholars, such as Kimberle Crenshaw, have gone as far to claim that identity categories 

operate like a prison, containing and limiting the potentials of those that fall within 

them.34  

While some identities cannot be escaped or hidden, sexuality, whom a person 

experiences affection or sexual attraction toward, is one that is often concealed, whether 

out of fear or simple preference by the individual. While historical understandings of 

“coming out” (publically announcing one’s sexuality, generally limited to non-

heterosexual person) as a linear and progressive act have been criticized, Jeffrey Weeks 

notes that “it can also be seen as an historic process, the gradual emergence and 

articulation of a homosexual identity and public presence.”35 Lisa Duggan and others 

have criticized a “’new homonormativity’—a politics in which equality is defined as 

‘access to the institutions of domestic privacy, the ‘free’ market, and patriotism.’”36 

Existing studies of the 2008 and 2010 Olympics, as well as female participation in 

coaching soccer both reinforce the risks of simply adding minoritarian identities in an 

attempt to change existing cultural power dynamics.37 There continue to be notable 

instances of positive inclusion, but there remains more nuance than to simply add more 

diversity of voices. 

 Significant scholarly resources have already been devoted to the relationship 

between gender and sports, and especially how existing conceptions of sports as imbued 

with a particular type of masculinity can effect female participation. Women's leagues in 

most of the major sports do exist, but have trouble getting sponsorships or media 
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coverage because of a lack of institutional interest, despite small but devoted fan bases. 

As Bobbi A. Knapp notes, “[g]iven the social construction of sports as masculine, women 

in sports are often considered invaders and even seen by some as a threat,” and others 

have argued that this form of control operates as a form of sexual regulation.38 These 

differences in discourses surrounding men and women “might partly explain why writing 

on gay men has not been preoccupied with visibility to the same extent as writing on 

lesbians,” since these masculinity problems have historically resulted in more directed 

focus on the exclusion of women as a whole than the division arising between straight 

and gay men.39 While some scholars have historically been concerned with how a focus 

on masculinity may erase a unique feminist epistemology, today these studies have 

developed “epistemological and methodological commitments [that] have facilitated a far 

more subtle, nuanced, and heterogeneous understanding of the way in which women’s 

subjectivity is experienced and expressed.”40 

 Some scholars have already begun to address the lacuna resulting from how 

recently sports and masculinity scholarship has developed. This focus has primarily been 

directed at issues surrounding the inclusion of and reaction to gay, lesbian, bisexual, and 

transsexual athletes. As Chris Hine argues, although  

LGBTQ rights in this country have come a long way… one of the final frontiers 

in that fight is for inclusion in sports, especially in the major pro sports leagues 

where less than a handful of athletes [have been] openly gay men even though 

statistics suggest there are several gay, bisexual or questioning men playing  

professional sports.41  

While sports continue to be an active battleground for the advancement of social equality 

and inclusion, they remain “overwhelmingly male and hegemonically masculine” and are 

“a space of heteronormative, masculinist and White power.”42 Athletes are often forced to 
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perform a particular idea of masculinity that occurs through creation of a “positional 

identity that clarifies the boundaries between the self and the other…in which [gay 

players] struggled to construct masculine positional identities” and were thus castigated 

because of their location outside of traditional understandings of masculinity as being 

synonymous with heterosexuality.43 These ideals and expected roles create a “master 

discourse… produced at the nexus of the institutions of sport, mass media and 

corporations” in order to profit off of athletes and their very identities while suppressing 

those who do not fit into an idealized mold of athletic skill.44 This “master discourse” 

shows how rhetorics of masculinity continue to define acceptable athletic bodies and 

exclude those perceived to be in violation of those norms. 

 Beyond analysis of the players themselves, understanding the role of spectators is 

also important to how circulated rhetorical texts are constructed and perceived. By 

spectators I mean both those persons who attend particular sporting events, but also those 

that consume news and media about the games and athletes, those that consume the sport 

remotely via the internet, television, or even radio, and those who display general interest 

in and opinions of the sport both in person and online. Existing sociological and 

anthropological work has been invaluable for providing backing to traditionally rhetorical 

understandings of identification and connection between a text and its audience. Fans 

engage in strategies of identification and bonding with teams and players they observe, 

creating a sense of closeness and identity between themselves and “their” team.45 These 

forms of identification can include connections by regional proximity, or identifying with 

particular teams or players for a variety of affective reasons. Engaging questions of 

sexuality and troubling the basis for these connections continues the project of injecting 
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more explicit analysis of masculinity and sexuality in our understanding of athletics. 

Such a project has a valuable and tangible impact in “alter[ing] how we think about 

sexualities, desires and bodies” within sport.46 A lack of careful criticism allows sport to 

continue as a self-fulfilling prophecy unabated, where traditional masculinity and 

conceptions of sport both limit gay interest and drive out minimal participation from 

those deemed not or at least improperly masculine.47  

Another important aspect in how masculinity surrounding athletes is formed is 

through the way sport is filtered and presented by social media and major news outlets. 

Based in a “celebrity branding culture,” athletes are identified with a “sporting 

masculinity” that is developed as a form of “unproblematic heroism” and “shaped in 

ways that have a social and historical specificity” to the ideals of a particular culture.48 

Rooted in achievement-based cultural norms, athletes come to represent the embodiment 

of social virtue: namely strength, courage, endurance, and valor.49 These values become 

“rooted in the 'naturalness' of aggression and the predatory instinct” which then become 

set against “mother, wife, and family [who] threaten to tame and civilize” an otherwise 

ideal masculine individualism.50 These values shape understanding of sporting 

masculinity, which in turn becomes synonymous with the athletes themselves. 

 While sports generally embody these characteristics of what masculinity and 

proper athleticism symbolizes, professional football remains unique in terms of its 

spectacle, its popularity in the United States, and its revenue that surpasses tens of 

billions of dollars every year.51 This placement as the most powerful and socially 

influential of the major sports makes it uniquely important for the rhetorical force that it 
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exerts in creating and maintaining an understanding of what masculinity should mean. As 

Michael Oriard notes: 

NFL football in the early years of the twenty-first century had become not just the 

most popular and powerful sport in the United States but … the most popular and 

powerful television programming of any kind. Given that popularity and power,  

the relative scarcity of scholarly attention to NFL football has been remarkable.52 

The NFL exists as “one of the most significant engines of contemporary culture,” and 

continues as a powerful social, cultural, and political force in the United States.53 This is 

particularly true of its force in creating and preserving a unique and powerful form of 

“hegemonic masculinity,” less concerned with closeted gay athletes than with how their 

participation interrupts or reaffirms dominant masculine values such as heteronormative 

behavior, aggression, and competitiveness.54  

 This “hegemonic masculinity” permeates all cultural aspects of NFL football, and 

the growing percentage of female fans and “homegating” legitimate the sport as safe and 

sexually acceptable for men to form communal attachments.55 Myriad public relations 

disasters, such as drug usage or domestic violence, did not shake these values perceived 

as fundamental. As some have noted, “[n]o matter what sin you committed, the team 

would accept you … but never – under any circumstances whatsoever – could you 

announce that you were gay. That was the unpardonable sin.”56 While the League 

officially condemns discrimination, “football is, and always has been, a cult of hyper-

masculinity. … Men are defined as big, strong, violent, physically courageous warriors. 

… [Gays] aren’t just abhorrent, they’re aberrant, betrayers of the given order.”57 Garry 

Whannel summarizes that “sporting practices marginalize and stigmatize gayness,” and 

that this process is uniquely true within professional football.58 
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Review of the Literature 

From the time of the ancient Greeks, sport has been a social venue around which 

we rhetorically constitute ourselves as a public and as individuals.59 Sporting fields and 

arenas contain immense symbolism and power, such as the image of the Superdome in 

New Orleans in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.60 Daniel A. Grano argues that sport is 

formed through “ritualized social contracts” that when broken “increasingly provides a 

site of contestation for the popular assumptions about race, class and gender.”61 The 

location of sports at the center of society has meant that the performances within it “have 

rhetorical impact on audiences,” which Barry Brummett has argued can result in “leading 

to social and political changes.”62 Rooted in the development of sports from the ancient 

agonism of the Greek Olympic tradition, contest is framed through a unique lens of moral 

and social judgment. Davis W. Houck and others have noted that this frame is central in 

filtering public reaction, as athletes themselves operate in a rhetorical genre with its own 

particular rules and expectations.63 Identity categories serve as a secondary constraint on 

rhetoric, as the playing field becomes a site where the athletic body “is disciplined to take 

on a very specific form.”64 Abraham Khan has noted that this constraint is most serious 

when the individual attempts to enter the public or political spheres as an “activist-

athlete,” failure to live up to these moral standards can invite serious backlash and intense 

scrutiny, as it did for Jackie Robinson and Curt Flood.65 Although athletes seem 

untouchable, wealthy, and powerful, there remains significant constraint on their ability 

to freely engage the public sphere. 

Today, sports are a unique place within social power dynamics because “identities 

that might be marginal in previous sporting times or in contemporary non-sporting places 
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might find a place of sanctuary with sport,” although there exists the risk that “discourses 

of power that are dominant within wider society can often be exaggerated to construct 

sporting arenas as veritable prisons for those marginalized as 'Other' in daily life.”66 

Daniel A. Grano argues that this is especially true in the NFL, when Black athletes such 

as Michael Vick are subjected to extreme oversight and suspension by the 

Commissioner’s Office.67 While Davis W. Houck and others have noted that a temporary 

escape from the generic constraints placed on Black athletes is possible, it is fleeting and 

cannot survive any controversy that spills into the realm of public deliberation.68  

Within the overwhelming rejection of gayness and non-traditional affinity 

orientations, at least on the surface, it seems unlikely that sexuality studies and rhetorical 

interventions from the perspective of gender would have much to say about the NFL. 

And yet the National Football League perhaps doth protest too much, as multiple scholars 

have noted a surprisingly gay subcurrent within today’s football landscape.69 Alan 

Dundes argues that “it is highly likely that the ritual aspect of football, providing as it 

does a socially sanctioned framework for male bodily contact ... is a form of homosexual 

behavior,” realized in a variety of ways including communal showering, physical 

affection, and team bonding as examples.70 Psychoanalytic readings of the sport reveal an 

obsession with penetration and domination, or revel in the Freudian bases for teamwork 

and comradery.71 Others note how football exists as a “masculine paradox,” where 

violence and traditional masculine values are set in sharp contrast to emotionality, 

passion, and even tears. While “football is often portrayed as the epitome of masculinity,” 

its “hypermasculinity…is actually quite over the top” to the point of being almost campy 

through its continual placement of cheerleaders as sexual objects or men exerting and 
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sweating, at times seemingly more fitting in a Conan the Barbarian remake than a Sunday 

afternoon on network television.72  

 The bond between football and masculinity goes deeper than just theoretical 

understandings of the sport. Masculinity is also constructed physically in football, as 

“battle lust and aggressiveness… find socially permitted expression.”73 However, when 

confronted with gayness or “when sporting masculinity is interpolated as sexualized, the 

instability of its dominance is rendered all too visible, reminding us that men… are being 

used as gay men have been…rendering them potentially queer.”74 Toby Miller explains 

this by articulating how when “[s]port and celebrity jumble together,” “[s]porting heroes 

and heroines function as models of desire,” as the social bonding and identification that 

occurs between athlete and fan jumbles attachment, desire, and connection between the 

two.75 Athletes are thus situated as the objects of desire, where women or effeminate gay 

men are often rhetorically defined as in opposition to the heterosexual male desirer. The 

introduction of sexuality, such as the announcement that a gay football player exists, 

exposes the uneasy tension that exists in the professed affection a fan has for their team 

or favorite athlete.  

This “daydream-like identification” of becoming one with their athletic ideal 

results in ostensibly straight male fans desiring ostensibly straight male athletes, as the 

desire to be like them conflates with a literal desire to have, own, or even be the object of 

their desire.76 While nothing explicitly sexual usually exists, it nevertheless remains that 

straight men are engaging in desires both to be like and to literally be the objects of their 

affection: football players. Ironically, the rhetoric surrounding football has been 

described in several places as simultaneously homophobic and gay, emphasizing 
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penetration, domination, or even the need to “stick [the football] up their asses.”77 

Football players often act in homophobic ways through word or deed, even while 

hugging their male teammates and coaches, crying tears because of success or failure, or 

other acts that might appear effeminate or gay without the context of sport and team. For 

example, when Michael Sam was working with the St. Louis Rams in training camp, he 

and other players seemed to come to mutual agreement about him waiting to shower until 

after certain players, so as to be “respect[ful of] their space.”78 While communal 

showering is often an unremarkable act from high school gym class to the professional 

locker room, the introduction of Sam’s gayness fundamentally reframed that space for 

these athletes as disrespectful both to them and the team. His presence disrupts the 

identifications occurring between and among players and fans, enacting rhetorical force 

on the spaces that they share. 

Beyond the bonds men share with each other, women also serve a distinct role to 

help shore up the perceived obviousness of athlete’s masculinity despite such actions. 

While “homegating” and other acts of supporting men in their watching of football at 

home, female fans and even cheerleaders allow a temporary suturing of what otherwise 

might be considered gay connections and desires. All the women present become highly 

sexualized, either as the scantily-clad cheerleaders who serve as attractive ornaments for 

the otherwise predominately male-filled stadium, or as the women presented as wife, 

child-bearer, and assistant to the man while he and his friends watch sport from the 

comfort of their own couch. By including these explicitly sexualized women, the 

narrative of football becomes less about the men bonding with each other, since there is 

the easy reassurance that women still exist as the truly sexual objects in this schema. 
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 In order to effectively distance themselves from the risk of being identified as 

gay, “and to reinforce his heterosexuality, the male athlete must denigrate gayness and 

position women as the object of his sexual desire.”79 This is particularly true in the 

context of the locker room, identified as the “ultimate temple of masculinity” and the 

“inner sanctum” where male athletes feel most at ease with each other, while 

simultaneously most on edge about perceived threats to their heterosexuality.80 Lisa A. 

Mazzie argues that “[m]en's locker-room talk valorizes men who live up to the norms of 

hegemonic masculinity ... while demeaning gender nonconforming men or men perceived 

as less masculine.”81 Because these professional athletes feel vulnerable due to their 

nudity or their closeness with their teammates, they react harshly to perceived threats to 

their heterosexual utopia. This can often result in lashing out against anything they deem 

divergent in order to maintain a clear delineation between their heterosexual masculinity 

and the threatening gayness that resides outside this utopic space. 

 One place where the interaction between hetero-masculinity and gayness occurs 

within football is the NFL draft. Thomas P. Oates argues that “the practices and 

discourses that surround the draft legitimate and mobilize a particular way of looking… 

[which] is often linguistic as well as visual.”82 During the combine, prospects are forced 

to strip down to their underwear and are weighed and measured in front of executives and 

coaches who evaluate them across a variety of characteristics. It is here where Oates 

argues that “the male body… is a legitimate object of the male gaze.”83 He notes that 

since athletes are positioned “as commodities, draftees are… judged, controlled, directed 

and admired, even in erotic ways.”84 As the ultimate expression of the gazing that occurs 

by both spectators and team bureaucracy, the draft exposes the otherwise under-
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recognized dynamic within the male gaze and reveals the ways the male gaze instills a 

form of desire on the male athletic objects of that gaze. 

 Collectively, the literature on masculinity and sport demonstrates both that each 

have a strong rhetorical impact in modern society and also that these two forces are 

inextricably linked. While the concept of masculinity existed before and is defined 

beyond the arena of sport, athletics, and especially professional football, it provides a 

unique text for analysis. The interaction between media, sport, and socio-cultural 

importance means that football has a distinct rhetorical force in society. This power 

makes it uniquely important to discussions of sport and its rhetorical construction of ideal 

masculinity, since it helps shape and determine social understandings of what it means to 

be a football player, athletic, or even properly male. This does not happen through a 

single act, but incorporates a wide constellation of rhetorical artifacts. These include the 

teams, owners, and executives, but also the fans, media, and social interactions about the 

sport (and related components such as video games, fantasy football, and gambling), with 

all of these elements adding to the overall social force that the NFL exerts. While there 

exists a broad range of rhetorical scholarship on sport and sexuality, there remains 

surprisingly little investigation of the ways that football creates masculinity. This thesis 

argues that examining persons or actions who are publically identified as gay in 

professional football can serve heuristically and rhetorically to expose a more complex  

understanding of athletic masculinity than previously theorized. 

 

 

The Rhetorical Exigency: Michael Sam 

Nowhere has the interaction between masculinity and gayness been more 

prominent than in the controversy surrounding the emergence of the first openly gay 
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football prospect to ever be drafted into the NFL, Michael Sam. Born Michael Alan Sam, 

Jr. to JoAnn and Michael Sam Sr. of Hitchcock, Texas, Sam attended Hitchcock High 

School as the seventh of eight children.85 Family troubles forced Sam to move in with his 

football teammate, Ethan Purl, where he developed into a star defensive football player as 

early as his freshman year.86 Despite being ranked as a two-star prospect (out of a 

possible maximum of five), Sam received several scholarship offers and eventually 

committed to attend the University of Missouri on a football scholarship.87 After three 

seasons without much impact, in 2013 Sam broke out as a star defensive player and 

earned numerous defensive honors, including SEC Defensive Player of the Year, first-

team All-SEC, and the second-ever unanimous All-American in the history of the 

university.88 

After the college bowl season, Michael Sam was projected to be drafted as high as 

the third round of the draft despite a limited portfolio of work against top offensive 

linemen and a non-traditional size to speed ratio.89 However, when Sam first publically 

announced he identified as gay on Oprah several weeks before the draft, the news that the 

first openly gay player might be about to enter the League stirred up significant public 

interest. While it was a topic for talking heads to dissect leading up to the draft, it was not 

until Sam, a Black man, kissed his White boyfriend on national television that the true 

media firestorm began.90 Realizing the importance of the event, ESPN made a conscious 

choice to keep a live camera crew in Sam’s home awaiting the news of his drafting, a 

common choice for top prospects or athletes with national intrigue like former Florida 

quarterback Tim Tebow, but rare for an eventual seventh round pick like Sam.  
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 One of the most significant effects of showing a gay kiss on national television 

was that it shifted the conversation from football insiders talking about draft positioning 

to a more general public discussion on gay athletes and team cohesion. Many people, 

such as President Obama, Oprah, and a wide swath of former and current NFL players 

praised Sam for his bravery and the momentousness of his being drafted.91 Multiple NFL 

Hall of Famers expressed a desire that only a player’s skill should determine whether 

they were successful in the League, and the majority of current players in an anonymous 

poll said that they would be comfortable with having a gay teammate.92 Unfortunately, 

that same poll showed that, despite personal acceptance, the same group of players felt 

that a gay football player would not be comfortable in an NFL locker room. 

 In the aftermath of the kiss, Chris Hoening observed that the series of Michael 

Sam storylines “show[ed] the NFL’s lack of leadership when it comes to creating an 

inclusive atmosphere that would make a gay player comfortable in coming out.”93 Every 

opinion immediately became national news. Myriad athletes and fans expressed concern 

or criticism of Sam and gayness on social media and New Orleans Saint Jonathan Vilma 

made headlines for worrying that “if he's the guy next to me and, you know, I get 

dressed, naked, taking a shower... And it just so happens he looks at me. How am I 

supposed to respond?”94 Another athlete anonymously pondered that “I don't know first-

hand of any homosexuality [in the NFL] and I don't know where it would fit in.”95 

Former Atlanta Falcons and New York Jets assistant coach Doug Plank, attempting to 

explain the divide between public and NFL sentiments on gay acceptance, noted that 

“[w]e’ve certainly seen so much more acceptance [outside the locker room]. It’s almost 

normal now. It’s not a big issue. But there are still those last bastions that are left, and 
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sports is one of them.”96 No matter what the general public had begun to feel about gay 

athletes, the particular pressures of conforming to idealized masculinity in American 

football meant that the locker room as the last bastion of heterosexual male bonding still 

mattered, and was important enough to those still on the inside of the NFL that Sam’s 

mere presence was still an important disruption to their very way of life. 

 Polling data gathered during the Michael Sam controversy backs up the 

conflicting views expressed by players on the issue. ESPN polling showed that out of 

fifty-one athletes, "Forty-four players said a teammate's sexual orientation didn't matter to 

them, and 39 said they would be comfortable showering around a gay teammate.” But at 

the same time, “32 players said they had teammates or coaches who used homophobic 

slurs last season, and when asked whether an openly gay player would be comfortable in 

a NFL locker room, just 25 players said yes.”97 This divide between personal views and 

general assumptions about the sporting culture extends further than just those within the 

sport. As early as 2005, a poll by Shoen & Berland Associates found that “86% of fans 

said it’s ‘OK for gay male athletes to participate in sports.’”98 This information and 

reviews of media coverage of gay and lesbian athletes led NBC Outsports founder Cyd 

Zeigler to conclude that “[i]t’s more acceptable to be homosexual than it is to be 

homophobic.”99 Despite these seemingly progressive data sets, the case of Michael Sam 

confirmed that the NFL still has a long way to go in terms of acceptance and openness to 

sexual and gender differences. 

 Despite the generally positive reaction of players to Sam, NFL executives and 

scouts were quick to state (anonymously, of course) that his sexuality would hurt his draft 

stock. One scout claimed that “I just know with this going on this is going to drop him 
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down. … I don't think football is ready for [an openly gay player] just yet.”100 Other 

executives engaged in “concern trolling,” whereby they expressed that while they did not 

care, other players or fans would or because they “wouldn’t want to deal with all of it.”101 

Arizona Cardinals Head Coach Bruce Arians even blamed opposing fans, worrying that 

“things that are said are over the top and out of control that I can imagine what some fans 

would say to an openly gay player.”102 The end result of all of these concerns was that 

Sam remains “the only drafted Defensive Player of the Year of any of the big five 

football conferences… in the last 20 years to not make an active roster his rookie 

season.”103 While a few have speculated that a poor NFL Combine workout and odd size 

to speed ratio made him “too small for an NFL defensive lineman, [and] too slow for a 

pro linebacker,” the number of anonymous officials willing to state that Sam’s gayness 

hurt his draft position strongly refutes those excuses.104 

 The best refutation of the belief that Sam’s public admittance of his gayness had 

no significant role to play was the trajectory of another athlete’s draft stock. Shane Ray 

had been Michael Sam’s teammate in college at Mizzou, playing the same position and 

having virtually the same statistical career.105 While Sam was being bombarded with 

questions about his love life and private time, Ray was pulled over for speeding and 

charged with possession of marijuana the week of the draft. While drug controversies 

often can cause speculation about a player’s character, Ray was picked 226 spots before 

Sam after the Broncos traded their first round pick, two fifth round picks and a player to 

get him. In comparison, “Sam wasn't even worth one of those fifth round picks to any 

NFL team.”106 While Sam was still drafted in the seventh round by the St. Louis Rams, 

recent reports have claimed that the “NFL didn't want Sam to go undrafted, so it made a 
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deal with the Rams” to take him in exchange for not being forced to participate in the 

NFL’s reality show Hard Knocks, which head coach Jeff Fisher feared would be 

disruptive to his preseason camps.107  

While most reports indicated that Sam had a great preseason with the Rams and 

later with the Dallas Cowboys after his release in St. Louis, no other team even gave him 

a tryout despite solid numbers.108 No organization signed him to a futures contract, in 

which teams can lock up a player’s rights for free if they ever choose to return to 

professional football. Sam eventually signed with the Montreal Alouettes of the Canadian 

Football League (CFL), making him the first openly gay player to be drafted and start in 

a CFL game.109 After a season he retired from the CFL, and is currently preparing to 

work back into NFL-caliber shape in the hopes of eventually playing in America once 

again. The tragedy of Michael Sam is that, while he claimed several current NFL players 

who are gay reached out to him after the draft, there existed the conception that he was 

somehow going to do for football and gayness what Jackie Robinson did for baseball and 

race.110 It is not unsurprising that Sam did not catch on, as he was faced with high 

expectations and a culture working against him because of the threat he posed to the very 

identity of the League. 

Michael Sam was not the first nor the most recent controversy surrounding 

football and sexuality, but his position within the already media-heavy NFL draft 

spectacle quickly projected him into the general American zeitgeist. In the last few years 

alone, several stories have continued the perception that, for better or worse, a gayness 

exists at the margins of football’s cultural and social milieu. Early in 2016, a story broke 

about a Pennsylvania high school football team practicing “No Gay Thursdays,” which 
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consisted of hazing and even sodomizing underclassmen they did not like.111 At the 

professional level of football, the NFL recently announced exclusive contracts with the 

National Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC) for both Super Bowl 50 and 

51, and Coldplay’s halftime show message of “Believe in Love” resulted in a controversy 

over whether the League had implicitly endorsed a pro-gay marriage stance.112 Former 

defensive back Wade Davis came out, resulting in another round of commentary on the 

readiness of the League to accept an openly gay player, and then several months later an 

Atlanta Falcons executive was censured for implicitly asking a draft prospect if he was 

gay during a pre-draft interview.113 These incidents represent only a small number of 

homophobic and gender-based incidents in the broader football public, showing both 

continued fear and continued discussion on the subject well after Sam’s tenure had ended. 

There have even been controversies surrounding current players and sexuality. 

The Arizona Cardinals received negative press for suspending a player for complaining 

about playing time only several weeks after refusing to do so when current player Chris 

Culliver expressed “outright homophobic comments” in a media interview.114 Perhaps the 

most relevant to this thesis was in 2015 when star New York Giants wide receiver Odell 

Beckham Jr. brawled with Carolina Panthers defensive back Josh Norman after Norman 

and other Panthers had heckled Beckham Jr. for being gay because he dances in 

Instagram videos with his male friends.115 The verbal banter affected Beckham Jr. so 

deeply he felt compelled not only to fight Norman on the field, but then proceeded to do 

several interviews to assure his fans that he “has sex with lots of women,” and that there 

was thus nothing to be worried about. While Michael Sam may no longer be a daily 

storyline on ESPN, the specter of homophobia remains to such an extent that a mere 
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accusation during on-field trash talking warrants a probable suspension for fighting to 

protect your masculinity. 

The case study of Michael Sam’s entrance into the realm of professional football, 

albeit briefly, demonstrates the rhetorical richness and complexity surrounding athletic 

masculinity. Given the inherent power that the National Football League exerts socially 

and culturally, any instance of gayness appearing within the carefully cultivated public 

identity that the League and its players abide by serves as a moment of great rhetorical 

exigency. Close analysis of the rhetoric surrounding Michael Sam, the reactions to his 

gayness, and the overall shift (or lack thereof) of opinions within the NFL toward gay 

men uniquely contribute to academic understandings of the nuances within masculinity 

and identity in sport. While Sam is only one example of gayness being made present in 

the NFL, the recency and the robustness of the surrounding media coverage of his 

drafting make it a unique rhetorical text in both its force and its circulation in the 

collective American consciousness. This thesis will utilize the case of Michael Sam to 

critically engage the rhetoric of masculinity in the NFL. I specifically focus on what is 

revealed when the presence of gayness or gay men serves as exigency for the formation 

of new rhetorics surrounding how athletic masculinity is currently conceived or  

rhetorically enacted. 
 
 

Structure of the Thesis 

 Given the plethora of literature already in existence about gayness and sport, but 

the surprising paucity at the intersection of gayness and the National Football League, 

this project seems properly positioned to both draw on and contribute productively to the 

field of rhetoric. The remainder of this thesis consists of four chapters. Each of these 
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draw on diverse tools from the field of rhetoric, and make related conclusions about the 

structure and development of gayness within the National Football League. By drawing 

from the case study of Sam and the discourses surrounding him, this thesis traces the 

rhetorical formations, executions, and constraints on masculinity within professional 

football. 

Chapter two begins with a rhetorical analysis of Michael Sam and his interracial 

kiss on national television. The matrix of race, sexuality, and gender all interplay within 

the expected cultural values surrounding the NFL, and this kiss represents a fleeting 

moment of what Charles E. Morris III and John M. Sloop, drawing on Michael Warner, 

refer to when they speak of gay kissing as “counterpublicity.”116 Drawing on tropological 

analysis, Sam and his boyfriend operate synecdochically as a stand-in for the fans and 

admirers who gaze upon them. This connection is made stronger through the League’s 

pervasiveness in modern society, generating ideas of possession and connection that 

operate overly and unconsciously. The strength of these connections becomes undone 

through Sam’s kiss, as this erotic moment serves to destabilize or indict the identificatory 

nature of fandom and participation within professional football. 

The third chapter focuses more on the structure of the NFL itself, and how its 

rhetorical acts are formed, managed, and mediated. Using the canceled ESPN show 

Playmakers as a heuristic lens, this chapter works to understand the pressures and 

constraints on actors in and around the Michael Sam saga. Given the dearth of 

information that the League makes available, there are strong rhetorical arguments to be 

made about the added insight that fictional accounts may offer academic inquiry. This is 

particularly true of cases like Sam, where the initial event was met with shame and mixed 
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reaction by the higher powers in team and League executive offices. Playmakers thus 

becomes a tool for additional insight and revelation, exposing the likely reactions of those 

in power to the drafting of an openly gay player and providing additional warranting for 

assumptions and claims made both by and about the NFL. 

Chapter four examines the role of allies and passing and focuses on former NFL 

players Brendon Ayanbadejo and Chris Kluwe, who were the most outspoken supporters 

of gay rights in the League but who both subsequently lost their jobs. This analysis 

contrasts the role that outspoken allies adopt with the rhetoric surrounding current players 

who are gay but remain unidentified to the media, fans, and potentially even their 

teammates. These rhetorical acts are situated within the genre of the open letter, with 

Kluwe in particular drawing from and repositioning its form to create a new and more 

powerful ethos than from his privileged position by itself. The social constraints placed 

on this play between outspoken allies and passing gay athletes creates new rhetorical 

potentials, reframing the existence of passing from silence to a powerful and destabilizing 

existence below the surface of the League’s hypermasculinity. 

The final chapter concludes by asking the hypothetical question about what might 

have happened if the player that had been gay was not a late-round pick, but an already-

established star of the League. As chapters two, three, and four all demonstrate, 

masculinity in professional football is carefully manicured and defined through rhetorical 

acts. While Sam’s case is ultimately one of a potential that did not actualize (both 

rhetorically and on the field), there remains significant resources for academic inquiry. 

While no one chapter can, or even seeks to, define the entirety of NFL identity 

construction, the chapters collectively serve as representative case studies of its myriad 
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forms and its implications for society. It should be the mission of future rhetorical 

endeavors to continue analyzing professional football and its implications for the social 

construction of identity. 

Taken together, these chapters allow a rhetorical examination of the openly gay 

and active player and the structure of the NFL’s culture. These insights combine and 

inform the rhetorical critic how those allied to these explicit case studies rhetorically 

navigate both their politics and their existence within the stringent confines of football’s 

idealized hyper-masculinity. Analyzing the rhetorical potentials of the individual act and 

its impact on a broader public, the existence of players like Michael Sam have effects that 

are broader than their own limited actions portend. It becomes clear that Sam’s mere 

existence enacted a powerful rhetorical disruption on the ways that masculinity is 

constructed by professional football. While it is too early to say whether this will shape 

the League’s future reactions to openly gay athletes, there exists renewed rhetorical 

grounds for their inclusion and acceptance in a way that Sam was never able to achieve. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

“Should I Be Kissing A Woman Instead?”1: Michael Sam’s Kairotic Kiss 

On a Saturday afternoon in March of 2014, near the end of the three day National 

Football League (NFL) draft, Michael Sam was selected in the seventh round with pick 

number 249.2 Consumed with emotion on what might have been the greatest night of his 

young life, Sam engaged in the nearly ubiquitous celebratory kiss with his significant 

other. For Sam, however, that usually banal embrace ignited a media firestorm, as it was 

a boyfriend, Vito Cammisano, he kissed, captured on national television and shared by 

millions of viewers.3 The resulting media attention was nearly palpable and tinctured 

numerous NFL discussions throughout that offseason and subsequent preseason. What 

may potentially have seemed a quotidian action undermined the previously unexamined 

foundation of NFL identity and its rhetorical construction of masculinity. 

This national reaction to something as harmless as a kiss is unique, but not 

especially surprising. Same-sex kisses are still taboo even in fictional media portrayals, 

particularly when they are shared as a performance between two men.4 As Thomas P. 

Oates argues, the NFL draft itself is a unique site of intersecting homoerotic desires.5 

Athletes are stripped down for the owners, executives, coaches, and fans who wish to be 

them, at least be with them. This imbues the draft with a homoerotism, where fans and 

spectators do not simply want to own the athletes, but aspire to be them physically as 

well. Placed within this system of representation, Sam and Cammisano are refigured by 

these arrangements of identification and power. Transported in his intimate moment 
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across national television, Sam towers over his boyfriend, and is circulated through the 

modern neoliberal state of the NFL. 

The kiss between Sam and Cammisano, then, exists as a key site of analysis 

within this matrix of power relations. Through a critical rhetorical lens, the kiss exists as 

a moment of touch, and it serves to almost realize the impulses via identification that the 

NFL fan possesses. Discussing how gay counterpublics are created, Charles E. Morris III 

and John M. Sloop extend Michael Warner’s work to argue that, “in examining 

rhetorically those kisses shared and enjoyed by men, we offer an entry into a rhetoric of 

the body in pleasure."6 Michael Sam’s kiss is a singular act, and according to Morris and 

Sloop, does not serve to create a gay counterpublic in itself. Yet, it still embodies the very 

notion of gay counterpublicity. It disrupts an existing norm of the NFL and its 

masculinity.7 Given the way the draft and the NFL itself are constructed through 

racialized and homoerotic gazing, Sam’s kiss should be understood and analyzed as a 

rhetorical act. I argue it functions to disrupt the existing constructions of both masculinity 

and the NFL public by displacing how cultural identification occurs in the American 

viewing public’s consumption of sports. 

This chapter will begin with a discussion of Michael Sam’s unique case, and how 

it builds upon existing critical theory about sports and culture. A discussion of audience 

construction of the self and other, including the operation of the gaze onto the other as 

Other, can productively outline how both the NFL’s broader structures, as well as its 

fandom, operate.8 The bonding that occurs between fan and player, I argue, is not simply 

one of relation, but one of consumption. This dynamic exposes how Sam’s kiss might 

mean more than just delegitimizing his own masculinity. As a consummated moment of 
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connection, it is also an exposure of the homoerotic longing the spectator has for athletes 

as a whole. I argue that Cammisano serves synecdochically to represent the larger NFL 

fan base, creating a slippage in identification that destabilizes the fan’s notion of their 

own identity and affection. 

Establishing the context of the draft and NFL athletics and fandom, this chapter 

will take Morris and Sloop’s discussion of male-male kissing as a rhetorical act to 

analyze and expose the potential rupture such an act can create within the hyper-

masculine spaces.9 As they note, male same-sex kissing incites not just a moral “panic,” 

but implies “sexual temptation” in a way heterosexual or even lesbian kissing does not.10 

Michael Sam’s kiss, I argue, thus operates as a “spectacle.”11 It occurs within the NFL’s 

own structured management and creation of identity and ideal behavior, which Oriard 

also refers to as its “spectacle,” while simultaneously disrupting it.12 Sam’s kiss is not just 

an action that disturbs the spectators of the draft. Rather, I argue it is a rhetorical act of 

spectacular rupture which unsettles both the NFL’s and its fans’ conception of public 

normalcy, and is capable of exposing homoerotic desires in a moment of confrontation 

with their own unconscious conflation of self and other. 

Reaction to the Drafting of Michael Sam 

To productively analyze the rhetorical function of Michael Sam’s kiss on draft 

night, it is useful to first offer some details of his background and some context around 

the night of his drafting. The NFL has long been subjected to questions of whether a gay 

athlete can even play professional football successfully. Michael Sam was personally 

contacted by several current gay players in the League who remain closeted for their own 

protection, both socially and financially.13 There has been a long history of accusing 
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single male football players of being gay, most notably and recently Green Bay Packers 

quarterback Aaron Rodgers.14 Sam himself came out on ESPN prior to the NFL Scouting 

Combine, a week long showcase and interview process for prospective draftees.15 He 

lamented soon afterwards that coming out “didn't need to be public,” and wondered 

rhetorically, “why do gay people have to do it?"16 After being drafted by the St. Louis 

Rams, Sam was eventually cut (following a highly productive, though not spectacular 

preseason), signed by the Dallas Cowboys, and cut again before ending up in the 

Canadian Football League (CFL).17 He recently retired from the CFL in preparation for 

an attempted return to the NFL.18 The initial nature of the controversy of Sam as a gay 

football player consumed national news. He appeared on Oprah and much of the 

discussion focused on his efficacy as a player, not on his homosexuality.19 Throughout 

this ordeal, media coverage was constant and extreme, focusing on every aspect of his 

life both professional and private. 

 In addition to this initial media coverage, Sam’s drafting and subsequent kiss 

changed the intensity of public perception and interest. There was an instant response, 

both positive and negative, on social media and in sports commentary, which even 

included an official White House statement from President Obama.20 Other 

commentators argued this was a huge progressive step for the League itself, comments 

that allowed the League to insulate itself rhetorically from other criticisms of its 

policies.21 The NFL was able to point to Michael Sam as not a rupture within its 

exploitative structure, but rather a sign of its continued progress into the twenty-first 

century. His act was normalized as an exceptional instance of an ordinary act, and the 
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NFL rushed to frame Sam as a standard example of how liberal and accepting football 

has become. 

The NFL attempted a conceptual shift, focusing more on Sam’s accomplishment 

and less on the difficulties to which the League itself had contributed. They tried to 

reposition him as the exemplar of the NFL’s continued trajectory of liberal progress, not 

an indictment of its hypermasculine structure. This particular site of inclusion served to 

insulate and “render invisible” other criticisms the League continues to navigate, such as 

player safety and unfair profit distribution, critiques that make them seem less legitimate 

in comparison.22 Despite this rhetorical tactic undertaken by the League and its defenders, 

I argue that Sam’s kiss transcended attempts to limit its impact and import, instead 

fundamentally altering the homoerotic power dynamics that structure the League’s and 

fans’ relationship to the players as objects of desire. Sam’s kiss establishes an atypical 

exigency in professional football, and its unique interaction with both the fans and the  

spectacle of football itself requires a critical rhetorical lens. 

 

 

The NFL as Spectacle: Fandom as Desiring Spectator 

 Despite its prominent place in modern society, much as there has been a lack of 

critical interrogation of sport rhetoric more generally, there has been a dearth of critical 

discussion in relation to the fans of these sports. As Thomas Oates expresses, “most of 

the scholarship… has focused on the athletes,” who “represent the ‘most extreme 

possibilities of the male body.’”23 Given this, a more robust analysis of the contributions 

that the fans make to this process as active spectators is long overdue. There have been 

several studies analyzing sports and the spectating environment as a place of symbolic 

self-construction.24 The fan identifies certain aspects of the spectacle of the sporting 
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event, and the athletes themselves, and begins to internalize these attributes as part of 

themselves through a practice of “consumption” in order to find their “place.”25  

This act of “spectating” causes the fan to create a “daydream-like identification” 

with the “battle lust and aggressiveness” of modern professional sports, especially 

football.26 As explained in Oates’ and others’ discussions mentioned previously, the NFL 

spectator begins to internalize the homoerotic gazing as part of themselves. This 

consumption of the spectacle of the gridiron transforms the fan fundamentally. These 

aspects become more than just the fans’ relationship with the other, but constitute their 

very identity as they form gendered judgments of players both as athletes and in 

comparison to themselves. 

This identification with the NFL often takes place through synecdoche, a form of 

tropological relation. Rhetoricians and scholars have long thought of tropes as essential to 

understanding the inner working of human expression, and are no longer conceptualized 

as merely ornamental. Leslie A. Hahner argues that “tropes serve an ontological and 

epistemological function” because they operate as “a mode of representation that is 

repeated across culture such that it becomes a way of organizing and constituting… 

human knowledge.”27 Historians like Hayden White, rhetoricians from Kenneth Burke to 

Christian O. Lundberg, as well as other scholars have argued that tropes are constitutive 

of meaning and language itself. Obversely, philosopher David Marshall contends that 

tropes create “those realms in which meaningful public appearance is possible.”28 While 

most rhetorical scholarship focuses on the linguistic use of tropes as continued 

expressions of speech, Hahner argues that tropes can also display what Ernesto Grassi 

calls a “poetic consciousness,” since they can “become an expanded methodological tool 
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to grasp how visual and performative modes of representation allow for a productive 

ambiguity.”29 Tropes then are not constrained merely to the linguistic, but can take on 

social and cultural dimensions as well. 

Following these scholars, I argue Michael Sam and Vito Cammisano both serve 

synecdochically within fan identification. Synecdoche, one of the major tropes referred to 

in Cicero’s and others’ treatment of the concept, is commonly defined as “a figure of 

substitution, where the part stands in for the whole or the whole stands in for the part.”30 

As a figure of movement and connection, synecdoche creates a feeling of connection or 

togetherness where the standing in of one thing creates a strong tie to its related parts. 

Michel de Certeau in particular argues that synecdoche “expands a spatial element in 

order to make it play the role of ‘more’ (a totality) and take its place.”31 Synecdochical 

relationships serve a constitutive function, creating unique forms of identification and 

connection as the athletes and their spectators begin to blend together. 

Beyond the role that tropological identification plays in sport, football itself 

provides a more material and specific site for the construction of gender normativity. 

Thomas Oates argues that there has been a general assumption that the vast majority of 

NFL fans are young to middle-aged men, who abandon their (heterosexual) wives to 

consume football with other men. Given that the modern methods of viewing the sport 

have made leaving the couch a thing of the past, “the myth of the football widow thus 

extended the male domain of hyper-masculine sport from the field to the living room.”32 

Football then has become constructed as the “last bastion” of a pure masculinity that has 

continued to survive “against the encroachments of women’s liberation.”33 
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The question here is not the accuracy of the statement, but rather how these male 

fans perceive football, and its importance to the construction and preservation of what 

they consider as normal and ideal masculinity. Don Sabo and Joe Panepinto concur with 

Oates, showing how football’s social and cultural power create an ideal hegemonic 

masculinity, against which all other male performances are measured.34 The audience 

does not just invest with the athletes as ideal celebrities or people they wish they could 

embody. Rather, fans internalize the celebrity-athlete as the perfected form of themselves, 

an impossible ideal that symbolizes what they consider the best parts of masculinity, with 

wealth, physical prowess, and fame all interplaying within a single concept. 

 The celebrity-athlete’s function as a site of “hyper-masculinity”35 is also affected 

by the ways that neoliberal capitalism has expanded and fundamentally changed the way 

that fans, as consumers of the NFL experience, embody, enjoy, and identify with athletes. 

Oates outlines a wide variety of ways that the NFL constructs modern fandom itself as an 

integrated and interactive experience. These methods include ESPN coverage with 

programming such as SportsCenter,36 fantasy football, Madden NFL, ESPN Films, and 

the Play 60 initiative.37 Not mentioned by Oates are ESPN subsidiaries such as Grantland 

and FiveThirtyEight, as well as independent fantasy games such as Draft Kings, but this 

only serves to show the total insertion of the NFL into multiple aspects of modern 

culture.38 For Oates, there is a synthesis of fandom with neoliberal economic and social 

integration, and this “integration makes it possible to avoid the disturbing implications of 

a discourse that frames these athletes explicitly as commodities.”39 The creation of the 

spectacle of the NFL and the construction of the fan experience results in identifications 
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that occur between the fans and the celebrity-athlete, and exemplified through Michael 

Sam’s kiss. 

When Sam and Cammisano kiss, there becomes an immediate identification with 

the performance of the athlete, creating an ideal masculinity for the fan to seek to 

embody. The fans’ conception of hypermasculinity is challenged because a dominant 

football player is performing the opposite erotic act from what is expected. Standing head 

and shoulders above his boyfriend and being the initiator of the kiss, Sam disrupts the 

fans’ placement of him as passive object for consumption and control. His masculinity is 

reasserted through his forceful erotic advance. He is not a hypermasculine athlete kissing 

a beautiful woman, but a man kissing another man. Sam looms over and seems to 

dominate both the screen and his boyfriend, regaining agency and power through this 

possibility of rupture. Through their identification, the fan is subject to conflicting 

notions of identity offered by the League and Sam’s performance of sexual-social 

agency. This disjunction is what creates the possibility for rupture in the smooth 

functioning of the rhetorical functioning of the NFL. 

Sam and Cammisano both enact the interrelation implied by synecdoche in 

distinct ways. Michael Sam, as athlete, operates as a perfected ideal for spectators to 

project themselves onto and wish to become; athletes live what they perceive to be the 

ultimate lifestyle of fame and money. As a stand in for these wants in athleticism, fame, 

and wealth, Sam becomes an object to be desired and to dominate. His role is to 

substitute as a blank slate for the hopes and wishes of those longing to be him and be 

around him. Cammisano serves a similar role, as close onlooker and valued companion. 

Being smaller, White, and a friend as opposed to the actually famous and virtually 
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superhuman Sam, Cammisano’s position is more feasible and achievable. Given their 

own personal demeanors, wishes, and needs, spectators will identify more with Sam, 

Cammisano, or find both of them equally substitutable for themselves. When these two 

bodies are suddenly joined in erotic union, coupled in deep yearning before the very eyes 

of those connecting with them, the synecdochical connection is violently ruptured as the 

previously implied connection is made literal. This realization causes a fracture within 

the patterns of identification, and at this moment the erotic nature of the spectators’ wants 

are made just legible enough to invite moral panic and extreme backlash. 

Sam’s gayness also makes uncomfortable the daydreams of the (mostly 

heterosexual) fans who wish to become just like him, because that form of identification 

now also directly challenges their masculinity. The NFL is no longer their bastion of 

heterosexual safety, but implies their own sexual failings through their fandom of the gay 

man within it. When their identification with Sam is disrupted, the smaller and less 

intimidating Cammisano serves as a potential alternative. Acting synecdochically, 

Cammisano stands in for the fan as a more feasible physical goal. When Cammisano is 

overshadowed and visually dominated by the athletic Sam, the fans see themselves as 

overpowered both physically and sexually. This fear of loss of control and heterosexual 

agency adds to the troubled feeling that the kiss generates within the spectators. By acting 

as sources of identification for the spectating fans, Sam and Cammisano generate 

synecdochical connections that, when sexualized through a kiss, disrupt the very basis on 

which fans’ longing is formed and actualized. 
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The Structural Formation of the Grid: The Objects We Gaze Upon 

Beyond the spectators and their gaze, the structural and material aspects of the 

NFL help to create its sense of publicity and the senses of normalcy within the identities 

it forms. Oates argues that, “the draft appeals to its mostly white, male, and wealthy 

audience by asserting a vision of hyper-masculinity … a sadly familiar white fantasy in 

which black men are cast as primitives who are identified primarily with their bodies.”40 

He concludes that “hypermasculinity is identified through the bodies of black men… 

positioned as the object of the scrutiny and desire of the power structure… in a position 

of submission.”41 Placed as non-human chess pieces on the field of battle, athletes are 

purely objects to be debated over and moved around for the entertainment of others. 

Masculinity is physically constructed through football, where predominately 

White coaches, owners, and fans suppress their longing for players through the athletes’ 

abjection.42 Players are not only “dehumanized” by the rhetoric of their coaches, media, 

and fans, but actively encouraged to become the most base and animalistic versions of 

themselves on the gridiron, their field of battle.43 Being objectified allows fans and 

spectators to synecdochically identify with the ideal aspects of the athletes: their near 

super-human athleticism and skill, their wealth, and their prestige in the social 

consciousness. Removed of particular agency, athletes become blank slates onto which 

individuals can project their ideal versions of the athlete’s life and their own inclinations 

about what such an experience would entail. They want to be with the athlete and 

experience his life, or even wish to become the athlete himself. The result is (mostly) 

straight men desiring the life, experiences, and a form of closeness with hypermasculine 
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and ostensibly straight men, creating homoerotic connections through the yearning for 

coupling and togetherness. 

Through their identification with the athlete as dehumanized object, heterosexual 

male fans are able to push away their homoerotic desiring, masking their gaze through a 

recasting of the hypermasculine other as an object. They do not long for another man, 

they assure themselves. The object of their gaze is just an animal, an object that does not 

possess the requisite qualities to be human.44 Sam’s kiss ruptures this relationship by 

exposing the underlying homoeroticism present in the fans’ identification. The passive 

object now returns their enthusiasm by grabbing and kissing another man, inverting 

everything the fan understood about their own relationship to the athlete. Even though 

Sam is still the property of his team, his act momentarily reclaims his agency, 

impulsively acting in a manner that delegitimizes the assumption of total control. 

 When he kisses Cammisano, Michael Sam also disrupts the constructed 

traditional version of masculinity through his performance of affection for another man. 

As Miller notes, “[q]ueer sexuality… threatens the unity and blend of normality and 

excellence that… hypermasculinity requires.”45 Founded on the singular notion of 

heterosexual drive and power, “hypermasculinity” in the NFL is constituted through 

powerful and virile men performing dangerous and athletic acts among other great men, 

who will then return to their wives, girlfriends, and mistresses as conquerors.46 Sam’s 

kiss inverts and disrupts this system of identity by challenging the assumed nature of 

athlete’s masculinity. By performing a gay kiss and yet maintaining his peak athletic 

skill, it opens the possibility that there are other gay athletes and that the NFL is not the 

hypermasculine utopia it wants to present itself as being. 
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In support of this discussion, Connell’s insight that sports constitutes a unique site 

of socio-cultural masculinity supports previous discussions in this chapter of audience 

formation and gazing.47 Despite protestations to the contrary, analysis of the players by 

the media has been shown to be subtly homophobic, allowing only particular types of 

sexuality to be considered acceptable.48 This results in a “machismo” unique to sports, 

wherein players, “have had to desexualize all that rump slapping, hugging and jumping 

all over each other so there was no ‘taint’ on their behavior.”49 Dundes states this even 

more explicitly, forwarding that, “the ritual aspect of football, providing as it does a 

socially sanctioned framework for male bodily contact ... is a form of homosexual 

behavior.”50 While athletes and fans may engage in forms of closeness and kinship that 

would appear homoerotic without the context of sport, its particular location on the field 

or in the locker room serves to insulate and protect these individuals from confronting the 

potential nature of their actions. 

This condoned set of acts is particularly highlighted by Sam’s kiss, which stands 

as the moment of potential rupture where all the excusably subtle homoeroticism finally 

escapes the rhetorical denials of the NFL and its fan base. Other acts may be more 

homoerotic without the context of sport, but Sam’s kiss stands apart from its 

deliberateness and media hype around finally having a gay football player. It is 

unmistakable in its homosexual intent, which places all other acts by players into the 

same possible framework. If a player like Sam is engaging in an explicitly homosexual 

performance, why couldn’t the homoerotic acts of other players actually be homosexual 

in intent as well? Identification through gazing creates moments of possible connection 

for the fans not just with, but as the athletes in a moment of transforming the gaze into a 
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homoerotic ga(y)ze. Fans are no longer just identifying with the players, but as them as 

well. When Sam kisses his boyfriend, the relationship of the fans to the athlete is 

potentially implicated as well. In this moment of dissonance, the feasibly homoerotic 

nature of their wishes are made more apparent than the fan had realized, to great 

discomfort. 

 Returning to Birrell and McDonald as a framework for critical rhetorical analysis, 

Michael Sam’s kiss operates as a “particular incident” that exposes “the complex, 

interrelated, and fluid character of power relations.” Within the modern neoliberal matrix 

of sports and socio-cultural influence, “The NFL star is [the NFL owners’] offering… A 

key myth and symbol of gender… and happiness, he is reified by capitalistic, sexual, and 

cultural processes… into the perfect celebrity.”51 The athlete is transformed into the 

modern celebrity-athlete bound by sexual, gendered, and cultural concerns. This 

intersectional combination of identities is what Puar means by a “grid,”52 plotting a 

particular point at the intersection of lines that represent different aspects of identity. This 

combination of sport, the NFL’s broader socio-cultural impact, and gender creates unique 

sites of violence that generate particular reactions to gayness, which are characterized by 

Miller as “dehumanizing” moves that remove the humanness from athletic bodies.53  

Given the contradictions that exist within this façade of gender construction, 

Michael Sam’s kiss in front of the entire NFL public and its circulation through a national 

media spectacle births the potential for a momentary rupture in public perception. This 

rhetorical act briefly unsettles the entire rhetorical construction that the NFL has 

attempted to create for the perception of its identity as a public. Sam is marked as gay 

before the draft even begins. While his performance of genuine emotion might humanize 
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his struggle, his placement within the frame of acceptable masculine identities dictates 

socially appropriate responses, at least in many public groups. The result is predictable 

and dichotomous understanding of the event – positive and negative audience reaction, 

resulting from the discomfort of the difficulty to effectively place Sam and his kiss on the 

grid of intelligibility to formulate a response. Exceeding the logic of the grid, the kiss and 

Sam exist in a space that discomforts and ultimately ruptures the system of representation 

that attempts to contain it. 

The Counterpublicity of Kissing: Michael Sam as Interruption 

The NFL and its myriad injections into the socio-cultural imaginary have 

constructed a unique placement of heteronormative masculinity within its public space. 

These systems have combined with the role of fandom in sports to create not just a 

celebrity-athlete as an object of desire or ideal for spectators, but a slippage in which 

desiring the other has become an identification with the other as oneself. This process 

creates a homoerotic dynamic that figures the fans, the League, and its athletes. It is in 

this carefully managed yet simultaneously fragile system that Michael Sam’s kiss takes 

place; his action serves to interrupt and unsettle these systems of identity formation and 

social control. 

Expanding upon his earlier work in Public and Counterpublics,54 Michael Warner 

writes with Lauren Berlant about the ways that communities are formed as spaces for 

publics and counterpublics to emerge. Discussing the importance of public displays of 

eroticism and affection, they conclude that, “A complex cluster of sexual practices gets 

confused, in heterosexual culture, with the love plot of intimacy and familialism that 

signifies belonging to society in a deep and normal way.”55 These particular “sexual 
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practices,” such as the ways male affection in sports is over coded as exceedingly 

heterosexual, serve to establish through repetition what is considered normal practices of 

affection. For them, “Community is imagined through scenes of intimacy, coupling, and 

kinship.”56  

Given the ways that the practices of athletes have been homoerotic but 

consistently reinforced as heterosexual, Sam’s kiss provokes a distinct reaction because it 

is explicitly homosexual and cannot be simply excused or reinterpreted within the 

existing logics of NFL publicity. Butt slapping and locker room antics have always been 

excused through the justification of camaraderie, since all the players are so 

hypermasculine and thus must be heterosexual. In contrast to the traditional practices of 

affection, Sam disrupts the NFL “community” through his attempt to make the abnormal 

normal. The kiss cannot be excused in the way previous homoerotic acts have been 

because it is so much more explicit. By changing what practices of affection exist within 

the identity of NFL sexuality, Sam and Cammisano’s public practices run counter to 

existing norms of NFL hypermasculinity. 

 A significant literature base of critical rhetorical theory has already framed the act 

of two men kissing as a site of particular public formation and contestation. According to 

Morris and Sloop, “man-on-man public kissing constitutes a paramount political 

performance ... understood accordingly by those who see it as a chief threat to 

heteronormativity and [thus they] seek its discipline.” Given this perception of the act as 

both a political statement and a cultural threat, they conclude that there is a need, “to 

conceive of same-sex kissing as central to the prospects of a queer world.”57 For Morris 

and Sloop, man-on-man kissing threatens heteronormativity because of its forced 
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confrontation with non-normative sexual longing. It is perceived as not only political but, 

“an unnatural and dangerous erotic expression.”58  

Read through this lens, Sam’s kiss provides the opportunity to disrupt the very 

notions of desire and masculinity within the NFL public space and identity by exposing 

the homoerotic nature of these wishes; it provides a partial fulfillment of the spectator’s 

wants, both to own the celebrity-athlete and to literally become him. Strong negative 

reactions are a particular historical phenomenon unique to male homosexual acts.59 In 

comparison, “kissing women [have] long [been] a staple in straight male erotic 

fantasy.”60 Morris and Sloop conclude that this, “sight of two men kissing necessarily 

disrupts visual and emotional, moral and political, fields of heteronormative expectation” 

that makes them, “immediately marked, immediately suspect, and immediately 

susceptible to discipline.”61 As a direct result of the political and rhetorical nature of the 

kiss, Sam becomes a eroticized body who is transformed through his kiss into an, “agent 

of publicity… as a spectacle of ecstasy.”62 His kiss with Cammisano possesses a unique 

disruptive power to the NFL’s notion of sexuality as hypermasculine precisely because of 

the nature of the kiss being between two men. The heteronormative identity forwarded by 

the League in regards to itself and its fans is made suspect by its relationship to gay 

spectacle. With kissing in particular holding such unique sexually suggestive and 

powerful imagery, Sam and Cammisano strike at the heart of the identity of the NFL and 

its fans, shaking its public nature to the core. 

Michael Sam’s act produces a distinct rhetorical outcome by exposing the 

homoerotic gaze of the fan as a ga(y)ze, both complicating and collapsing the NFL 

public. This disruption confounds “heteronormative expectation” of traditional impulses; 
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it challenges the expectation of hypermasculine longing for a woman as natural and 

inevitable. Perhaps most importantly, it complicates the NFL’s carefully constructed 

notion of what a masculine athlete should be. Sam dominates and towers over his lover, 

kissing him deeply and inverting the notion of the passive and effeminate gay man. Sam 

is the large and powerful object of fans’ yearnings, but turns to his boyfriend, someone 

that looks just like them, and embraces him lovingly. In this moment, the craving felt 

toward Sam are reciprocated, but in a more physical and intimate way than expected,  

calling forth and troubling the nature of the desiring ga(y)ze in the first place. 

 

 

Kairotic Kissing: Gayness and Heteronormativity 

 Returning briefly to Morris and Sloop, they note that the nature of male-male 

kissing forces critical analysts “to reconsider the timing of its requisite escalating 

performance.”63 The authors are invoking the ancient Greek rhetorical concept of kairos, 

which is defined as timeliness, as it is relevant to the effectiveness of delivery.64 The 

massive media coverage of Michael Sam’s drafting and his subsequent kiss certainly fits 

this model of a unique timing. Because it occurred at the end of draft, ESPN and others 

could keep covering his kiss instead of quickly moving on to the next pick.65 The result 

was wall to wall coverage of him, his story, and most importantly the kiss instead of 

quickly transitioning to a different draftee’s story. In the days that followed, the kiss 

remained ubiquitous across ESPN coverage, as well as late-night talk shows and other 

sources of media. Fans could not escape the kiss, being forced to see and encounter it 

repeatedly. This firestorm generated a wide swath of public responses that were both 

supportive66 and viscerally homophobic, including statements that the kiss was 

“sickening” and “nasty.”67  
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This type and amount of coverage ensured the status of Sam’s kiss as a rhetorical 

text circulated widely. It was perceived by the entirety of the NFL public, given its 

unique placement as a well-timed action for optimal consumption.68 In contrast to how 

most athletes are covered during and after their drafting, Sam and his kiss became a 

media firestorm. Had he been drafted earlier, the spectacle of his moment of drafting 

would have been lost in the deluge of subsequent picks. Instead, its occurrence at the end 

of the draft ensured that ESPN and other news media could fully devote time and 

resources to his story, and continued to rebroadcast the kiss. The strong reactions and 

extended time for coverage converged into a major news story. Coupled with its kairotic 

placement within the draft, the media allowed Sam’s kiss to circulate unlike any draft-

related action had before. Thus the kiss was both intentionally kairotic due to the major 

media coverage, and unintentional because of where he was selected in the draft process. 

Beyond successful circulation throughout the public sphere, the image of LBGT 

sexuality operates as a rhetorical injunction into the hegemonic heterosexual identity of 

the celebrity-athlete as the ideal performer of masculinity. As Judith Butler explains, 

kissing is an affectionate act that serves as a performative concretization of normal 

longing, and the thousands of heterosexual ones shown by coverage of straight athletes 

and their girlfriends or wives after being drafted only reinforces these acts as the social 

norm.69 Against this dominant background of traditional sexual practices, the gay kiss, 

“turns the normalized terrain of heterosexuality into an alien landscape.”70 Nontraditional 

wishes operate to fight the very forces that render their sexuality invisible,71 but the very 

act of suppression by dominant forces entrenches dominant heterosexual norms of 

yearning and maintains the status quo constructions of identity.72  
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In this paradox lies the uniqueness of Sam’s kiss. Its circulation allowed 

performance of gay desiring as an act of potential disruption to escape the constraints of 

traditional NFL public normalcy. This provides rhetorical space to make “alien” and 

unrecognizable the norms of masculinity within the world of celebrity-athlete identity. As 

an exception to the norm, Michael Sam kissing his White boyfriend complicates the way 

in which athletes are represented as Black objects of Whiteness and hypermasculine 

heterosexual animals. It contradicts the established narrative, subverting both White 

supremacy toward Blackness and the ideal of masculinity as inevitably desiring women. 

Sam represents an ideal Black masculinity but frames his longing toward men, 

specifically Cammisano. He initiates the kiss, breaking from the mold of animality and 

instead acting in and reclaiming a space for limited agency. Sam is rhetorically 

transformed into the agent onto which his White boyfriend becomes the object of a 

proper and constrained action. The Black athlete is proper (albeit eroticized), and 

enacting his will onto the White onlooker. The inversion of Black agent and White object 

is combined with the unexpected performance of hypermasculine yearning as 

homoerotic, producing a unique event that troubles the essence of the NFL identity. 

 Sam’s kiss as a public performance of homoerotic desire does not just upend the 

material rhetorical formations of NFL public identity, but also disrupts the gaze that the 

fan as spectator directs on all celebrity-athletes. This text is a unique site of study given 

the “history of enforced exclusion from the public sphere” of “public same-sex kiss[ing]” 

and other acts defined as erotic or sexual.73 The neoliberal expansion of the NFL into 

virtually every aspect of the public sphere has created a new collective identity that 

integrates and circulates rhetorical texts faster than ever before. This integration has 
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reached such speeds that even the creator of a particular text can no longer control it, and 

this process provides a mechanism to overcome historically exclusionary structures and 

methodologies. In comparison to past instances of gayness confronting the NFL and its 

notion of masculinity, such as former players coming out or unwarranted accusations of 

current players, Sam’s kiss possesses a particularly rhetorical impact. Because it was 

visual and heavily circulating, it was unavoidable in the way that staying away from an 

article or sporting event is not. The fan cannot ignore nor dismiss its existence, and 

instead must be continually confronted with the image, over and over again. 

As Warner notes, “same-sex people kissing… in public view commonly excite 

disgust even to the point of violence, whereas mixed-sex persons doing the same things 

are invisibly ordinary, even applauded.”74 This distinction is particularly defined in 

reactions to images of “two men kissing.” These images are read as “sexual temptation” 

in ways that heterosexual affection is not,75 because homosexual kisses are more strictly 

associated with sexual intercourse and imply a greater erotic power than their 

heterosexual equivalent.76 Reactions to this temptation can be extreme. For the fan 

immersed in enacting a form of gazing self-identification, moral panic erupts because of 

the, “potential of the same-sex kiss to bespeak a homosexual identity for the persons who 

engage in it.”77 Given this imprecation against his character, it is not just the gaze of the 

spectating fan onto the celebrity-athlete that is homoerotic, but the fans themselves who 

becomes implicated through their own longings. 

Michael Sam’s kiss may be a singular act, but it occurred within the rubric of 

practices popularizing his story, the importance of his place within the sexual-social of 

the NFL, and the mass viewership of each. As such, and through the identification 
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practices of the desiring spectator, NFL fans themselves become eroticized. The 

homoerotic act of gazing is momentarily inverted, as its object strikes back through its 

flipping of these power dynamics. The act thus sunders the fans’ comfortable, privileged, 

and heterosexual position of desiring the athletic Other as the kiss forces the public to 

identify with a gay sexual performance as both something they want and something they 

want to become. The fans are imbued with their own moral panic, implicated by Sam’s 

homosexuality and the reveal of their homoerotic ga(y)ze. Sam’s yearning is on full 

display in the moment of his kiss, a moment of temptation at the culmination and 

realization of the desiring motivations of the fan. It is thus both a moment of agency and 

longing directed at another man, and thus synecdochically the audience; an exposure of 

the latent gayness that was already present in the relationship between spectating fan and 

the athlete-commodity. 

Conclusion 

The National Football League boasts a long history of creating and preserving a 

very specific image of itself and its athletes. These images form a distinct identity and 

notion of publicity. Drawing on Michael Warner’s discussion of the formation of publics 

and counterpublics, Michael Sam’s kiss ignited major media coverage via extraordinarily 

wide circulation throughout NFL fandom and its publicity. Warner notes that circulation 

of a particular text is necessary for its insertion into a particular public. The insertion of 

Sam’s kiss into the public identity formation of the NFL creates a serious interruption of 

the ways in which its identity is constructed. 

As Jasbir Puar explains, the intersection of identities within communities form a 

grid of identitarian lines, so that each subject can map their location as a combination of 
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discrete aspects. The traditional public formation of the NFL has established a clear 

placement within this system, relying on both its material and rhetorical formations as 

well as the gaze of the spectators. It places the celebrity-athlete as an object available for 

control. It also casts the athlete as an object worthy of desiring that constructs the object 

as an ideal and as something to be sexually craved. The process of identification that 

occurs with the other takes on a distinct homoerotic quality that stands in contrast with 

the traditional conception of NFL identity as hypermasculine. Through this interaction 

and synecdochical identification, the gaze of the fan becomes a ga(y)ze, transformed 

through the homoerotic nature of desire to become not just a longing to own, but to 

become them and be with them intimately in an impossible contradiction with their 

publicly formed identity as masculine and heterosexual. 

Sam’s kiss, as an interjection into this matrix, is simultaneously an over 

identification with and disruption of those formations. It serves to de-grid the grid by 

making those placements uncertain and exposing their contradictory nature. The 

hypermasculinity of the NFL coalesces around a conception of hypermasculinity in spite 

of its homoerotic behaviors and nature. Thus, a confrontation with gay yearning exposes 

the even more intense longings of the spectating fan. This break with hegemonic identity 

formations de-grids the gridiron, even if only momentarily, and interjects a new narrative 

of counterpublicity into the NFL’s public space as conceived by both the organization 

itself and the fans it serves. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Coming Out in the NFL: What Playmakers Reveals About Michael Sam 

They might want to make believe that it's a fairy tale league, but who are 

they kidding? The NFL would prefer people believe [their players] have no flaws. 

That they're perfect. That they're Tom Brady and Gisele. 

 -- John Eisendrath1 

In January of 2004 the Entertainment and Sports Network (ESPN) cancelled its 

highest rated show after just one eleven-episode season despite positive reviews, a 

growing fan base, and success in attracting new viewers to the network.2 The reason was 

simple: National Football League (NFL) Commissioner Paul Tagliabue had threatened to 

take the League’s billions of dollars of ad revenue and broadcasting rights to a different 

network if ESPN didn’t accede to his demands. The show, Playmakers, followed the 

Cougars, a professional football team in an unspecified city in an unspecified league that 

looked remarkably like the NFL. Dealing with the players’ off the field and locker room 

concerns, the focus of the show was on the other side of players’ lives, away from the 

cameras and field, and included topics such as domestic violence, drug usage, pressures 

to hide injuries, and even a gay player being outed to the team. As show creator John 

Eisendrath observed, the NFL felt that such analysis was bad publicity for the league and 

pushed the axing of the program. Since the most important network that covers sports has 

billions of dollars invested in their main object of reporting, the NFL can exert unique 

influence on its media portrayal. 

Just over a decade later, Playmakers seems more prescient and relevant than ever, 

predicting the ban of certain anti-inflammatories, the myriad players arrested for 
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domestic violence, recreational and performance-enhancing drug usage, and even a coach 

getting cancer serving as a rallying point for his team. Though the show has been off the 

air for more than a decade, it is still used as a point of comparison to describe current 

NFL teams. Martin Frank, a beat writer for the Philadelphia Eagles, recently critiqued the 

2016 Eagles season by drawing extensive similarities to the fictional Cougars.3 Frank 

concluded by observing Playmakers might even possess more verisimilitude today, than 

in 2004. Frank explained, “To have so many issues seemed unrealistic for NFL teams just 

13 years ago, when ‘Playmakers’ came out. Now, it seems like every team is an episode 

waiting to happen.”4 Moreover, the show’s focus on the struggles and outing of All-Star 

Wide Receiver Thad Guerwitcz provides a useful heuristic for the media circus and 

drama surrounding Missouri defensive end Michael Sam and his coming out, drafting, 

and subsequent departure from the NFL. Using Playmakers as starting point for 

understanding how the different facets of the greater NFL system would react to a gay 

player in the League or on their team, this chapter argues that the existing narrative 

around Michael Sam and the NFL’s tolerance is misguided. While the NFL and society 

writ large outwardly praised Sam’s bravery as “historical” and empowering, behind 

closed doors the existing hypermasculine image of the League was threatened, and 

ultimately led to Sam dropping in the 2014 Draft and then being cut before the season 

even began.5 With recent reports that the NFL bribed the St. Louis Rams to even draft 

Sam in the first place, this controversy remains current today.6 

In short, the goal of this chapter is to simultaneously study the media spectacle of 

Michael Sam, analyze the rhetorical construction of cultural responses to that spectacle, 

and consider how Playmakers as a cultural artifact contributes to these discourses. Given 
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the suppression that these types of conversations are subject to by both the NFL and 

sports culture more generally, the fictional portrayal of inside an NFL team arguably 

becomes more accurate than the actual texts provided by the NFL. At a minimum, 

Playmakers is a necessary proxy for understanding how the NFL and its related 

properties might rhetorically construct the intersection of heteronormativity, masculinity, 

gayness, and the inclusion of openly gay players. By placing what we know about 

Michael Sam’s saga in conversation with Playmakers, these texts serve to provide a more 

accurate picture of how reactions to queerness might occur inside the NFL. This chapter 

will begin with sketching the interrelation and importance of both Michael Sam and 

Playmakers, with particular attention to the show’s downfall and ESPN’s relationship to 

the NFL. With so much money invested by both sides, the ability of the League to 

effectively censor coverage it finds unsuitable leaves a distinct aporia in press analysis of 

the corporation so powerful that it owns a day of the week.7 Playmakers, and the reaction 

to it, thus provides a unique lens to exposing the insidious underside of the NFL’s public 

relations spin and how that can provide insight to what actually occurred with Michael 

Sam eleven years later. 

The chapter will then analyze the several unique intersections between 

Playmakers’ handling of a gay player coming out in an NFL locker room, and the 

League’s reaction to Michael Sam. These interactions are productive sites to consider 

queerness within the NFL. Though these locales may not be initially perceived that way, 

the way the media and League spin the presence of the gay player or the actual 

persistence of homophobia and fear of a gay player in football have important rhetorical 
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consequences. These sites of inquiry explore both the show and Michael Sam, and show 

how accurately one episode in the winter of 2003 foresaw an event that shook the league. 

Michael Sam, Playmakers, and the NFL 

Coming out publically a few months before the draft, Michael Sam reignited a 

longtime discussion within the NFL community: could a gay player make it in the 

League? Several former players, such as former Tennessee Titans defensive back Wade 

Davis, have come out after their careers are over and Sam himself reported being 

contacted by additional active players who remain in the closet for personal and financial 

protection.8 The possibility of the first openly gay active player in the NFL caused a 

major media storm, and even included an interview with Oprah Winfrey. When Sam 

kissed his boyfriend on ESPN live after being drafted, an additional media firestorm 

occurred and spurred a variety of hard opinions about Sam and homosexuality, both 

positive and negative.9 Though Sam did not survive roster cuts and ended up playing 

several years in the Canadian Football League, the NFL still heralded the event as a great 

step forward in the history of the League and its relationship with the LGBT 

community.10 

A little over a decade earlier, Playmakers predicted not just the existence of gay 

NFL players, but much of the surrounding hullabaloo that such a revelation would cause. 

Airing on ESPN for one season in 2003, the show followed “the fictional Cougars in an 

unnamed city and unnamed pro league that bears an uncanny resemblance to everything 

and anything NFL,” and drew on popular understandings of the NFL from such films as 

1999’s Any Given Sunday.11 Given the tight economic relationship between ESPN and 

the NFL, that a show dealing with a variety of scandalous subjects involving football 
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players even made it to air in the first place is a “minor miracle,” especially given the 

more recent emphasis given to public-relations by NFL Commissioner Rodger Goodell.12 

The show generated positive ratings across its first season, averaging 1.62 million 

households per episode, which was the highest-rated ESPN program at the time apart 

from NFL football on Sunday nights and college primetime football on Saturdays.13 As 

ESPN’s first foray into dramatic entertainment, the show did especially well with women 

and attracted close to “the best young-male demographics on the network.”14 Despite 

scoring a “ratings touchdown” in its finale and generally positive reviews, the show was 

held in limbo for a second season due to criticism it received.15 Finally, “[d]espite the 

high viewership ratings and television awards it received,” ESPN folded to outside 

pressure (read: NFL) and “the show was cancelled [after] the first season.”16 

Whereas cable networks are often opaque in terms of their decision calculus to 

cancel or renew shows, in the case of Playmakers, ESPN could not have been clearer. As 

soon as promos for the show aired, writers on the show found out that NFL 

Commissioner Paul Tagliabue was “incensed” that these promos had broadcast during the 

Hall of Fame game and “forbade ESPN from running promos during Sunday Night 

Football.”17 This news came after a rumor that Tagliabue had called Disney CEO 

Michael Eisner to complain about the show’s “one-dimensional” story arcs, and ESPN 

felt that there “was no bigger threat than the possibility of the NFL declaring… that it 

was going elsewhere and taking its football with it.”18 As Terry Ingram, one of the 

writers on the show remembers, there was a rumor that the Commissioner had said “Get 

this shit off the air” and that “You’re not getting Monday Night Football if you keep the 
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show on.”19 Given this apocalyptic threat to ESPN’s bottom line, the show was  

immediately under intense scrutiny by network executives. 

 

 

The NFL-ESPN Relationship and the Death of Playmakers 

 The announcement of the show’s cancellation finally came down in early 2004, 

just after the Super Bowl. Mark Shapiro, ESPN vice president in charge of programming 

and production, said that the NFL’s reaction was “the primary factor” in the decision, and 

that ESPN had waited until after the game because “We didn't want to rain on the NFL's 

parade.”20 Shapiro’s public statements reveal a near-universal deferral to the wishes of 

the League, referring to them as “a longtime and valued partner,” and stressing that 

bringing the show back “over the N.F.L.’s objections…would be rubbing it in our 

partners’ face.”21 In comparison to ESPN’s acquiescence, John Eisendrath referred to the 

NFL as “terrible thugs” that were “blatantly hypocritical” considering that publicly 

reported actions by real players “far exceed anything [he] wrote about.”22 In the face of 

these protestations, however, ESPN stood by its decision and had determined that their 

economic investment in the NFL far outweighed any façade of neutrality or fairness in 

reporting. In other words, the NFL was able to determine what the only major sports 

network could say about them and could do so without retribution because ESPN relied 

too heavily financially on them to possess any significant leverage. 

 Even if the direct link between Tagliabue’s complaints and the decision to cancel 

could not be proven, the NFL was able to exercise its economic pressures in a variety of 

ways. Even before the finale aired, “longtime NFL sponsor Gatorade” pulled its 

embedded advertising.23 More important was that the discussion of renewal for the show 

was occurring at the same time that ESPN was preparing to negotiate new terms in its 
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partnership with the NFL, which would expire the next year, and actively negotiating 

new terms for their Monday Night Football deal, which was eventually settled at $1.1 

billion.24 And while Shapiro and others insist that the decision was reached prior to the 

airing of the Super Bowl, the incident involving Janet Jackson’s “wardrobe malfunction” 

during the halftime show further embarrassed ESPN and the NFL, ensuring that no 

alternative course of action could be taken.25 

To understand how a few contracts and some strong words could influence the 

seemingly omnipotent Disney Corporation, a closer look at the relationship between the 

NFL and ESPN is necessary. A 2011 deal for Monday Night Football was renewed for 

$15.2 billion, a 73% increase from previous deals. Coupled with the deal was an 

expansion of the daily show “NFL Live,” along with streaming rights to providers via the 

WatchESPN app.26 To compare how lucrative and quickly expanding such a business 

partnership is, ESPN was only making $1.86 billion from cable-operator licenses fees at 

the time of cancelling Playmakers, which was merely double its top competitor.27 

This partnership is not one way, with ESPN providing more to the NFL than an 

outlet for broadcasting its games. Mark Shapiro has stated such benefits explicitly: “The 

NFL is a very, very important partner to [Disney] as we are an important partner to them. 

Nobody promotes the league nor attracts fans [more] than we do.”28 Because of 

“promotion, marketing, shoulder programming and game coverage,” the relationship 

between the two companies ensures that “ESPN is the best vehicle for the NFL."29 Given 

the increasing number of joint ESPN-NFL ventures or tie-ins beyond actual network air 

time, which include video games, movies, and social initiatives like Play 60, ESPN is 

now exclusively reliant on the NFL and its money in order to survive.30 
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 Nowhere is this dependence more starkly portrayed than in how each party 

describes the other. Then-Commissioner Tagliabue had gone on the record that the 

relationship between the two organizations takes priority over unbiased news reporting. 

Ross Benes summarizes his position as being “that since ESPN had a contractual 

relationship with the NFL, they were not expected to report independently.”31 In contrast, 

because “ratings” always take priority ESPN cannot be involved “in portraying the 

organization that employs these men as unethical.”32 Looking back on Playmakers, Benes 

notes that despite social changes, “not much has changed at ESPN” and argues that a 

decade later, we should remember “ESPN as the worldwide leader in letting sports 

leagues call their own shots.”33 The trend started by Playmakers continues today, 

however. A 2013 New York Times exclusive reported that NFL executives had met 

secretly with ESPN Disney, forcing them to back out of League of Denial, a documentary 

project with PBS that focused on concussions, their medical impacts, and NFL efforts to 

keep that information from the public.34 

This cooptation of ESPN does not just create an aporia in ethical news coverage 

of sports leagues, but also impacts the availability of insightful and groundbreaking 

analysis of them. In the immediate aftermath of cancelling Playmakers, the fear of 

additional content getting vetoed by sports leagues caused Spike Lee and several other 

directors to abandon projects for creating content for ESPN.35 Ballers, a new show on 

HBO, exposes ESPN’s weak negotiating position. Like Playmakers, the show focuses on 

the fictional off-field lives of several members of the Miami Dolphins, and has generated 

significant criticism from the NFL. However, “HBO isn’t bending to the pressure the 

NFL can assert with its media partners” since HBO doesn’t rely on football for its 
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revenue stream, and most recently confirmed that it will not even pull direct references to 

or uses of the Dolphins’ organization or logo.36 Given the total reliance of ESPN on 

football money, it can no longer been seen as an independent reporting service since 

anything it does must first be vetted for approval by the sports leagues it covers. 

When Michael Sam publicly declared his identity prior to the NFL combine, 

media pundits and NFL players, owners, and executives all declared it a groundbreaking 

moment. While their opinions of whether Sam was a positive or negative influence varied 

widely, he quickly became seen as something extraordinary and unique, a story that had 

not yet been told. However, just over a decade prior, an ESPN drama had predicted the 

exact same storyline as Sam’s. Playmakers’ accuracy and behind the scenes knowledge 

of the workings of the NFL as well as its athletes make it a uniquely important text for 

analyzing the little we do know about Michael Sam, since his tenure in the league was so 

short. Moreover, as there exists limited confirmed information about his day to day 

experiences within both the St. Louis and Dallas locker rooms, analysis of this 

Playmakers storyline is instructive. 

The NFL Doth Protest Too Much: Criticism of and Accuracy in Playmakers 

The criticism the NFL levied at Playmakers did not just occur behind the scenes 

with ESPN executives; players, administrators, and executives all spoke out against “the 

drama's portrayal of gridiron professionals as unrealistic and negative.”37 Gene Upshaw, 

the Executive Director of the National Football League’s Player Association (NFLPA), 

accused the show of being racist, since the majority of poorly represented characters were 

Black.38 Tagliabue also attacked the show publicly, referring to it as a “‘gross’ 

mischaracterization of the sport.”39 The reaction from many players was negative, 
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claiming that the show was sensationalist and inaccurate.40 Philadelphia Eagles owner 

Jeffrey Lurie went as far as to attack Disney itself, asking rhetorically how they would 

“like it if Minnie Mouse were portrayed as Pablo Escobar and the Magic Kingdom as a 

drug cartel?”41 The host of criticism from a variety of locations eventually doomed 

Playmakers as decisions to renew it were being debated, and while this narrative won out, 

it was not the only reaction that people and members of the NFL had to the show. 

 Especially while the show was still airing, there were strong disagreements among 

active players over the accuracy of the show, with many believing it still shined a light on 

important aspects of the locker room and Hall of Famer Deion Sanders expressing that it 

"accurately depicted the dark side” of the League.42 An ESPN spokesman confirmed such 

division when discussing NFLPA objections, and noted that “some players have actually 

requested cameos on the show.”43 Since its cancellation, many players have felt that 

Playmakers had unique prescience for 2003, attacking several “controversial issues… 

that have since developed into the embarrassing scandals riling the NFL,” such as drug 

use, the hiding or minimizing of injuries, and even a star player being directly implicated 

in a murder investigation.44 Regardless of what players, executives, or the League front 

office felt about the show, it was vital to exposing and generating discussion about a 

variety of issues that still haunt the NFL to this day.45 

 ESPN attempted to side step this gap in testimony by claiming that Playmakers 

was not accurate and that “viewers can tell the difference between a documentary and a 

drama.”46 The writers themselves had no special insight into the world of the NFL. While 

several had been on high school and collegiate sports teams, none had ever played 

professional football. However, by drawing inferences from daily headlines, reports, and 
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interviews, they were able to paint a picture so accurate the NFL evidently felt forced to 

respond.47 The NFL response was not perceived as neutral, but indicated to the public 

that Playmakers had hit closer to home than the League was willing to admit. Anything 

that “depict[ed] the players to be real people… touched on truths the NFL didn't want us 

to know.”48 Worried that these stories would be taken as emblematic of the League itself, 

the NFL cracked down on ESPN and their dramatic yet all too accurate foray into an NFL 

locker room. 

The remainder of this chapter will focus on one particular storyline within 

Playmakers, which centered on wide receiver Thad Guerwitcz’s sexual identity, his 

outing to the team, and the subsequent reactions at all levels of the organization. As 

Eisendrath has observed, “including a gay player was a no-brainer, since it was obvious 

to him that, statistically speaking, many sports teams would have at least one gay 

player.”49 The show dealt with the issue so successfully, that the episode won a Gay and 

Lesbian Against Defamation (GLAAD) award.50 Using the case of Michael Sam, the first 

active player to be openly gay in NFL history, this chapter examines numerous 

confluences between Sam’s and Guerwitcz’s experiences. These connections provide a 

new lens for understanding why the NFL might say one thing and do another, and 

concludes that Playmakers accurately predicted the events surrounding a gay NFL player. 

It can thus be used to analyze the reasons for Sam’s quick and unceremonious exit from 

the League and provides suggestive, but not definitive, extrapolative potential. 
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Gayness and the Ga(y)ze in the NFL 

The outcry over Sam’s coming out and presence in the NFL is all the more 

striking because there already exists a homoerotic undercurrent in the League’s practices 

in the status quo. Writing about the NFL Draft, Thomas P. Oates observes that 

the draft, and the looking it enables, serves to reassert the white male power 

structure by positioning increasingly nonwhite athletic bodies as commodities, 

and encouraging fans to imagine themselves as potential possessors of these 

bodies. As commodities, draftees are ideally positioned to be judged, controlled, 

directed and admired, even in erotic ways.51 

Predominately Black athletes are transformed in their dehumanized position, and are thus 

rendered as objects of desire for White spectators. Central to this is the concept of the 

gaze, which Oates notes can be “linguistic as well as visual,” and is not exclusive to 

images but can include texts such as the body as well.52 Marked as animalistic and 

dehumanized, Black bodies present an impossible to obtain “hypermasculinity” in the 

eyes of fans, who identify them as a possession. Ironically, fans also desire to be these 

bodies, because of the ideal masculinity (both powerful and economically successful) that 

they represent.53  

This creates an unusual relationship where “the male body” becomes “a legitimate 

object of the male gaze,” and this identification through looking becomes a male-male 

connection bordering on homoeroticism.54 Fans’ desire to be athletes and to emulate them 

blurs until the spectator ends up desiring the athletes and their bodies. Thus, their gaze 

transforms into a homoerotic ga(y)ze, whereby fans both desire an Other and repress that 

desire at the same time. As Anne DuCille observes, this becomes an “erotic desire for 

Black men” that must be hidden through expressions of “hyperheterosexuality and rabid 

racism.”55 Much like the NFL’s reaction to criticism, fans’ attempt to suppress and 
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masquerade their homoerotic relationship with Black athletes through reestablishing 

football as the ultimate site of heterosexuality, while simultaneously suppressing the 

agency of Black players through acts of “rabid racism.” 

The draft is not the only place in the modern NFL where homoerotic behavior still 

exists, a fact that is clearly demonstrated throughout Playmakers. In the first episode of 

the show, for instance, a team breakfast occurs and some of the rookies are hazed by 

older members in the League. As one of their hazers jokingly announces to the team that 

they have something important to say, the men jump up, strip down to just fishnet 

stockings and their jockstraps, and proceed to happily sing to their cheering teammates. 

For a hypermasculine and aggressively heterosexual environment, such behavior should 

normally be widely rejected or feared. Instead, the camaraderie among the players allows 

them to treat this obviously homoerotic act as male bonding. These types of homoerotic 

acts are also present in other forms of team bonding, such as when the team briefly thinks 

they are making the playoffs. They are so overcome with emotion and pride in one 

another that they jump around in various stages of undress, spraying champagne and 

hugging in an orgy of emotion. 

The final queer sub-textual element discussed here is the way that drug testing in 

the NFL is depicted. To counter illegal doping and other activities, the NFL regularly 

conducts random drug testing of players and staff via urine samples. As star running back 

Demetrius Harris notes during the second episode of the show, this involves “stripping 

down for the piss man…getting eye-balled by a guy you know wants to toss your 

salad.”56 The player gets called in and is forced to strip completely naked in front of a 

doctor and a panel of three NFL officials there to ensure proper testing. Stripped 
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completely naked, the athlete must then produce a urine sample before being allowed to 

leave the room. Much like the group performances of homoeroticism, the need to strip 

athletes naked and surveil them reflects a continuing theme through the NFL: powerful  

White men ga(y)zing on the sexualized bodies of Black athletes. 

 

 

Pinkwashing and Responses to Coming Out 

 After Michael Sam had come out and been interviewed by Oprah, a growing 

media fascination began to surround his story and the possibility that the first out athlete 

would be drafted into the NFL. In the immediate aftermath, numerous think-pieces 

emerged, including Stephanie Loh of ESPN who claimed that the NFL would get a 

massive social boost for such a progressive act.57 As Jasbir Puar notes, Michael Sam 

becomes labelled as the exceptional athlete, 

loaded with unexamined discourses about race, sexuality, gender, and class … 

exceptionalisms rely on the erasure of these very modalities in order to function; 

these elisions are, in effect, the ammunition with which the exception, necessary 

to guard the properties of life, becomes the norm, and the exceptional, the subjects  

upon whom this task is bestowed, becomes the normal.58 

When individual achievement and success is noticed, it becomes defined as normal and 

possible. This rhetorical move elides the exceptional nature of these accomplishments, 

and is then used to delegitimize the struggles of those who are not quite as gifted or 

lucky. By his very presence as the only out athlete in the NFL, Sam comes to represent 

what all gay athletes must look like, and ensures that all future gay NFL players will be 

judged against him as the norm, regardless of how normal he actually is. 

 Beyond this simple comparison, the NFL itself gets credit for including such an 

exceptional person, here exceptional because of his homosexuality. This is what Puar 

calls “pinkwashing,” whereby an organization or nation can garner social capital for 
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allowing a gay player, and can use this marker of progressiveness to distract from or 

minimize criticism about other practices it may employ.59 Jodi Dean explains a similar 

phenomenon when she argues that just as liberalism required racism, neoliberalism 

requires antiracist efforts.60 One’s personal identity and political orientation becomes an 

act of public performance, where well-meaning liberals can wear Malcolm X or Gay 

Pride flag t-shirts. Similarly, neoliberalism means that homonationalism sells as well, and 

the League can continue to advertise its forward-thinking values by pointing to Sam, 

while ignoring many of its other failings. This has been particularly true as of late, where 

a large number of former players have since come out as gay, including Wade Davis, 

Esera Tuaolo, and Dave Kopay.61 While none of these athletes ever felt comfortable 

enough to come out to a team while actively playing, the NFL continues to frame these 

stories as part of a broader narrative of progress within the League.62 

Apart from these coming out stories, the NFL points to several other factors 

including polling data, player statements, and their own actions in order to create a 

narrative of progress. In response to a recent story about draft prospect Eli Apple being 

asked if he was gay, the NFL drew attention to an ESPN poll that stated that “86 percent 

of players polled would accept a gay teammate,” and that “76 percent felt comfortable 

showering with one.”63 However, they neglected to mention that the same poll showed 

that the usage of “homophobic slurs” was still common and that “less than half of 

respondents said a gay man would be comfortable in an NFL locker room.” These reports 

fell in line with a handful of players who expressed similar sentiments, thinking that the 

only important question is “Can a guy play or not?”64 These type of statements allow the 
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NFL to argue that homophobic responses are the exception, and that a progressive and 

accepting silent majority exists. 

 The final way the NFL has constructed its liberal image is through its own 

actions. Both the NFL and the individual teams have done extensive outreach with “You 

Can Play, It Gets Better, GLAAD, Athlete Ally, Outsports and others,” all to help LGBT 

individuals, especially youth.65 ESPN and other news outlets framing the league have 

consistently been pro-gay and anti-homophobic, and the NFL contract awarding for 

Super Bowl 50 in 2016 in San Francisco  went out of its way to include LGBT-owned 

businesses.66 All of this serves to paint a picture in the American psyche of a progressive 

and pro-gay NFL in both the locker room and the board room. With the recent 

controversy that the NFL may have bribed the St. Louis Rams to even draft Michael Sam 

in the first place, the League continues to play social politics with regard to its public 

perception, regardless of what actually happens behind closed doors.67 

 While not much is known about what actually happened in the St. Louis and 

Dallas locker rooms while Sam was in them, Playmakers’ insight into the politics of 

these places allows insight into the general politics of what most likely occurred. Thad 

Guerwitcz’s reaction to his teammates’ homophobia mirrors many of these same 

narratives the NFL promotes. Guerwitcz is the only player on the Cougars to be named to 

the All-Star team, and uses the opportunity to lambast his critics. “I’m the best player on 

this team [and] I’m also gay,” he says at the beginning of his speech, so “good luck 

saying that I don’t belong now.”68 Guerwitcz also draws a comparison to past prejudices 

in the League, noting that Black athletes could not play quarterback until recently 
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because people thought that they lacked the requisite intelligence, drawing attention to 

how misplaced these homophobic feelings are. 

The attitude he gives off during this speech is also reflected in the way that 

several of his teammates reacted to his outing. The predominant response is echoed by 

the team’s running back, who argues that “I get an extra 200 grand if we make it to the 

playoffs. I gotta get eyeballed the next three weeks by a guy that can help lock that 

down? Fine by me.” This prioritization of skill over personal concerns is echoed by 

several other players, especially after Guerwitcz is named to the All-Star team. Other 

athletes respond directly because of the attacks, with one noting that the biblical 

interpretation is up for debate. Another argues that football itself is unnatural, with 

“linemen weighing 350… players popping HGH and Excedrin… sucking down so many 

anti-inflammatories that their kidneys burn out.” These diverse reactions hint at the 

variety of positive ways that members inside the NFL deal with homophobia, and show 

there exists a significant number of positive supporters of Michael Sam and other gay 

athletes from within the NFL. 

Backlash and the Insidious Underside of NFL Pinkwashing 

Despite the NFL’s continued attempts to frame itself as a tolerant institution 

possessing a progressive view of masculinity and gender, numerous controversies 

continue to erupt which threaten to shatter that perspective within society. Steve Almond 

argues that “nobody ever just comes right out and says, ‘football hates fags.’ Instead, 

players and sports pundits speak in a familiar code.”69 In the last several years alone, 

there have been homophobic comments or reactions involving the Super Bowl 50 

halftime show, New York Giants wide receiver Odell Beckham Jr. being heckled by 
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Carolina Panthers’ players, Miami Dolphins offensive lineman Richie Incognito bullying 

a teammate into quitting the league, and draft prospect Eli Apple being interrogated about 

his sexuality by an Atlanta Falcons official.70 What’s worse is that none of these incidents 

resulted in any serious backlash, although Incognito was eventually fired (before catching 

on with another team), because they are simply seen as being “the victim of a politically 

correct witch-hunt.”71 These reactions are not just violent toward the individuals involved 

(who essentially are forced then to reassert their heterosexuality to end the controversy), 

but also continue a lingering worry among athletes that their sexual preferences could 

cost them their job. 

 While all sports tend to create certain myths about ideal masculinity, the NFL is 

unique in both number and scope of its homophobic exchanges. Major League Baseball 

(MLB) for example has gone out of its way to sign long-term supplier diversity 

partnerships with the National Gay and Lesbian Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC), and 

the first publicly out professional baseball player, Billy Bean, currently serves as MLB’s 

Ambassador of Inclusion, a role created specifically for him.72 In sharp contrast, and 

despite protestations to the contrary, the NFL remains a socio-cultural site integral to the 

development of hegemonic masculine ideals. Within this “medieval” understanding of 

hyper-masculinity, “[h]omosexuals aren’t just abhorrent, they’re aberrant, betrayers of 

the given order.”73 This hierarchy of particular masculine values has remained constant, 

even as society has become more accepting of queer individuals.  

 This defined understanding of masculinity is made more powerful by its location 

within sports. Sports’ broad appeal and cultural force allows it to define concepts 

synecdochically, since the sports field is not aberrant but ultimate in its representation of 
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social forms.74 The relation of football and masculinity is central to this discussion, 

especially how “the limits of ‘acceptable’ masculinity are…defined by [homophobic] 

comments…[which] encourage certain types of male behavior and serve to define, 

regulate, and limit our lives, whether we consider ourselves straight or gay.”75 This need 

to constantly reassert one’s hetero-masculinity as an athlete exists in tension with the 

actual performance of football, since “the ritual aspect of football, providing as it does a 

socially sanctioned framework for male bodily contact… is a form of homosexual 

behavior.”76 The need to express one’s heterosexuality is only made stronger by the 

apparently homosexual acts of male bonding that occur within football, increasing the 

insecurities of both athletes and fans and inspiring the need to re-presence the proper 

interpretation of their sexual preferences. 

Given the inherent tension that exists within football’s masculinity, the intrusion 

of Michael Sam – and more importantly, what he represents – only compounds and 

makes obvious those points of contradiction. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the 

way different members of the League reacted to Sam’s arrival. Even before he was 

drafted, NFL scouts were quoted as anonymously saying that “with this going on this is 

going to drop him down,” and that they did not “think football [was] ready for [an openly 

gay player] just yet.”77 Others rhetorically asked, “why are we going to do that to 

ourselves?” and Hall of Fame Coach Tony Dungy said that he would not have drafted 

Sam “not because I don't believe Michael Sam should have a chance to play, but I 

wouldn't want to deal with all of it.” Dungy went on to assert that “it's not going to be 

totally smooth,” and that “things will happen.”78 These fears of backlash, controversy, 

and media spectacle embroiling the team resulted in Sam dropping almost 200 spots in 
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the draft from his expected draft position, and continued to feed a self-fulfilling prophecy 

of controversy and impossibility of success. 

 The reaction to Michael Sam actually being drafted was diverse and divisive. 

Reactions ranged from President Obama calling it “historical” to a variety of former and 

current athletes lambasting him and his kiss, calling it “sickening” and “nasty,” amongst 

other disparaging remarks.79 Sam later went on the record saying that “[i]t probably 

would have been better for me if I didn't come out,” and that he “would be on a roster” 

today.80 Sam’s fears are well justified, and as Playmakers also demonstrates, these 

negative reactions existed at virtually every level of most organizations. Cougars team 

owner Gene Wilbanks expresses his homophobia early on, referring to one of his players 

as “a good man” for being “God fearing [and] disliking homosexuals.” Other players’ 

reactions are even more direct, mocking one player for “spreading a little fairy dust” 

when a man sends him a drink at a bar, invoking the Bible to disparage “sodomites,” and 

fearing that “there is no way that a gay guy comes through in a tough situation in the 

field,” because he “might break a nail or something.”  

Most importantly, the aging running back Leon Taylor argues that even though he 

doesn’t “have a problem with homosexuals… you should keep it to yourself” because of 

the general culture of hypermasculinity and homophobia that pervades the NFL locker 

room.81 These reactions show how even those players that are personally fine with having 

a gay teammate still think that queer people should not play football, if only for their own 

sake, and shows that the range of reactions within an NFL team mirror the broader set of 

reactions that existed in the public sphere in the case of Michael Sam. If only Sam had  
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not come out, he would have been judged solely on his skills and, as he notes, would 

mostly likely still be on an NFL team to this day. 

Fear and Skill in Evaluating Queer Players 

The backlash to Michael Sam and the strange lack of other examples of current 

football players coming out raises the question of why there exists such a lack of other 

examples. Two of the most pressing worries for closeted gay athletes are fear of physical 

repercussions and the concern that they will no longer be judged by their actual skills, but 

by their sexuality. Esera Tuaolo, a nine-year journeyman defensive player and one of 

several players to come out after his career was over, consistently described “fears that if 

his sexuality became publicly known that he would be physically beaten and injured by 

his teammates.”82 The locker room and team dynamic was friendly to him when closeted, 

but that violent and homophobic language permeated the space.83 As Leon Taylor 

observes in Playmakers when asked if a gay player’s life would be better off in coming 

out of the closet: “improved? I doubt it. Shortened? Definitely.”84 This continued culture 

that is perpetrated by both coaches and teammates makes it unlikely that athletes will 

come out, fearing retribution from former friends who feel betrayed and threatened by 

their very existence. 

One way that athletes try to deal with this is through over-identifying with their 

sexual prowess toward women. NFL players getting accused of being gay make a public 

showing of their closeness with their girlfriends, like Green Bay Packers quarterback 

Aaron Rodgers, or Odell Beckham Jr.’s strategy of assuring us that “he has sex with lots 

of ‘ladies.’”85 This re-centering of their role in ideal masculinity allows these players to 

insulate themselves from further criticism: how can they be gay if they have sex with 
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women? This strategy also gets deployed in Playmakers, as Guerwitcz dates and gets 

engaged to a girl he meets at a bar in order to deflect any further investigation into his 

real sex life.86 By being forced to play into established norms about the role of male 

sexuality in the hypermasculinity of sports, gay athletes are forced to divorce themselves 

from their true identities and live double lives that are untrue to both themselves and all 

of their romantic partners. 

One way to overcome this fear, unfortunately, is to have more and more gay 

athletes come out and break down the stereotypes that there really are no gay NFL 

players. Dave Kopay, another athlete to openly declare his gayness after retiring, argues 

that “[i]f some [gay football players] don't take on the oppressive labels and publicly 

prove them wrong, we'll stay trapped by the stereotypes for the rest of our lives.”87 A 

current starting wide receiver, who wished to remain anonymous, echoes this statement: 

“When it comes to race, people already know the boundaries, to a certain extent. But I 

don't think football players are overly familiar with what can and can't be said around a 

gay person.”88 For better or worse, one of the only ways that society both in football and 

at large will improve its tolerance and respect for gay individuals is through repeated 

exposure.89 Even though there continues to exist real dangers in coming out, both to 

personhood and employment, doing so ensures that every athlete that comes out 

afterward will have a less hostile and more tolerant reception than the last. 

The second extreme worry for athletes thinking about announcing their 

homosexuality publicly is the concern that it will overshadow and render irrelevant their 

actual skill at the particular sport. The general consensus is that being gay somehow 

makes one weaker, less masculine, or otherwise inferior at competing, even when such 
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assumptions come after years of hard evidence to the contrary. Michael Sam serves as an 

obvious example of this, since “NFL executives were quick to say his sexual orientation 

damaged his stock. Anonymously, of course… Behind closed doors. Anonymously. Not 

in locker rooms, but in board rooms, draft war rooms, coaches' offices.”90 CBS Sports 

dropped Sam over 70 spots in their draft projection just because he came out, and 

numerous sources affirmed anonymously that sentiment that it was because he was now 

seen as inferior.91 

There did exist some debate at the time as to whether or not Sam was a “tweener,” 

which is someone who fits into a college system perfectly, but at the NFL level is either 

too small or too slow to be a Pro-caliber lineman or linebacker.92 Despite this sentiment, 

not only did Sam not make a practice squad (for back-up players), but could not even get 

a try-out. This means that he “is the only drafted Defensive Player of the Year of any of 

the big five football conferences… in the last 20 years to not make an active roster his 

rookie season, ” which is one of the largest snubs in the last several decades of 

professional football.93 Most exemplifying this prejudice is the comparison between Sam 

and his teammate in the same draft class, Shane Ray. Both played at the University of 

Missouri and both played the same position. The main difference is that several days 

before the draft Ray was arrested for drug possession, and several months before the draft 

Sam came out as gay. The result was that the Denver Broncos traded 3 picks and a player 

to draft Ray in the first round, and 226 spots later St. Louis reluctantly drafted Sam.94 

While many claim that the only thing that should matter is the player’s skill, the 

importance of sexuality ultimately overwhelms all other factors, and in Sam’s case 

possibly cost him the ability to play NFL football. 
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 Playmakers also attempts to grapple with the distinction that arises between what 

a team says is important and what actual ends up mattering to them. Even though the 

Cougars are in the midst of a push to make the playoffs, Guerwitcz’s homosexuality 

becoming common knowledge splits the team’s reaction. As noted before, some of the 

players are wary of him and what he might mean for their own sexuality, and thus turn on 

him. Others recognize that they can benefit materially from the team’s success, such as 

running back Demetrius Harris noting that he gets a large pay bonus for making the 

playoffs, and that that should be more important. Even the owner Gene Wilbanks gets 

involved, worrying that Guerwitcz’s sexuality will become a distraction for the team, and 

urges him to get on injured reserve so that he stops being a story for the media and a 

distraction for the team.  

Even after making the All-Star team, Wilbanks blackmails Guerwitcz into leaving 

for the rest of the season, worrying about the media more than the team’s success. 

Another vignette that illustrates this contradiction is how during practice one day, the 

quarterback and several of the defensive players get together to insure that Guerwitcz is 

repeatedly hit hard when having to extend to catch passes thrown his way. Despite this 

harsh beating, and bleeding quite a bit, he manages to catch every single one thrown to 

him. When he gets back up for the last time to return to the huddle, the Coach intervenes 

and tells him to hit the showers Guerwitcz objects, expressing his desire to not appear 

weak. “You made your point, and you made it well,” Coach George responds, and insists 

that he end practicing early.95  

Even after these displays of toughness and being named the only All-Star on the 

team, Guerwitcz’s homosexuality marks him as too different and too contentious in the 
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locker room, and the Coach and others who respect him are still visibly relieved when he 

is forced to accept his placement on injured reserve and leave the team for the rest of the 

season. As Playmakers and the experiences of Michael Sam show, the NFL and persons 

within it can continue to publically proclaim talent as the only consideration, but as this 

analysis demonstrates, a challenge to the hypermasculinity of the game is something that  

seemingly must be minimized, if not eliminated entirely. 

 

 

The Locker Room and the Media 

 Responses off the field and behind closed doors differ in form but not in content 

from those of the media itself, apart from public reactions and the way the player is 

treated on the field and evaluated by his peers. Of these, the two most notable are the 

dynamics of the locker room and its unique relationship with sexuality, as well as 

responses by media outlets in their interaction with players. The locker room serves a 

definite and important purpose for players, since it is the “inner sanctum…the ‘ultimate 

temple of masculinity.’”96 This temple-like environment, beyond the prying eyes of fans 

and the media, is formed through both discourse and action. As Lisa A. Mazzie argues, 

“[m]en's locker-room talk valorizes men who live up to the norms of hegemonic 

masculinity ... while demeaning gender nonconforming men or men perceived as less 

masculine.”97 Esera Tuaolo confirms this from his own experience, describing the scene 

of a normal day: “Homophobia peppered the banter. They called each other fags, fucking 

queers, fudge packers – they took it to the crude and graphic limits.”98 These 

performances of shaming others who are perceived lesser both polices sexuality and 

secures those doing the policing, reinforcing their self-perceptions as embodiments of the 

antithesis of queerness. 
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 It is important to note that locker rooms, while being filled with such homophobic 

banter, are also filled with men in various stages of undress, showering together and 

bonding through mocking and rough-housing with one another. “Such grab-ass hijinks 

are typical of locker rooms,” allowing men to express their affection for one another, but 

always remaining tied to an ideal of heterosexual identity, “where internal homoerotic 

anxieties often get projected onto suitable victims” who threaten this double move of 

acting queerly while disavowing queerness.99 Since the locker room operates as an “inner 

sanctum,” players feel free to harass and tease one another, free from the judgment that 

such acts might entail in front of a neutral observer. Given the communal showering, 

changing of clothes, and general nudity in the space, athletes are forced to remind and 

reinforce their heterosexuality in a place that is otherwise decidedly queer. The result of 

this insecurity toward their own heterosexuality is violent disparagement and 

homophobic attacks, and the presence of an actual gay athlete would cause a fundamental 

rethinking of this relationship. 

Little is known of the internal reactions to Michael Sam’s presence within the St. 

Louis and Dallas locker rooms, but Playmakers can continue to serve as a useful 

heuristic, giving critics valuable insight into what most likely occurred. By placing an 

actual gay athlete into this space of insecure masculinity, Guerwitcz (as a substitute for 

Sam) invites a variety of insecurities. One reaction that figures centrally is the notion of 

showering, and the discomfort that a gay athlete would cause in that space. For New 

Orleans Saint linebacker Jonathan Vilma, the notion of showering with a gay man figured 

centrally in his concern for having a gay teammate: “Imagine if he's the guy next to me 

and, you know, I get dressed, naked, taking a shower, the whole nine .... And it just so 
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happens he looks at me. How am I supposed to respond?”100 For athletes in their secure 

“inner sanctum,” dealing with actual homosexuality is beyond description, even though 

their actions are already more queer than they care to (consciously) realize. 

The shower trope is also present in the way that Playmakers deals with the threat 

of homosexuality on the “temple of masculinity” that is the locker room. As one Cougar 

player puts it, “if some guy wants to pin me in the shower, I want to know about it.” The 

shower is seen as a place of unique vulnerability, since multiple men will be completely 

naked together at the same time. In another example, several players are discussing 

whether to be threatened by Guerwitcz’s homosexuality as he walks by toward the 

showers. When one player speaks up in his defense, another retorts that “I don’t see you 

heading for the showers,” calling attention to the fact that even those that claim to have 

no issue with a gay teammate are still giving Guerwitcz a wide berth, particularly in those 

places of increased defenselessness.101 These interactions beyond the public sphere and 

watch of the media provide additional insight into how athletes actually feel about and 

react toward gay teammates. These reactions show that in places like the locker room 

where there is already an uncertainty surrounding the masculinity of athletes, the 

injection of overt queerness can cause these insecurities to rise to the fore, and even the 

staunchest defenders become cautious so as not to implicate their own position within the 

hypermasculine identity demanded of them by the strictures and dynamics of the NFL. 

In sharp contrast to the relative secrecy of the locker room, media agencies 

themselves possess power and influence in the coming out of gay athletes. This occurs 

not just in their ability to report on and bring attention to the reactions of others, but their 

very presence and social force to spread information into the broader culture. While most 
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people think of the media as being excessively liberal and a force for change, a major 

analysis of sports reporting found that most coverage of gay athletes was latently 

homophobic. Hardin et al. argue that “although [newspaper] columns could be read as 

progressive, they were not” because “they condemned individuals who expressed overtly 

homophobic views while reinforcing the status quo in a variety of ways.”102 Media 

coverage can celebrate gay athletes, but ends up labelling them as “exceptional.” 

Returning to Jasbir Puar, this exceptionalism of athletes such as Sam can have a double 

effect, both making an impossible standard for future athletes to follow, and ensuring that 

when others do come out a large media circus will follow them. 

Beyond his becoming exceptional, Michael Sam also exemplifies the extensive 

media coverage that results from coming out, and the concern that this will disrupt and 

distract the team. Sam became a media sensation and attracted a wide swathe of reporters 

and media affiliates who followed his every move, starting with his public coming out 

and interviewing with Oprah, then culminating with his kiss on ESPN after being drafted. 

His kiss itself became a “spectacle,” and has caused him to lament that “everyone made a 

big deal out of it.”103 As Aaron Gordon has observed, this “contrived” storyline about 

how Sam would become a “distraction” to the team, ending up becoming a self-fulfilling 

prophecy, where the media interrogation about the truth of such a claim ending up being 

a distraction in its own right.104 

 The concern over intense media scrutiny led many analysts to speculate it was one 

reason that Sam’s career sputtered from the beginning. As Playmakers makes clear, the 

fear of a “media circus” is a serious concern for executives and team owners in their 

evaluation of whether to acquire or retain athletes on their roster.105 Even after praising 
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Guerwitcz’s toughness, the Coach still pushes for him to leave the team. As the Coach 

says, “If you're not with the team, it’s not a story.” The owner, Wilbanks, echoes a 

similar sentiment. After Guerwitcz threatens to file a complaint over being suspended 

because he is gay, Wilbanks complains that “his rights conflict with what's best for the 

team!” The fear of a potential media frenzy becomes more important to the power 

brokers than retaining their player, even when he is as skilled as Guerwitcz is. 

Conclusion 

Given the dearth of reliable information surrounding the National Football 

League, there remains serious interest in any glimpse into the inner workings of such a 

massive corporation. When an event like the drafting of Sam occurs, what little 

information is given to the media is carefully crafted and biased, filtered through the 

NFL’s public relations department. Because of these constraints, shows like Playmakers 

become more real than reality itself, giving the viewer a potentially more accurate insight 

and experience than the highly sterilized highlight reels of NFL Films would ever allow. 

This is especially true in the interaction between Playmakers’ Guerwitcz and Michael 

Sam. By reading Playmakers heuristically, unique and additional insights become 

available to scholars of Sam and the NFL that would never have been allowed by the 

League itself. 

Because of the tremendous power and influence that the NFL holds over ESPN 

due to contracting, it is able to exhibit undue control over ESPN’s programming and 

stifle shows that it disagrees with. Playmakers, and its hyper-realistic accounting of the 

actual problems the League creates for players, became too real for NFL and resulted in 

them pressuring ESPN to cancel the show after just one season. Despite this limited run 
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time, Playmakers, and in particular its show about the outing and subsequent firing of 

wide receiver Thad Guerwitcz, allows a unique insight into the NFL and what lies 

beyond the limited and scripted snapshots to which the media are allowed access. The 

NFL’s response, the testimony of athletes both former and present, as well as the 

correlation with Sam’s experience all point to the unique insight and accuracy that the 

show provides. 

 Comparing the experiences of Guerwitcz with what the public already knows 

about Sam, this chapter isolates many discrete areas in which their actions and responses 

to them are representative of a broader structure of hypermasculinity that is threatened by 

and thus rejects non-heterosexual practices. These areas were the broader areas of 

football and sports where queerness resides implicitly, positive and negative reactions to 

the coming out of gay athletes, legitimate fears for physical and economic well-being for 

coming out, the desire to be judged solely on one’s skill, the locker room as a unique site 

of sexuality and (dis)comfort, and the threat or actualization of a media spectacle and 

how that could impact both the player and the team. In the instances discussed, the 

accuracy of Playmakers allows critics to strategically read between the lines of the 

Michael Sam case, and exposes new insights and evidence for the continued homophobia 

and close-mindedness of many within all levels of the League. These factors are not just 

an interesting aside in the steady march of progress, but expose how little has actually 

been won, and how much further particular masculine places such as the NFL have to go 

before individuals who are gay will actually feel safe coming out, or get an equal 

opportunity once they do. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Outspoken Allies and Passing Athletes: Open Letters as Mediating Presence 

 

 

When Michael Sam was first drafted in the spring of 2014, he became the first 

openly gay player in National Football League (NFL) history and sparked what many felt 

was a profound shift in the rhetorical positioning of gender and sexuality in a 

hypermasculine public space. While Sam’s making present of gayness has profound 

rhetorical force, this narrative continues to elide the work of those who came before him. 

This groundwork was laid predominately by LGBTQ allies who sought to use their 

position as professional football players to serve as advocates for those who were too 

afraid or too private to become the figureheads of the gay athlete movement. Most 

notably, the open letters and public discussions by former Baltimore Raven Brendon 

Ayanbadejo and former Minnesota Viking Chris Kluwe fostered intensive public debate 

and more open discourse about the role and acceptability of gay NFL players. While 

neither of these men identify as gay, their rhetorical placement of gayness and sport 

utilizes the genre of open letters while subverting many of the genre’s norms. 

 Ayanbadejo and Kluwe both use and subvert existing norms of the open letter 

genre to transform the public approach to and discussion of gay players in professional 

football. The juxtaposition of outspoken allies with the mentioned but never seen gay 

players creates a unique form of performative passing. Gay players (and fans) thus come 

to haunt the very nature of heterosexual football masculinity, but can only ever be made 

present by their privileged accomplices. Thus, both the role of being allied and of passing 
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interplay within the series of open letters, warping both each other and the open letters 

themselves. The rhetorical power of the open letter serves a unique function in changing 

the discourse surrounding discussions of gayness in NFL spaces. By formulating and 

defining public sentiment from the safety of engaging the rhetoric of a straight ally, these 

letters coopt and subvert norms of the genre and decency itself, shifting the frame of how 

athletes continue to be accepted in the coming years. 

This chapter will begin with a discussion of existing literature on the genre of and 

rhetorical theorizing surrounding the open letter as a discrete form. From there, additional 

extrapolation of the roles and function of both allyship and passing as gay survival 

strategy are addressed. These positions interplay in a unique way within professional 

football, which already has a large and well-defined role in rhetorically constructing 

gender and masculinity in its athletes and fans. Given the already established demand for 

and normalization of hypermasculinity in these places, the open letters written by 

Ayanbadejo and Kluwe appear in stark contrast. This is especially true since the first was 

published almost four years before the Michael Sam story broke onto the national stage. 

From this relatively large base of both rhetorical and theoretical sources, this 

chapter will then analyze four separate letters. The first is a 2011 letter by Ayanbadejo on 

conservatism and gay athletes in football, attempting to lessen conservative backlash to 

public displays of gayness, particularly in sports. The next two are a letter by Maryland 

Congressman Emmett C. Burns Jr. that was later published publically (although not its 

original intent) and an open response from Kluwe, both taking place in 2012. After 

Michael Sam’s brief tenure in the NFL in the summer and fall of 2014, Kluwe penned 

another open letter in 2015 in response to some anti-gay contributions by an NFL team 
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owner. These four letters trace a shifting and development of the rhetoric that surrounds 

both activist allies and their passing compatriots from its origins into its more modern 

instantiation in a post-Sam NFL. By relying on yet also subverting the traditional 

rhetorical genre of open letter writing, these players harness a powerful rhetorical move 

to reshape the roles and positionality of both the silent gay athletes and their outspoken  

accomplices. 

 

 

The Open Letter Genre and Its Myriad Audiences 

 Letters, as a rhetorical genre, have long served a variety of social and political 

purposes. As an early act of personal expression and identity formation, 19th century 

women were able to draw from internal experience to form identities as women and 

individuals by conversing outside the dominant milieu created by their husbands and 

fathers.1 While letters can appear in myriad forms and styles, Liz Stanley identifies three 

major common features that serve to define the genre. Letters must be dialogical (two or 

more people are communicating), perspectival (fixed within a particular viewpoint and 

historical time period), and feature emergent properties (which are not formally 

structured but have their own set of “preoccupations and conventions”).2 Kenneth 

Plummer summarizes by noting that “every letter speaks not just of the writer’s world, 

but also of the writer’s perceptions of the recipient. The kind of story told shifts with the 

person who will read it.”3 Letters thus serve both as a point of interaction between 

people, but also a location for rhetorical formation of the self and one’s relationship to 

others. 

 While the letter as a form abides by these particular characteristics, the open letter 

draws from them to create its own distinct style. As James Jasinski observes, “despite the 
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pervasiveness of the public letter, it has not received extensive scholarly attention.”4 Even 

with a variety of efforts over the last few decades, a systematized approach to the genre 

of open letters has failed to actualize.5 Despite this, “given its political agenda and 

persuasive function, the public letter is an important rhetorical form,” and deserves 

renewed and continued scholarly attention.6 Form is defined by Stephen Howard Browne 

as the “persistently available modes of address that function in a distinctive though not 

exclusive manner.”7 Open letters in particular retain the trappings of interpersonal 

communication, such as introductions and a personal signature, and are often identified as 

being “constrained by” the limitations of formal demands.8 They must present a structure, 

logic, and style understood as appropriate for all audiences in the given situation.9 These 

letters are a hybrid of letter, bible epistle, and didactic epistle, and so thus the public letter 

“creates a type of space—a middle ground… between the vehemence and passion of 

many political orations and the detached or disinterested quality of the typical political 

treatise.”10 This contrasts with the more common genres of private letter writing or public 

speaking, each with their own unique structural expectations and constraints. 

 This hybridization places open letters in a unique space between public 

declaration and private correspondence, blurring the very nature and distinction between 

them. Stanley argues that “letters disturb binary distinctions: between speaking and 

writing and private and public, as well as… presence and absence.”11 Being conversation-

like without actually being an interactive experience, the public letter, Browne explains, 

exemplifies “the work of community formation” whereby the collapsing of the 

public/private divide “exploit[s] the rhetorical potential of both.”12 Andrew R. Cline 

summarizes this blurring shift: 
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The audience for an open letter is the public… and rarely the person addressed. 

Open letters rely on the scheme of apostrophe, in which a speaker switches the 

audience addressed — most often directly addressing a person not present or an  

abstract quality.13 

As I previously addressed in the second chapter, tropes such as apostrophe serve 

powerful social and rhetorical function which are capable of shaping and reframing our 

very notions of community and relation. The open letter’s shift in audience is another 

such example, creating a closer connection through deferral of the direct address. Thus 

the reader is the intended but unaddressed audience, and is thus draw in naturally as 

opposed to a more explicit interpellative hail. 

 This apostrophic blending has important implications for the purpose and 

rhetorical impact of utilizing the open letter genre. The public letter remains “a vital 

resource for those seeking to give private voice to communal aspirations,” as “they are 

not directly responded to because they are pronouncements to be read but not to be 

answered by writing back.”14 Stephen Howard Browne notes that this creates a delicate 

balancing act, but that “when effective…the public letter can be a powerful catalyst for 

organizing opinion and securing social cohesion.”15 Although these letters are not 

explicitly responded to, they still invite “one’s opponents to a public dialogue… [and] 

allow the illusion of ‘dialogue and exchange.’”16 Walter J. Ong addresses this unique 

rhetorical affordance by noting that it can allow the speaker to attack without seeming 

aggressive, and can justify the usage of more powerful and confrontational rhetoric than a 

true exchange would allow.17 

Open letters are a regular, if not common, occurrence in the world of sports, and 

thus there is already limited academic work on this intersection. Josh Compton and 

Jordan L. Compton engage in several analyses of sports-related open letters, and note that 
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most address individual level controversies such as losing seasons, or fights between 

players, coaches, and management.18 Focusing mainly on the apologetic elements of 

these instances, they note that letters focus on “praising would-be accusers” or 

transcending the situation altogether, although neither of these strategies is used by 

Kluwe or Ayanbadejo.19 Ultimately, the modern electronic public venue has made 

directly addressing crises possible and effective, “not only widen[ing] the scope of the 

audience but also usher[ing] in a new level of audience interaction through readers’ 

comments.”20 This has removed another layer of media filtering, allowing the most direct 

address to the public that has ever been possible for athletes and public figures.21 

Activist Allies and Gay Passing 

Central to the development of gay progress in professional football has been the 

notion of activism amongst both outspoken allies and the correlating idea that there are 

already gay athletes that pass as straight. GLAAD defines an ally as being an individual 

“who is supportive and accepts the LGBT person, or a straight ally can be someone who 

personally advocates for equal rights and fair treatment.”22 Hayley Miller also echoes this 

definition, emphasizing being “supportive of LGBT people” as central to allyship.23 

Richard M. Weaver drawing from the rhetorical work of Kenneth Burke, argues that 

using the term “ally” is rooted in a combative or war-like mentality where it functions as 

a “god term,” or something that is both positive and absolute in its meaning.24 There 

continues to be an increased emphasis on the role and development of allies, in line with 

the push for “tolerance” that James Darsey identifies as central to the LGBT movement.25 

This growth has valued both visibility and social activism, something that allies are in a 

unique position to provide. 
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 Since allies are by definition not part of the disadvantaged group, they speak from 

a position of privilege not afforded to whatever group with whom they are aligning 

themselves. GLAAD notes that “[a]llies are some of the most effective and powerful 

voices of the LGBT movement” since, among other things, they “help others understand 

the importance of equality, fairness, acceptance and mutual respect.”26 Kathryn Conrad 

and Julie Crawford explain the special importance of this role in the classroom and other 

public spaces, since it vital to “productive ideological work” that fosters general attitudes 

of acceptance and “how we talk about and position” diverse identities.27 The role of ally 

is not totally incorruptible however, as the rhetoric has been taken up by hateful anti-gay 

groups amongst others.28 Beyond the more absurd corruptions of the term, Catherine Fox 

also warns that “the ways that white culture often creates ideas of safety that allow for a 

kind of queer ‘colorblindness’ and normalizing a ‘good, pure, innocent’ heterosexual ally 

who offers space instead of queer persons demanding their own safe space.”29 This 

particular form of savior complex can overshadow any positive benefits allies may 

achieve, serving to deemphasize the persons in question as the focus shifts from where it 

is truly needed toward the showboating privileged associate. 

 None of this is to say that coalition building across a variety of groups is not 

possible or desirable. Karma R. Chávez observes that the broadening of a movement to 

coalitional politics creates uniquely powerful connections. While allies often share 

“political interest in the same subjects,” they can foster new ways of thinking and acting 

“because of the different ways they approach their politics.”30 Timothy Oleksiak argues 

that kairos is vital to this moment of speaking, and magnifies the power that exists within 

the privileged position of the ally.31 Kairos is defined in chapter two as the usage of 
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“rhetorical – i.e., situationally contingent as well as strategically opportune and urgent – 

time and timing.”32 These moments of timing allow allies to use their perhaps-unexpected 

allegiance and position to attack and rupture hegemonic understandings that seek to 

disadvantage a minority identity. Outspoken allies have a uniquely powerful position to 

provide moments of disjunction or rupture within dominant rhetorical narratives, both 

through the revelation of their support and their speaking from a position that is not 

inherently perceived to be lesser. 

 In contradistinction to the role that openly speaking allies take on, many LGBTQ 

people, especially in predominately heterosexual spaces, opt for the strategy of “passing.” 

Defined as “[b]eing perceived by others as a particular identity/gender or cisgender 

regardless how the individual in question identifies,” this strategy allows individuals like 

gay athletes to play into assumptions of heterosexuality, and thus avoid the stigma or 

confrontation that their identity may cause.33 Anna Spadlin explains that this is an active 

choice, whereby an individual “conceal[s] normal information about oneself to preserve, 

sustain, and encourage others’ predisposed assumptions about one’s identity.”34 By 

playing in to existing assumptions, passing offers individuals the ability to sidestep being 

judged by their identity, even if only briefly, and can allow a more fair and meritocratic 

evaluation of their presence and actions. 

While some characterize this move as “striving to be a ‘normalized’ body,” there 

remains significant debate over whether and to what extent such a move can be a source 

of empowerment.35 Charles E. Morris III identifies several instances of “passing... [as] a 

means of resistance,” which rejects the historical trend of identifying these moves as 

rooted in cowardice or fear.36 Others, like Karen L. Kopelson, think that passing has 
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historically only been available to a privileged few who could afford or were able to 

disguise their identities or feelings, and does little to alter structural inequalities because 

it is such an individual act.37 There remains a deep divide among scholars about the 

extent to which passing is a desirable or efficacious act, and theoretical work continues 

across disciplines on these questions. 

Regardless of the quality of these decisions, it remains consensus that these 

moves bear deep rhetorical significance. Critical theorist Eve Sedgwick has argued that 

the gaps or moments of pause are just as powerful as the outspoken discourses. She notes 

that passing “itself is a performance initiated as such by the speech act of silence - not a 

particular silence, but a silence that accrues particularity in fits and starts, in relation to 

the discourse that surrounds and differentially constitutes it.”38 LGBT silences are just as 

powerful and rhetorically significant as the loud and ostentatious declarations from these 

individuals and their allies. Sedgwick is explicit: “silence is rendered as pointed and 

performative as speech.”39 Charles E. Morris III concurs from a rhetorical perspective, 

noting that silences around sexuality involve a “collusive, open secret” that is not 

disciplined but is instead “convulsive, inducing utterance when its absence is desired.”40 

Silences such as these are distinct from simply not being present; they are active lacunae 

that seem more central because of their absence. 

Because of the significant rhetorical implications of both activism and passing, 

the tension and choice between the two remain important. As Morris summarizes, “there 

is no value-neutral choice regarding sexuality, most certainly not in a closet culture.”41 

Heeding the call to “more carefully attend to the rhetorical dimensions of silencing,” this 

chapter emphasizes not just the rhetorical force of silence, but also its oftentimes-
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unwilling performance.42 Rhetorician Jeffrey A. Bennett argues that the choices of 

“protest” and “passing” are resistant strategies that work together more than they conflict. 

“Protesting… calls attention to the fact that others are passing, and thus passing calls 

attention to” the rhetorically present silences within that public space.43 As this chapter 

will demonstrate, the public protesting in open letters by gay allies helps draw attention 

to the present yet silent existence of gay athletes already in the NFL. By making their 

absence more present, the fiery open letters reframe the nature of professional football by 

rupturing the smooth functioning of hegemonic assumptions surrounding hypermasculine 

heterosexuality. 

Gay Athletes and Professional Football 

Against this theoretical backdrop of activism and passing, professional football 

and the National Football League continue to face a growing discussion about gender, 

sexuality, and sport. When former player Wade Davis announced that he was gay in the 

summer of 2012, the Wisconsin Gazette noted that he “join[ed] a small but growing 

number of former athletes who are publicly acknowledging they are gays or lesbians.”44 

And while the number of former athletes to come out is small, there is still a noticeable 

impact on the frequency and tone of these discussions. Another out former player, David 

Kopay, urged others to follow his suit: “If some of us don't take on the oppressive labels 

and publicly prove them wrong, we'll stay trapped by the stereotypes for the rest of our 

lives.”45 Only if more players continue to follow suit will perceptions of gay men as weak 

and uncompetitive at sports be truly challenged. 

With the increasing numbers of players like Kopay and Davis finding the courage 

to come out, there does exist positive signs for passing gays and their well-wishers. In 
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2002, public polling of self-identified sports fans showed that around two-thirds would be 

supportive or would have their opinion unchanged based on an athlete coming out.46 

More recent data is even more positive: “ESPN found that 86 percent of players polled 

would accept a gay teammate; 76 percent felt comfortable showering with one.”47 Yet 

when analysts delved deeper into these numbers, they still found that the usage of 

“homophobic slurs” were overwhelmingly common by both players and coaches, and 

“less than half of respondents said a gay man would be comfortable in an NFL locker 

room.”48 Despite a growing acceptance of gay players at an individual level, there still 

remains behavior and practices that serves to ostracize and intimidate those athletes who 

may wish to come out. 

Nowhere is this tension more evident than in the statements and actions from the 

players themselves. Former Tennessee Titan George Wilson lamented that the media 

often paints all athletes as being universally homophobic: “They just look at us as 

sometimes not being human beings, understanding that we have feelings, we have 

emotions with our family members sometimes who practice that lifestyle.”49 An 

anonymous but currently starting player contrasted the situation to that of race: “When it 

comes to race, people already know the boundaries, to a certain extent. But I don't think 

football players are overly familiar with what can and can't be said around a gay 

person.”50 While that nuance is vital, there still remain players like Jonathan Vilma, who 

expressed his severe discomfort over having gay players near the team showers.51 Recent 

examples of note include: Odell Beckham Jr. exchanged punches on the field with 

defender Josh Norman for accusing him of being gay because of his love for dancing on 

social media, and offensive lineman Richie Incognito was fired from the Miami Dolphins 
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for homophobic comments and hazing that was so severe it caused a first-year player to 

actually quit the NFL.52 Despite the claims and demonstrations of improvement from the 

NFL, divisive social issues remain under-addressed and can be used to harass or 

eliminate difference from the gridiron. 

Steven Almond observes that “[o]fficially, of course, the league condemns all 

forms of discrimination. But football is, and always has been, a cult of hyper-

masculinity… Homosexuals aren’t just abhorrent, they’re aberrant, betrayers of the given 

order.”53 Gary Kinsman also notes the importance of rhetoric, since the words we choose 

“encourage certain types of male behavior and serve to define, regulate, and limit our 

lives, whether we consider ourselves straight or gay.”54 This focus on rhetoric reveals the 

true problem with current NFL sentiment: a sidestepping of personal responsibility that 

still disavows the acceptability or even mere presence of gay athletes. Almond is more 

concise, noting that “nobody ever just comes right out and says, ‘football hates fags.’ 

Instead, players and sports pundits speak in a familiar code.”55 When confronted with the 

notion of gay athletes, one NFL head coach stated that “I don't know first-hand of any 

homosexuality [in the NFL] and I don't know where it would fit in,” or a team executive 

worrying that “I don't think football is ready for [an openly gay player] just yet… 

[because] it's still a man's-man game.”56 Even when directly confronted by a player’s 

gayness, such as Michael Sam’s open declaration before he was drafted, coaches like 

Tony Dungy would still refuse to judge him on his talent because “things will happen.”57 

Although most individuals know that outwardly expressing homophobia is unpopular and 

an unwise career move, projecting these concerns on to how others might react serves as 
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sufficient deniability to continue delegitimizing the existence and concerns of gay 

athletes and their supporters. 

Given this overwhelming and seemingly structural resistance to the inclusion of 

openly gay players into the League, athletes who are or even are perceived as being gay 

have developed strategies for resistance. Many of these players decide to insulate their 

sexuality through women, using them as a shield or “beard” to deflect suspicion and 

criticism.58 Odell Beckham Jr., for example, responded to allegations of his gayness with 

names and information about all the women he had sex with recently. Thus Beckham “is 

definitely not gay, even if he has a funny hairdo and a slender physique, because he has 

sex with lots of women.”59 To demonstrate that he has no erotic desire in a teammate or 

other man and to reinforce his heterosexuality, male athletes must denigrate gayness and 

position women as the object of their sexual desire, paradoxically, oftentimes in a very 

“in-your-face” manner.60 

Outside of the more flamboyant passing by over-identifying with traditional 

masculine values, athletes’ second option is to remain fully closeted in the face of 

continued homophobic banter and actions. Cory Collins summarizes that, “[i]f we're still 

waiting on more players to break down closed closet doors [it is] because coaches and 

execs refuse to open their minds.”61 David Kopay and other athletes who came out after 

their careers had ended also urged that coaches and executives are crucial to more general 

acceptance.62 Collins notes that in comparison to the relative support gay athletes like 

Michael Sam receive from other players, “NFL executives were quick to say his sexual 

orientation damaged his stock. Anonymously, of course. But that's how decisions like 

these… happen.”63 Reactions like the anonymous negativity toward Sam aren’t new or 
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surprising. Scandals like the one involving inappropriate questioning by the Atlanta 

Falcons toward draft prospect Eli Apple about his sexual orientation or the myriad 

reactions to Sam go to show that “it is still a league where being gay is seen as 

negative.”64 Because of these outside pressures from the people that dictate if you get 

drafted and if you keep your job, it seems relatively unsurprising that there aren’t many 

athletes to come out, especially while they are still active in the League. 

None of this is to say that there has not been at least some effort made by 

professional sports to improve its public perception and social development in regards to 

LGBTQ athletes and issues. A variety of organizations, including You Can Play, It Gets 

Better, GLAAD, Athlete Ally, Outsports and others are continuing to work to change 

“the image of the professional sports world from a dark, homophobic corner of society 

into a bright beacon of hope for gay people everywhere.”65 General media coverage has 

dramatically improved, and virtually exclusively covers “gay athletes in a positive light 

and homophobic athletes in a negative light.”66 The list of sponsorships and  

endorsements with openly gay athletes across sports continues to grow.  

 

 

Ayanbadejo, Kluwe, and the State of Gay Football Athletes 

Despite the general trend of increased accountability and acceptance in the public 

sphere and professional sports, the NFL has lagged behind on similar developments. 

Central to this problem is the conflation of masculinity and heterosexuality that 

rhetorically frames the NFL athlete identity. When an individual comes out as gay, it 

“call[s] into question the masculine mythos of athletics by asserting [their] 

homosexuality... [This] upset[s] the most fundamental beliefs and deep motivations… it 

is a break with the established order in sports.”67 As Gary Kinsman notes, “the limits of 
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‘acceptable’ masculinity are in part defined by comments” that denigrate gayness and 

reassert success and dominance as synonymous with heterosexual conquest.68 Central to 

this rhetorical formation is the locker room, the “ultimate temple of masculinity,” where 

hegemonic ideals are valorized while “demeaning gender nonconforming men or men 

perceived as less masculine.”69 Much like the ways that executives and coaches implicitly 

recreate homophobic constraints through rhetorical choices, the ways these almost-

religious places of sport are conceptualized make gayness not just undesirable but 

actively antithetical to the world of professional sports. 

 Against this seemingly impossible backdrop of hypermasculine heteronormative 

practice, a few allies to the LGBT cause have become increasingly outspoken. Using 

their privileged and unassailable position as straight men, Brendon Ayanbadejo and Chris 

Kluwe have both become increasingly visible advocates for gay athletes and gay rights 

more broadly. Ayanbadejo draws from his own personal history to defend the rights of 

others. Born to an “Irish-American mother and a Nigerian father,” his childhood was 

marked by constant “taunt[ing] over his parents’ right to be married… Today he sees the 

fight to legalize same-sex marriage as the 21st century version of the fight for racial 

equality.”70 Ayanbadejo has maintained an active and public presence on the frontlines of 

LGBT issues, helping to win marriage rights in Maryland in 2012, and was part of 

“fil[ing] an amicus brief with the Supreme Court in support of plaintiffs challenging bans 

on gay marriage.”71 His own webpage notes his privileged position as both heterosexual 

and a sports star, noting that “Brendon has a pulpit and an audience that traditional gay 

rights’ activist do not.”72 By tracing his own story to that of the Civil Rights Movement 

or of the integration of professional baseball with Jackie Robinson, Ayanbadejo’s 
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statements and biography position him not as a political influence, but as a speaker of 

truth in a world on the cusp of its next great moment.73 

Compared to the polished and more socially reputable Ayanbadejo, Chris 

Kluwe’s rise as an activist for LGBT issues started with some profanity and a Twitter 

rant. Kluwe’s activism can be traced to his liberal upbringing in California, where he was 

raised to be a freethinker, “became a violin prodigy who could play by ear,” and 

developed an advanced vocabulary through a voracious appetite for reading.74 After 

turning down Harvard to become a kicker for UCLA, Kluwe went undrafted but was 

signed by the Minnesota Vikings and eventually signed a several year contract 

extension.75 Having always been an active contributor to local Minnesota sports media 

via both interviews and a weekly blog post, Kluwe is also known for publically sounding 

off on a variety of hot-button issues, including the stepping down of Pope Benedict XVI, 

the NFL lockout in 2011, and even the failed marriage between NBA player Kris 

Humphries and public personality Kim Kardashian.76 The last of these caught the 

attention of Minnesotans for Marriage Equality, a group that subsequently enlisted Kluwe 

to make public appearances and statements to help strike down the Minnesota Gay 

Marriage Amendment (which defined marriage as exclusively between one man and one 

woman).77 After a year of conflict with special teams coordinator (and current interim 

head coach) Mike Priefer, Kluwe was unceremoniously released despite being in the 

statistical top third of his position. Despite this, he remains an outspoken ally for LGBT 

rights and other social issues. 

Given the rise of activists and allies such as Ayanbadejo and Kluwe, it comes as 

little surprised that there has been an increase in speculation about the first gay 
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professional football player coming out while still active in the League. In an interview 

with ESPN in 2013, Brendon Ayanbadejo stated that there continued to be rumblings of 

such an event. “I think it will happen sooner than you think,” he testified, and “[w]e're in 

talks with a handful of players who are considering it.”78 Ayanbadejo wanted a group to 

come out together, since “it would make a major splash and take the pressure off one 

guy,” and because it would begin the process of normalization instead of simply 

ostracizing the one player brave or foolish enough to be the first.79  

The number of gay players remains a closely held secret by their allies since, 

although “we know some of the gay players…some of them are anonymous, some of 

them…their identity is super secret… and some of them, they don’t want to reveal who 

they are.”80 Statements like these invoke a seemingly large number of gay athletes, due to 

their variety of choices, as well as making gayness present within the League. Although 

there remains worry about how others will react, interviews like this one rhetorically 

construct gay athletes as both large in number and thus normalized as acceptably skilled 

players. Though these interviews create a media buzz surrounding the issue, more 

complete and public statements like open letters do much more for constructing a  

compelling case for the inclusion of gay players. 

 

 

The Spark of Controversy: Ayanbadejo’s and Burns’ Exchange 

 Having always been a vocal supporter of LGBT rights and other social issues, 

Brendon Ayanbadejo first made public waves with an open letter he wrote that was 

published online by the Huffington Post. The letter sought to change the discussion 

around Maryland’s fight for marriage equality and appeals to religious and statistical 

evidences to convince a presumably hostile audience. Focusing on the rhetoric 
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surrounding appeals to the sanctity of marriage, Ayanbadejo makes three claims. The first 

is an appeal to historical and religious doctrine, that that “church and state are supposed 

to be completely separated when it comes to the rule of law in the United States. So the 

religious argument… has no bearing here!”81 The second argument that Ayanbadejo 

levies is targeting conceptions of traditional marriage as intrinsically valuable. Invoking 

popstar Britney Spears’ much publicized and very brief marriage, he asks “[h]ow could 

our society grant more rights to a heterosexual one night stand wedding in Vegas than a 

gay couple that has been together for 3, 5, 10 years of true love?”82 If heterosexuals are 

unable to respect the institution, Ayanbadejo claims, then they should not have the moral 

authority to ban others from participating as well. 

 The last half of Ayanbadejo’s letter transitions from these more ethical and 

existential arguments to a more fact-based appeal to rationality. He starts with the simple 

observation that since the divorce rate in the United States is nearing one half of all 

marriages, he is “willing to bet that same sex marriages have a higher success rate than 

heterosexual marriages.”83 By noting the failings of heterosexual marriages, Ayanbadejo 

attempts to create space for the logical conclusion that gay marriage cannot make the 

institution worse. As a closing argument, Ayanbadejo appeals to the ever-onward march 

of history, invoking historical examples of Americans gaining rights “starting with 

slavery” and tracing its way through “women not being able to vote, blacks being 

counted as two thirds of a human, segregation, [and] no gays in the military.”84 Ending 

with the rhetorical question, “are we really free,” gay rights becomes the final chapter in 

the trajectory of American ideals. Constructed as it is, this is not simply a football player 

demanding a political action; it is a statement of historical fact, yet to be realized. 
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In response to this letter, Maryland 10th District State Representative Emmett C. 

Burns Jr. wrote a private note to Baltimore Ravens team owner Steve Bisciotti.85 In it, 

Burns ignores the arguments that players or advocates like Ayanbadejo used, instead 

relying on a focused attack at the location from which such arguments arose. Burns opens 

with his complaint that he “find[s] it inconceivable that one of your players, Mr. Brendon 

Ayanbadejo, would publicly endorse Same-Sex marriage, specifically, as a Raven 

Football player.”86 To Burns, the actual arguments on such a divisive issue are irrelevant. 

Since “many of your fans are opposed to such a view and feel it has no place” in football, 

athletes should focus on their jobs “in a sport that is strictly for pride, entertainment and 

excitement.”87 The role of professional athletes is to “concentrate on football and steer 

clear of dividing the fan base…I know of no other NFL player who has done what Mr. 

Ayambadejo [sic] is doing.”88 Burns asserts that football players exist purely for 

entertainment; their position is to perform for their owners and constituents, not to reflect 

personal opinions or beliefs. Correctly spelling Ayanbadejo’s name is a secondary 

concern, because he isn’t a person as much as he is simply a source of entertainment for 

the fans and people of Maryland. Ayanbadejo is not important enough to even warrant 

naming correctly, because his personal identity is irrelevant to his social role. This move 

is coupled with isolating him as the only football player to be doing this, further 

separating him and emphasizing the deviancy of his actions. Not only is his import 

lessened, but if he stands apart, it deemphasizes and undercuts the existence and hard 

work of many other allies. 

This debate over the role of athletes in issues of public concern is central to the 

power of open letters. When Burns asks Bisciotti to “take the necessary action, as a 
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National Football Franchise Owner, to inhibit such expressions from your employee,” 

this is not just a gagging of free speech, but an attempt to rhetorically reframe the 

gridiron and the role of celebrity athletes.89 Burns’ role is to threaten the owner into 

suppressing his players’ views, conflating the roles of his “constituents and your football 

supporters,” identifying their feelings as “appalled and aghast” that Ayanbadejo would 

“step into this controversial divide and try to sway public opinion.”90 By invoking a 

seemingly intense and divided controversy on the issue, Bisciotti is not just angering his 

fans, supporters, and source of income, he is actively allowing a division of the 

community he is ostensibly there to entertain and sustain. The clash between Burns and 

Ayanbadejo establishes the grounds over which much of the backlash to professional 

athletes as allies occurs. Athletes are performers, not public voices, Burns argues, and to 

inject their opinions (much less their non-normative lifestyles) into the public 

consciousness belies the very nature of the social contract on which their fame rests. 

Profanity and Performing Cultural Satire: The Chris Kluwe Letters 

It is within the context of an ongoing debate over the nature of activism for 

professional athletes that Chris Kluwe pens two different open letters that become viral 

texts that circulate quickly across the internet and later print media.91 Both have similar 

exigencies, with the first written in response to the Burns letter after it became public and 

generated significant media controversy. The second letter was published to Houston 

Texans owner Bob McNair after donations he had made to several anti-gay organizations 

became public.92 Kluwe himself notes these controversies as the direct exigency for his 

letter writing, noting to McNair that “I read the recent story about your donation to a 

political group opposing the Houston Equal Rights Ordinance.”93 The second letter is 
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particularly notable for its occurrence two years after the drafting of Michael Sam, and 

for how significantly the conversation had changed because of that event. 

As with most open letters, Kluwe’s follows many of the traditional aspects of the 

private letter, while subverting others to both humorous and incisive effects. Both include 

traditional greetings and signatures, as well as a specific person to whom the letter is 

addressed.94 The letter is also formatted in a more traditional essay format, and is broken 

into roughly organized sections that address the most common arguments against both 

gay marriage and the roles of athletes as activists.95 Due to the usage of extreme amounts 

of profanity and personal insults interwoven into the otherwise traditional argument 

structure, Kluwe hit a cultural nerve that caused the letter to circulate much quicker than 

it may have otherwise done so. The Baltimore Sun noted that he had “unleashed an 

obscenity-laced rant against Burns so scathing that it prompted a fresh round of news 

stories, including an appearance on MSNBC.”96 As the New York Times noted in a profile 

done a year later, “Kluwe wrote two [other] profanity-free… letters to other opponents of 

same-sex marriage,” that respectively engaged the role of the athlete and religion.97 

However, this essay focuses on these particular letters because the less obscene ones were 

“much less publicized,” and thus do not carry the same cultural cache or rhetorical force. 

While modeling many of the traditional structures of the open letter form, these 

epistles from Kluwe do diverge from normal conceptions with regard to their content in 

several notable ways. The first way it does this is to bring to the fore subjects normally 

ignored in public discourse, such as individual’s biases towards the LGBT population or 

the increasingly politicized role of athletes.98 The second is the incredible amount and 

diversity of profanity and obscenities, so much so that is verges on satire of the fears that 
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gay people would turn their opponents into “lustful cockmonster[s].”99 As discussed 

earlier, the true audience of the open letter is rarely the person or group to whom it is 

addressed. In this instance, Kluwe’s real audience is not an aged politician, but a young 

millennial fan base who loves both football and liberal values, and who find the profanity 

notable for its humor. These individuals aren’t put off by the profanity, but the letter 

inverts the notions of obscenity itself to show how bland Kluwe’s opponents are in 

actuality. As Scott Jacobs notes, satire is “a strategic maneuver that offers the reader the 

pleasure of making of the opponent by reducing her to a straw[person].”100 By inverting 

locker room talk into a scolding of the uptight opposition, Kluwe is able to harness this 

sarcastic and more informal tone as a source for both ethos and rhetorical power. 

 This strategic move was incredibly effective for Kluwe, and ensured an almost 

total victory in the exchange. The New York Times’ review of the exchange described 

Kluwe’s letter as “a profanity-laden rant,” but more importantly “a multilayered, point-

by-point decimation of Burns’s [sic] argument, so insidiously thorough that Burns waved 

the white flag two days later.”101 The interview with the Baltimore Sun quoted Burns as 

allowing that “[e]ach of us has the right to speak our opinions. The football player and I 

have a right to speak our minds.”102 However reluctantly, the public assault from Kluwe 

and others who had come to Ayanbadejo’s defense forced a shift in Burns’ position. 

Athletes had demanded their right to speak freely, and reframed their position as “football 

player” to voice concerns, not just as a private citizen. 

 The substance of Kluwe’s letters makes three interrelated arguments: that free 

speech should dictate the activism of athletes and constrain the complaints of officials, 

that the NFL’s stance itself is problematic and hypocritical, and that gay people exist, 
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play football, and are normal members of society. Kluwe begins his 2012 letter by 

directly criticizing and refuting Burns’ arguments about the need for silence from 

professional football players. He first appeals to the Constitution itself, noting that “by 

using your position as an elected official” to try and silence Ayanbadejo, “you [are] 

clearly violating the First Amendment.”103 From there he traces the importance of 

political free speech in football specifically, noting that “as recently as 1962 the NFL still 

had segregation, which was only done away with by brave athletes and coaches daring to 

speak their mind and do the right thing.”104 Given this truth, Kluwe forwards the 

rhetorical question how can you “say that political views have ‘no place in a sport?’” 

This letter thus frames the role of activists for LGBT rights along the same historical arc 

as Civil Rights. The work to defend openly gay athletes becomes synonymous with the 

battles and triumphs of Jackie Robinson or the “Forgotten Four” who integrated the 

NFL.105 

 The second genre of arguments that Kluwe levies involves the role and stance of 

the NFL itself. Writing his second letter a year after Michael Sam was drafted and 

subsequently cut, Kluwe contrasts the image the League is trying to create with the 

perception established with donations like McNair’s. As he notes, now is a crucial time 

because 

the NFL has been working really hard to clean up its image with regards to LBGT 

issues; what with the whole Michael Sam draft fiasco, my experiences [getting 

fired] in Minnesota, and the fact that no player feels comfortable enough to come 

out as openly gay despite the league having over 1800 individuals at any given  

time.106 

In an age post-Sam, the NFL has a unique amount of public attention directed at its 

actions. The NFL always echoes the same byline: “Our policies emphasize tolerance and 
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inclusiveness, and prohibit discrimination based on age, gender, race, religion, sexual 

orientation, or any other improper standard.”107 Yet with the increased focus on and 

discussions around the League because of Sam and other controversies such as concern 

about concussions, the NFL must be ever cognizant of its social impact, perhaps now 

more than ever. 

Given these unique constraints, McNair’s now-public donations could not come at 

a worse time for the League’s public relations push. Kluwe notes that this undercuts the 

sincerity of the NFL’s efforts elsewhere: “Your douchetastic buffoonery makes it all too 

clear that no matter what the NFL says, what the NFL actually does is enable hateful 

cowards,” and that they only want to maintain the façade of effort instead of actual 

change.108 Returning again to the strategy of asking rhetorical questions, Kluwe wonders 

“[h]ow are we supposed to believe the NFL is doing anything but callously trying to 

market their wares in a shameless display of pandering; much like breast cancer 

awareness month, where pink and profits are everywhere, but actual donations are 

not?”109 Much like their seeming devotion to breast cancer or military service, the NFL is 

focused on using these items in order to popularize and insulate its own brand from 

criticism. While some might criticize the League’s seeming cover up of concussions and 

medical injury information, it becomes more difficult when the response is filtered 

through the existing perception of impropriety. The image becomes, as Kluwe repeats 

over and over, “Bob McNair [and the NFL] just don’t care!”110 They may be able to 

perform concern and interest for improving the lives and lots of players of all 

orientations, races, genders, and so on. But their actions, Kluwe argues, point more to 
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demagoguery than demonstrable genuine empathy, and McNair’s actions are merely the 

latest in a long line of failures related to LGBT issues and beyond. 

 The final series of arguments made by Kluwe across both letters rhetorically 

construct gay athletes as normal individuals and potential football fans, despite deserving 

special protection from discrimination and violence. In his first letter, Kluwe focuses 

more on inverting the notion that you can become gay from interacting with other gay 

people, or that they are somehow dirty. He asks Burns, “[a]re you worried that if gay 

marriage became legal, all of a sudden you’d start thinking about penis?... Will all your 

friends suddenly turn gay and refuse to come to your Sunday Ticket grill-outs?”111 The 

absurdity of their concerns is revealed through its over-identification, as Kluwe makes 

noticeable that the only real complaint is a fear rooted in bigotry and hate, not substantive 

worry. Kluwe states as much by observing that “gay people getting married will have 

zero effect on your life.” There is nothing to worry about since “they won’t…steal your 

children… [or] even overthrow the government” even if they finally achieve “the same 

legal rights as the other 90 percent of our population.”112 Ultimately, “gay people enjoy 

watching [and playing] football, too.”113 Through his absurdity, Kluwe normalizes the 

existence of gay people while framing concerns over their placement into social spaces 

and group events as absurd. Compared to the silliness of the perceived concerns of Burns 

and others resistant to change, gay individuals are discursively represented as quotidian 

members of society, paying taxes and watching football just like everyone else. 

 Kluwe couples this message in his second letter’s focus on the more practical 

reasons to support gay athletes and fans. Starting with a basic appeal to human decency, 

the letter asks if McNair is “not aware that trans individuals are nine times more likely to 
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try and kill themselves due to the odiously corrosive social views like the one you’ve just 

financially enabled? [Or that] LGBT youth are far more likely to experience 

harassment?”114 Beyond the general concerns over having the bullying, violence, or 

deaths of real people on his hands, Kluwe ties these concerns to McNair’s public identity 

as a business man. He asks what “makes you think that you don’t have any LGBT 

employees?”115 Employee happiness and safety are vital concerns with regards to a 

profitable and well-functioning company.  

Beyond public relations or productivity concerns, “people generally don’t like 

their tax dollars going to rich, petulant dickweasels, and lawsuits are a real hassle.”116 As 

a successful business leader, McNair should understand the importance of avoiding 

controversy and keeping good employees happy and healthy. Kluwe jokingly concludes 

with the observation that “religious extremism drives away businesses… you’ll have a 

Chic-fil-A and a Hobby Lobby, maybe some poorly decorated wedding cakes, but that’s 

about it.”117 It isn’t just hateful and without basis, homophobic exclusion has real and 

material effects on straight business as well. One needs to look no further than the serious 

economic impacts that divestment from North Carolina and other states has had to realize 

the material concerns at play. And, most importantly, if it is just going to be wedding 

cakes and chicken sandwiches, there’s “not a lot of variety or nutrients there.”118 Kluwe’s 

playful tone and normalizing language in regards to LGBT individuals contrasts harshly 

with how he speaks of the opposition and how the opposition presumably speaks about 

LGBT persons. Through his profane insults that invert the sense of decency surrounding 

the discussion, Kluwe formulates an ethos that seeks to normalize gay athletes and fans 

while rendering their detractors as humorous, infantile, and abnormal. 
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Conclusion 

 Through negotiating the complexities and restraints of the open letter as a genre, 

activists and allies in American professional football have found renewed vigor in 

combating and rhetorically reframing existing conceptions of gay athletes and 

individuals. Long a source of traditional public dialogue, the open letter has found 

renewed interest in modern times as a method for reaching out to a broader and 

potentially non-specific audience. It plays on multiple audiences, addressing an explicit 

person or persons, but also hints at a secondary (or even a restrained and tertiary) 

audience to whom the letter is truly addressed with a knowing wink. Although this has 

been used widely across sports in different exigencies, Ayanbadejo and Kluwe play with 

the loose constraints that the public letter provides to cultivate a unique ethos and 

rhetorical power. Further examination of their individual strategies adds to existing 

scholarship on the open letter genre, and continues academic thinking on the diverse and 

non-traditional ways that ethos can be cultivated in non-elite and non-traditional 

audiences. 

 Central to these letters in both content and audience analysis is the interrelated 

nature between the need for activist and outspoken allies in a world that constrains gay 

athletes into strategic passing. Traditionally conceptualized as supportive and privileged, 

the ally must use those advantages for those that are materially and rhetorically silenced. 

This ostensibly plays opposite the role of passing, or hiding one’s true identity due to 

others’ assumptions of homogeneity in a given public space. As Jeffrey A. Bennett and 

Charles E. Morris III have noted, the conception that passing must be weakness or a 

simple survival strategy is too simplistic. It ignores the complexity of resistant forces, and 
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how the activist and passing athlete play off of one another for an even more powerful 

message. Drawing from the rhetorical power of silence itself, the activists and allies draw 

attention to the seemingly eerie silences from the dearth of gay athletes. Instead of a 

peaceful respite for their opponents, it now seems more obvious than ever that gay 

athletes both exist and are always present. This realization both unsettles existing 

conception of football’s masculinity as exclusively heterosexual, and serves to normalize 

the existence of gay athletes as valuable contributors and not simply distractions or feel-

good stories. 

These revelations are most readily seen in the open letters and public discourse of 

two of the most notable LGBT allies in professional football: Brendon Ayanbadejo and 

Chris Kluwe. Through their public debating and sharp witted and well-researched 

discourse, these two allies rhetorically fashion gay athletes and fans as normal and active 

in the greater football culture. By resisting the notion presented by Burns and others 

that’s sports are purely a site of entertainment and should remain apolitical, they both 

note that conversations surrounding gay acceptance and openly gay athletes are strongly 

linked. Kluwe in particular upends the conversation around obscenity and gayness, being 

strategically profane to form an ethos with the target audience on the Internet of young 

sports fans. These rhetorical choices re-present gayness into the everyday functions of 

professional football, haunting the League’s supposed heterosexual hypermasculinity 

with the constant presence of gay athletes, fans, and spectators. 

Given the increasing conversation around acceptance in the NFL following the 

hard work by Ayanbadejo and the controversy surrounding the drafting of Michael Sam, 

a uniquely kairotic moment has begun to emerge. Through their open letters, the activism 
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of brazen and outspoken allies calls attention to the rhetorical and material silences of gay 

athletes, unseating traditional assumptions about the way the NFL prices heterosexuality 

into the value of skill. They invert modes of decency and conceptions of athletes as solely 

for entertainment, disjointing the rhetorical framing the NFL wants to establish as family-

friendly and apolitical. Kluwe and Ayanbadejo’s open letters provide unique insight into 

the power of public performance, its negotiation and potential alliances with the 

relatively silent, and points to pathways forward for social activists of all dispositions. 

The mediation between outspoken activist and passing minority remains tentative and 

delicate, yet more ripe than ever for those seeking to dismantle and disrupt hegemonic 

systems of rhetorical power. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Conclusion 

Nobody ever just comes right out and says, “football hates fags.” Instead, 

players and sports pundits speak in a familiar code.  

– Steve Almond1

Diversity has become a critical topic, people are talking about it all the 

time and I think the world is different. Remember Magic Johnson with AIDS? It 

starts with education. 

-- Michael Haynes, nine-time Pro Bowler and 1997 Hall of Fame inductee2 

An academic and rhetorical investigation into an organization as vast and as 

complex as the National Football League, especially on a subject that the League is 

reticent to openly discuss, is in a constant state of almost. Parsing legalese and minimal 

half-statements, breaking down the brotherhood to see behind the veil of the NFL always 

seems to be barely short of what is required. There is almost enough evidence to support 

the theory that there are star players out to their teammates, almost enough former players 

to have publically declared their gayness to change the conversation, and almost enough 

support amongst players, staff, and League personnel to truly support another athlete to 

follow the footsteps of Michael Sam. As Steve Almond’s quote displays, much of the 

ripest rhetorical ground exists between the margins. The hegemonic dominance of 

hypermasculinity makes gayness not simply “abhorrent,” but reframes gay athletes as 

“aberrant, [or] betrayers of the given order.”3 There are good reasons for these betrayals 

to be kept secret, and the fear of losing one’s reputation or ending one’s career is why 

Sam remains apart as the only out player to ever be active within the League. 
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While the vast majority of rhetorical criticism deals with the direct audience, 

analytical investigation of information suppressed by the NFL cannot be easily or directly 

engaged without first being filtered through the League’s public relations efforts. Gay 

men are erased from League material in an attempt to avoid controversy, as they remain 

focused more on rehabilitating hypermasculine able-bodiedness under assault from 

concussions concerns.4 This erasure echoes the scholarship of Philip Wander, who 

defines a “third persona,” individuals “whose presence, though relevant to what is said, is 

negated through silence.”5 Wander goes on to note that these persons “exist in the 

silences of the text [and] the reality of oppressions.”6 Each of the three case studies in this 

thesis point to this silenced reality. Sam’s position in the League was racialized, 

sexualized, and ultimately minimized, his performance was controlled and expelled 

because of the presumed discomfort of the League’s most influential leaders and owners, 

and there remains to this day an inability for gay athletes to break their own (League-

encouraged) silences. Instead, these players are forced to rely on the well-meaning but 

privileged position of their straight allies to keep issues of their identity alive in the 

public sphere. 

By way of example let us briefly consider a historical fiction that was much 

nearer to reality than most professional football fans realize. Following a viral internet 

rumor that generates significant public interest, CBS Sports affiliate Outsports breaks the 

news in January of 2014 that there is a new openly gay professional footballer, Green 

Bay Packers quarterback and superstar Aaron Rodgers.7 Not only is he a gay man, but his 

teammates and coaches have known and kept his secret for multiple seasons as he 

established himself as one of the best talents in the League. He immediately becomes the 
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first openly gay player to have been active in a regular season game, win a Super Bowl, 

or make the Pro Bowl. Unlike Michael Sam, who never experienced success in the NFL, 

or David Kopay and Esera Tuaolo who only declared their gayness after their careers 

were done, Rodgers stands apart. His skill and masculinity cannot be attacked; his 

success is too impressive to be undermined by this revelation. Allies and advocates for 

gay athletes are ecstatic, as this represents the culmination of their work. Opposition 

quickly becomes marginalized and fades, as concerns over skill or team cohesion become 

obsolete in the face of overwhelming fact. 

 Of course, this story is not accurate at all. Despite rumors about Rodgers’ 

potential homosexuality persisting since his time in college, he has publically and 

repeatedly declared he is straight and “really likes girls,” as well as being very public 

about his relationship with actress Olivia Munn.8 But what do these plausible differences 

between Rodgers’ hypothetical case and Sam’s actual one demonstrate to rhetorical 

critics? There remains significant speculation about why a gay player has not yet come 

out publically as gay in the midst of an established career, or why a gay prospect has not 

been a top tier talent. Regardless of individuals’ feelings toward gay teammates, winning 

football games should matter more at some point, especially when it in turn helps their 

teammates careers, endorsements, and paychecks. Ultimately, uncertainty seems to be a 

primary motivating factor. As chapters three and four demonstrate in different ways, 

there remains real fears by gay players that coming out will directly harm their careers 

and livelihoods. Sam was only a draft prospect, just one of hundreds of men every year 

that try to make it in the League (with a steep rate of failure). The Rodgers example 

points to how success and celebrity can withstand a revelation of deviancy from 
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normative masculinity, but that it should be understood as a net negative force on their 

place in the sport. Sam was not nearly important or skilled enough to overcome these 

ancillary forces of fear, distraction, and uncertainty, and so despite an above average 

preseason performance with two different teams, he was cut and floundered in the 

Canadian Football League for several years before ending his football career altogether. 

Summary of Work 

Each of the three case studies of this thesis serve to stress and accentuate this 

point, that the existence of gayness in the hypermasculine National Football League is 

theoretically possible and given lip service, but is virtually impossible in practice. 

Chapter two of this thesis focuses on the interracial kiss between Michael Sam and his 

boyfriend Vito Cammisano. The NFL exists at a unique site of race, class, and gender 

because of its incredible influence and social power in modern society. Sam especially is 

pulled by these variety of forces, as the racial and class elements mix to frame him as a 

celebrity-athlete, an individual who transcends their place on the field for their social 

influence and recognition off of it. This social power is coupled with his racialization, 

whereby his existence as a Black man over-determines his social influence; he is framed 

as “animalistic” and base, a powerful social performer who cannot escape his role as a 

minstrel.9 His role is to perform for the enjoyment of the predominately White coaches, 

fans, and executives, and both to entertain and make them profit. The importance of race 

cannot be understated, as it filters the reactions the predominately White audience gives 

to all other identity categories. Thus Sam is never just a gay man, but is always a Black 

gay man, and thus already deviant and subhuman. 
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 Sam’s position as celebrity-athlete is thus one that has the illusion of social 

power, but is always already constrained by the racial and hegemonic power of NFL 

ownership. This is made more evident by the masculine ideals generated by these social 

forces, whereby the masculinity of NFL players is transformed into a superhuman 

hypermasculinity. These athletes are not simply skilled and intelligent sportsmen, they 

are warriors on the gridiron; deserving of fans’ full admiration, respect, and even love. 

Sam sexualizes this relationship between players and fans through his kiss; the touch acts 

as a moment of rupture in the synecdochal connection that borders on the erotic. The kiss 

itself operates rhetorically through its kairotic placement at the end of the draft. It 

circulated with such force that it generated a moment of revolutionary counter-publicity, 

or the temporary formation of a space for communal interaction outside of the dominant 

public sphere. The League remains powerful and focused in its presentation of a specific 

type of masculinity – one that is intrinsically undergirded by and supportive of 

heteronormative identities. While Sam does not overthrow this system, his momentary 

act disrupted it forever. To this day, conversations between the media, players, or fans 

have changed. The League continues to repress non-normative player identities while 

simultaneously celebrating the diversity of the NFL, allowing ambiguity in its stars until 

they stray too far from acceptable norms.10 

 The third chapter of this thesis takes the case of Michael Sam one step further, 

investigating the gaps and myriad silences that filled his brief tenure in the League after 

his draft night kiss. Given the NFL’s stringent control over its public image, both through 

scripted press releases and economic pressure on ESPN and other sports media, the 

available information on Sam is consistently framed within the broader narrative 
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presented by the League. In this case, that story is that the NFL gave Sam every 

opportunity, that his drafting was historic, and that his failure to make a team was a 

question of football skill, completely unrelated to his affinity orientation. This story is 

one that was repeated time and again by national media outlets, happy to take the NFL at 

its word that it had given Sam the same opportunity as every other prospect.11 

These lacunae in coverage present a unique rhetorical exigency to investigate the 

silences that exist in the margins of this too-good-to-be-true narrative. This chapter 

explores the ESPN show Playmakers, a fictional but verisimilitudinous portrayal of a 

professional football league, to make intuitive judgments about what may have happened 

behind the scenes in the real life NFL. There are significant truths to be uncovered given 

its examination of the dynamics of a professional football team and league. The accuracy 

of the show’s claims have been supported by former players, and bolstered by the NFL’s 

own vehement criticism for its extreme and brutal portrayals of controversy from 

concussions, to painkiller addiction, to even a gay player being outed to his teammates by 

a former lover. The chapter rhetorically analyzes existing statements about Sam’s time in 

the League with the correlating events from Playmakers. The show’s particular insights 

and detailed interactions between executives, coaches, and owners behind the veil of 

public relations outreach give rhetorical critics new insight into the constellation of 

Michael Sam, the NFL, masculinity, and heteronormativity. The absence of abundant 

information regarding Michael Sam, coupled with the difficulty of piercing the 

propagandistic message of the NFL, renders Playmakers a unique site where a fictional, 

yet truthy, text can afford us productive insight to the NFL. From his interactions in the 

locker room to discussions between executives and coaches over how to handle the 
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media, Playmakers is a prime tool for making unique connections and formulating a 

fuller picture from what exists in and between the margins. 

Reading Playmakers heuristically allows unique and additional insights to 

become available to scholars of Sam and the NFL that would never have been allowed by 

simply relying on the League itself for information. The show highlights the unique 

pressures that NFL teams and executives must balance, attempting to weigh their relative 

commitments to their shareholders, the League, their players, and their fans. Cougars 

owner Gene Wilbanks acts similarly to how many real NFL owners did when asked about 

Sam; they were publically supportive but fearful of the disruptive force that a gay player 

might cause in the locker room. The “locker room” and the “shower” remain interrelated 

and consistently employed tropes that surround the conversation of Sam or Guerwitcz, 

the fictional gay player. It becomes a space of bonding but also of vulnerability, a site of 

connectivity where both gay players are pressured into avoiding the joys of heterosexual 

male bonding. The pressures on the team come not just from within, but also the scrutiny 

of the media firestorm that would result when a gay player went public with their 

sexuality (and which did happen in the case of Sam). For the athletes, the fear is not just 

of the enhanced scrutiny from the media, but of how they will be evaluated and judged by 

their coaches and peers. The interplay between football success and presumed 

heterosexuality causes many in Playmakers to turn on Guerwitcz, despite his All-Star 

season.12 These examples serve to highlight the ways that the real story of Sam interacts 

with the fictional accounting of Guerwitcz’s career. By drawing from Playmakers and its 

accurate foretelling of what an open declaration of gayness might do for a team’s 

dynamic, this chapter analyzes the spectacle of Sam through this cultural artifact. Given 
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the suppression that these types of conversations are subject to by both the NFL and 

sports culture more generally, the fictional portrayal of inside an NFL team becomes 

more accurate than the actual texts provided by the NFL. 

The final content chapter transitions from an exclusive focus on Michael Sam 

toward the other allies and rhetors affiliated with the NFL that speak on accepting 

LGBTQ individuals across society. Drawing from existing rhetorical literature on the 

genre of the open letter, this chapter identifies how gay athletes are torn between passing 

as straight or protesting as outspoken activists. Given the serious threats that coming out 

as gay seems to levy against a player’s career, it is less than surprising that there have not 

been any current players to announce their gayness. Instead, it has fallen to allies such as 

Chris Kluwe and Brendon Ayanbadejo to serve as activists on their behalf. Through their 

open letters, these two former players risked confrontation with their teams’ ownership 

and fan bases more broadly to speak on the issue of gay players in the League. This 

chapter is productive in its examination of the rhetorical constrains and interplay between 

passing, or not revealing one’s non-normative status, and being outspoken as an ally 

privileged with a dominant affinity orientation. The open letters rhetorically construct an 

absent yet ever-present specter of gay athletes who have yet to reveal themselves, 

threatening the hypermasculine order but are unable to be found and purged from its 

midst. Coupled with an examination of how the form and content of letters can both 

construct an ethos and aid in circulation of a text, this chapter adds significantly to both 

the theorization of the open letter genre and the ways that gay individuals are rhetorically 

constrained in their actions in hostile social spaces.  Through the interplay of form and 
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content, of activism and passing, these letters create and frame gayness in the NFL long 

before Michael Sam was drafted, and continue to do so long after he was cut. 

The letters examined in this chapter trace the rhetorical constitution of gay players 

as having always already existed within the NFL, and the form of the letter itself is vital 

to that success. This specter is invoked to unsettle the existing order that assumes only 

heterosexual players are properly masculine to succeed. Instead, they draw attention to 

the rhetorical silences of gay athletes as justification for their presence beneath the 

surface, haunting the supposedly smooth function of NFL identity formation. The pull 

between activism and passing is made most evident here, as the privilege of 

heterosexuality is utilized by these allies to represent gay athletes and LGBTQ interests 

in a way that gay players could not present themselves. The open letters, as a unique 

genre, have a special role to play in this rhetorical constitutive process. They blend the 

public and private, serving to literally address accused homophobes while actually 

rallying allies through a mixture of humor and rational argument. While there remain 

significant constraints, the open letters give new agency to gay athletes, making them the 

active agents of their own passing and using that presence as a powerful tool to disrupt 

the established hegemonic order. 

Beyond the rhetorical power generated by the form of the open letter (and its 

modifications), the content of these documents also possessed significant suasory appeal. 

Ayanbadejo, as a more official representative of LGBTQ interests, engages in rational 

argumentation to both conservatives and liberals by addressing religious and social 

justifications for opposition to gay marriage. Kluwe, in sharp contrast, plays with the 

existing norms of open letters in order to create a unique and powerful ethos. Relying on 
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a mixture of obscene insults and profanity, Kluwe energizes a young and liberal fan base 

through posting on the internet. This rhetoric in particular is well suited for the fast-paced 

and shock-value-oriented world of social media, and as a result his letters circulate 

quickly to generate the maximum rhetorical appeal. Despite their differences, both men 

use their position as athletes and social location as allies to invoke and defend the 

position of gay players and their ability. Through their rhetorical play with form and 

content, these open letters juxtapose the tension between activism and passing, and 

reframe a continuing debate about gay athletes’ abilities and very existence. 

This final content chapter on allyship and passing provides significant rhetorical 

insights for academic scholarship and the field of rhetoric. Most importantly, the 

examination of rhetoric surrounding gay athletes beyond Sam provides new insight into 

the available options that these individuals have for speaking out against hegemonic 

conceptions of masculinity and heteronormativity. They are torn between the positions 

outlined by Jeffrey A. Bennett, namely outspoken allies and passing gay men. Bennett’s 

work is vital for reconceptualizing passing as more than just hiding, but an active and 

sustained effort to infiltrate and subvert the hegemonic order. These unnamed and 

passing gays play off of the outspoken allies, privileged because of their heterosexuality, 

but who use that position to empower and make present gay athletes in the NFL. This 

interplay is important not just for gay activism, but the study of counter-insurgent 

movements and protest of all kinds. Rhetoricians should continue to evolve their 

understanding of these interactions, and the effects that divergent types of activism can 

have on one another to form even more powerful results. 
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The second important implication from this chapter is its contributions to the 

understanding of the open letter as a genre. While there has been significant theoretical 

work already done on the power and constraints of the open letter, the vast majority of 

this work has been done across a narrow subset of rhetorical situations. By focusing on 

more traditional situations, such as print newspapers, the findings to date are considerably 

more narrow than the open letter’s more modern usage. Chris Kluwe’s letters in 

particular subvert the existing social norms surrounding the genre, as the usage of 

profanity and obscenity generate a new form of powerful ethos. Future scholarship 

should continue to examine non-traditional uses of the public letter, and seek to further  

expand rhetorical understanding of this genre. 

 

 

Answering Research Questions 

In the introduction to this thesis, there were three sets of questions presented to 

guide the critical inquiries of this work. The first question was about what defines athletic 

masculinity, especially in professional football, and how that masculinity manifests 

rhetorically. Addressed predominately in chapter two, but drawn throughout the thesis, 

the modern conception of athletic masculinity has been framed around the celebrity-

athlete and the interrelation between athletic success and heterosexual conquest. Its 

rhetorical instantiations are myriad, but coalesce around distinct sites such as the locker 

room, self-presentation on social media, and especially in the team showers. Masculinity 

is complex and constantly changing in different public spaces, but in the NFL it remains 

focused on athletic skills and intertwined with heteronormative ideas of sex, gender, and 

bodily performance. While there exists significant work on masculinity’s rhetorical 
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foundations, the League’s version of hypermasculinity is the ultimate extreme of these 

examples, and necessitates continued and explicit inquiry. 

The racial and class dynamics of the NFL intertwine with the gazing upon these 

bodies by fans and other athletes. This unique relationship serves to recreate an almost-

erotic relationship between the two, centered around bodily performance of a set of rites 

and practices that result in a modern conception of masculinity. Masculine individuals are 

thus athletic, successful, and heterosexual, mirroring their successes on the field with 

their conquests interpersonally. Fans fantasize about being as famous and successful as 

their heroes, dating beautiful women, and having more money than is feasible. While 

each sport may actualize these basic principles differently, the interrelation of race, class, 

and gender remain vital to how masculinity is conceptualized and performed in the public 

sports venue. 

The second set of questions were directly related to the rhetorical exigency of this 

thesis. They inquire as to the rhetorical implications of the addition of an openly gay 

athlete into the careful defined and manicured masculinity within the NFL, and in what 

instances these insertions are more disruptive, recuperative, or could even be uneventful. 

Taking Sam as primary example, it seems clear that the very existence of an openly gay 

player has serious rhetorical significance, and can meaningfully and materially impact the 

construction of a public space. His mere existence serves as serious threat to the 

established order, as Playmakers highlighted through its exposure of the forces at play 

behind the scenes of League and team offices. These intersections between Playmakers’ 

fictional portrayal and Sam’s real narrative are vital for interpreting the little information 

we do have. The connections between teammates or between players and their 
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predominately heterosexual fans are implicated by Sam’s existence, as the realization of 

erotic connection and togetherness now has the potential to be understood in a radically 

different manner. The significance has little to do with the actions of the openly gay 

athlete, since the disruptive rhetorical power comes from their very being. Simply 

existing as both masculine athlete and openly gay individual indicts the very nature of the 

NFL’s fragile and perfectly curated world. Recognizing the rhetorical power of the body 

itself is often overlooked, and is capable of destabilizing the incredible power of a 

corporation the size of the National Football League. While the thesis does not 

exhaustively catalogue all instances of gay disruption in heteronormative spaces, it traces 

the extreme discomfort and rhetorical unsettling that occur when gayness is made present 

in spaces seen as antithetical to it non-normative masculinities. By occupying the space 

of traditional masculinity as an openly gay man, Michael Sam undermines the implied 

connection between athletic prowess and heterosexual dominance. This forces the NFL to 

rhetorically refigure the trope central to its presentation of athleticism, and results in 

significant disruption to its carefully defined public space. 

The final set of questions focused on what potential revelations in masculinity and 

sport mean for the study of rhetoric as a whole, and what the interaction between athletic 

masculinity and gayness can mean for the study of either component more broadly. The 

most significant revelation from this thesis should be the continued emphasis on the 

rhetorical power of the body, and its ability to perform and disrupt powerful institutions 

and public places through its very existence. Masculinity, especially in sports, is narrowly 

defined and rigidly scripted. Continued recognition of the ways that the body itself 

performs rhetorical truth to power remains an important place for the field to expand. 
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While this thesis is not the first place where this argument has been made, it remains 

worthwhile to continue the progress of others and keep deconstructing the ways that 

heteronormative framings of masculine worth limit all individuals.13  

A secondary revelation is the continued work started by others on the ways that 

masculinity is defined so narrowly as to contain and restrict many individuals of all 

genders. There exists significant rhetorical scholarship on the ways that gender 

expectations constrain women in masculine settings, such as the American political 

sphere.14 However, as this thesis has shown, conceptions of proper masculine behavior 

significantly limit the actions and behavior of other men as well. While Sam is the prime 

example of this because of his explicit gayness, the fears of non-normative masculinity 

are inflicted upon others with the same force. As Guerwitcz shows in Playmakers, a 

personal declaration is not necessary to be labeled as outsider and subsequently 

ostracized or punished. The real stories of Odell Beckham Jr., Antonio Brown, and others 

who dance or do not present ideal masculine values correlate with these revelations, and 

point to a more totalizing view of masculinity than just sexual orientation. There exist 

many facets to what the dominant powers consider proper athletic masculinity, and an 

individual cannot stray far from any one before their presence is deemed a threat to the 

stable and smooth functioning of the rhetorical ideal in the National Football League. 

Discussion 

Overall, this thesis argues that the rhetorical construction of masculinity in the 

National Football League is a complex one, but one that relies fundamentally on the 

conflation and interrelation between peak athletic skill, heterosexual desires, and 

heteronormative gender performances. The larger impact is not simply the ways that 
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professional football’s version of masculinity is actualized. Instead, there is a significant 

social force exerted by the League that affects modern interpretations of athletic skill that 

exist across the public sphere. These understandings have been instrumental in 

identifying gay men as weak, unworthy, and “Other.” The importance of this thesis lies in 

its exposure and critical engagement with these stereotypes. Sam and other gay athletes 

should be understood simply as athletes, yet continue to be pre-judged by their personal 

lives. Even those who choose to adopt the mantle of outspoken ally suffer professionally, 

as individuals who are aligned with LGBTQ rights forsake the ideals of a successful 

career in professional football. This project is a necessary beginning into rhetorical 

analysis of the ways that the NFL constructs ideal forms of gender and affinity. The 

complexity of athletic masculinity deserves renewed inquiry by rhetoricians, and its 

extended and profound impact on broader understandings of masculine performance 

warrants this additional study. 

Finally, this thesis holds intrinsic value for its assault on the ways that the 

National Football League works to define and control significant aspects of society. 

Beyond the ways that the League seeks to define and ritualize masculinity for men, there 

are numerous rhetorical inventions occurring to frame femininity, race, class, and civility. 

From the racialized construction of the NFL draft, to “homegating” as the proper 

expression of female fandom, to even the economic and social pressure exerted by the 

League on media outlets like ESPN, there remains ripe ground for rhetorical criticism 

from a variety of lenses and methods. Race in particular heavily influences the ways that 

athletes, especially gay men like Sam, are interpreted and defined. Especially when the 

erotic act by Sam is interracial in nature, his Blackness significantly impacted the 
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backlash that was generated. Significant work has already been done on the role of race 

in professional sports, and the NFL more specifically.15 However, rhetoricians should 

continue to combine sites of analysis such as race, gender, or ability to understand their 

mutually constitutive effects, instead of the individual nature of these identity categories. 

While not the central thrust of this project, investigating and deconstructing various 

aspects of the NFL’s hegemonic public power is a valuable project in it of itself, and 

remains of considerable social influence. 

Limitations of the Present Study 

Despite these contributions to the work of rhetoric as a field, this thesis does 

possess several limitations as an academic project. First and most importantly, there 

remain significant gaps in the record and rhetorical silences that are difficult to 

enthymematically fill without considerable effort. Even then, there remains some silences 

that feel overwhelming. Gaps in the record start from the NFL itself, that formulates 

significant and direct control over the ability of media to report on the League, and the 

ability of individual players, teams, or executives to speak their mind except in near 

unison. As the fate of Playmakers makes clear, public criticism of the NFL is not just 

unwise but bad business sense, as exemplified by the recent controversy in concussions.16 

There remains significant question as to the extent of intent in the League’s reaction to a 

host of different controversies. This does not just limit the rhetorician’s ability to execute 

or justify good criticism. It also implicates the ability to measure the rhetorical impact or 

shift as the result of Sam’s actions. What cannot be seen, cannot be measured. It is 

unclear if this is the explicit practice of the NFL or simply a lucky happenstance on their 

part. Regardless of intent, it remains a statement of fact that NFL pressures have limited 
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the amount and extent of investigative journalism into the handling of Michael Sam’s 

brief career.  

These gaps and elisions are not solely the result of NFL hegemony. There also 

remains a strong sense of bonding and brotherhood on sports teams, and the professional 

locker room in particular. These bonds are important for the formation of strong teams, 

and a critical goal for coaches to actualize their team’s potential for success. But these 

bonds also tend to result in a need for secrecy, especially in terms of airing individuals’ 

secrets to the media or general public. These silences make rhetorical investigation 

difficult, since there is little on record about what might have been said by or done to 

Sam in the locker room. While some players (almost exclusively on different teams) have 

made their opinions known, there is little information about the actual facts of what 

happened. There remains significant rhetorical resources on Sam and his tenure in the 

NFL, and what is publically available is both interesting and insightful. But these cavities 

limit the ability for existing and further inquiry, and stand in opposition to a fuller 

rhetorical investigation. 

Beyond the concern over access to limited resources, the second major limitation 

for this thesis is the lack of examples of other gay athletes to come out as openly gay in 

the National Football League. Michael Sam is exceptional precisely because he is still the 

only person in the history of professional football to be open about his gayness while 

being an active player. Some players have come out after their tenures, or have been open 

to just their friends or a limited number of teammates. But there is still a dearth of data 

points from which to compare Sam, and this lack constrains the ability to draw 

conclusions. As the Rodgers hypothetical makes starkly clear, Sam’s inability to remain 
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in the League adds another issue to this thesis. A star player could potentially exert a 

more substantial force across the League and require a serious rethinking of how the NFL 

and its athletes rhetorically frame and actualize masculinity. In contrast, Michael Sam 

occupied the position of relative newcomer, a mid-sized defensive prospect whose 

physical skills were not surreal enough to overcome his controversial sexuality. It is 

ultimately impossible beyond speculation to theorize exactly how important Sam’s public 

declaration of gayness was to his failure to make it in the NFL. This thesis should be 

more than substantial enough to conclude that it was a significant factor, but the extent to 

which it could overwhelm existing notoriety for someone like Aaron Rodgers is still up 

for debate. 

Given these constraints, there remains ripe opportunities for further research into 

the masculinity, heterosexuality, and professional football. Most directly to Michael 

Sam’s story would be the potential availability of correspondence between draft scouts 

and teams before and after his drafting, or any coaching or executive level documentation 

of a team’s or the League’s position on Sam. These documents would provide a better 

look behind the scenes of what the NFL’s reaction was and how it was rhetorically 

framed in response to Sam’s exigency. Scholarship would also benefit more generally 

from understanding how other controversies affected athletes’ careers, and to what extent 

race, gender, or career success plays in evaluating the fallout from these events.  

Finally, masculinity’s complexity is not just limited to the NFL, nor is the NFL’s 

social impact limited to just its performances of masculinity. While significant work has 

been done in several sports on the rhetorical underpinnings of their identity 

performances, there remains much investigative work to do. Rhetorical investigation into 
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the ways that gender roles are performed and constrained in other sports would add 

complexity to analysis of the NFL. Likewise, further applying scholarship on race, class, 

gender, and ability that already exists would only scratch the surface that the NFL has to 

offer rhetorical critics. While Michael Sam has a significant social impact, rhetorically 

disrupting the ways football presents its hypermasculine ideal, he is only one of many 

controversies the League is facing. The roles that performing masculinity plays on the 

League’s reaction to concussions or the recent domestic violence controversies of Ray 

Rice, Greg Hardy, or Josh Brown show that potential cover-ups or interventions are not 

limited to situations like Sam’s gayness. The role academics can play in exposing and 

deconstructing abuses of power cannot be overstated, and a newfound recognition of 

sports and the NFL as powerful social players would be an important social contribution  

by the field. 

 

 

Closing Thoughts 

Finally, this thesis should be understood as one in a line of scholarship that calls 

attention to the importance of studying the intersection of rhetoric and sport. Rhetoricians 

must attend with renewed vigor to the complexities of modern culture and its importance 

on general public ideas and rhetorical practices. The “Communication and Sport 

Division” at the National Communication Association is a good start, but should not 

contribute to the balkanization of the field. Sport is an important and vibrant part of our 

culture and the tools of rhetorical criticism ought to be brought to bear to analyze its 

complexities and contributions to our understandings of power, culture, and identity more 

generally. As demonstrated most recently by actress Meryl Streep who warned that “if we 

kick [immigrants] out, you'll have nothing to watch but football and mixed martial arts, 
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which are not the arts,” there are forces within our society who understand sport as 

something base and unworthy of study.17 This thesis is just one of many examples that 

fundamentally disproves that claim. Sports are a vital part of a vibrant society, and have 

significant meaning to many people, places, and time periods. Even if one does not love 

the game for its beauty, its continued importance to the social and rhetorical 

understandings of gender, race, ability, and class are beyond dispute. While the more 

traditional rhetorical ventures remain valuable as well, sustained critical inquiry in the 

world of sport, and the NFL more specifically, is vital for the continued theorization and 

practice of critical rhetorical analysis in the twenty-first century. 

To echo the beginning of this conclusion, there remains a sense of almost when it 

comes to the saga of Michael Sam. He was almost the first openly gay athlete to play a 

meaningful game in the National Football League, and his presence almost destroyed the 

rhetorical foundation upon which football’s hypermasculinity is built. Despite these 

potential failings, there is still much about Sam that remains rhetorically significant. As 

chapters two and three show, his legacy is one of disruption and of changing the 

conversations seen in chapter four to continue the process of making the NFL more 

inclusive. It would be naïve and simplistic to assert that his rhetorical impact was a 

complete reformulation of the League or society. But it would be equally unwise to think 

that the lack of a gender revolution in professional football somehow means that his 

coming out and his struggle was meaningless or without impact. As the epigraph from 

Michael Haynes noted, significant social movements begin with education, with learning 

about the existence of a problem in the first place, and with beginning a process of self-

reflexivity that allows change to occur. 
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This thesis confirms that Sam made gayness present in the NFL in a way that it 

never had been before, and the repercussions of that rhetorical act continue to this day. 

These educational insights are not the end of critical inquiry; rather, they signal the need 

for a renew interest and focus on professional sports, and especially the National Football 

League. If the study of rhetoric is to actually change the material world, academic 

insights must be seen as calls to begin action and self-reflection instead of the end of 

those processes. Michael Sam was not forced out of the NFL simply because he was gay, 

but because it was an additional and significant consideration added to an already average 

and borderline prospect. He was solid but not spectacular in the preseason, and played at 

a position where the team who drafted him already possessed considerable depth. Much 

like the proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back, Sam’s gayness presented one more 

factor that ultimately tipped the balance, moving an average player from the edge of a 

highly competitive discipline out of the League altogether. This is not to say that gayness 

in the League is irrelevant or without implication for that athlete. On the contrary, in a 

League where so few succeed and the differences between star and free agent are minor, 

being gay can be the key factor that makes a player untenable on a roster, in a locker 

room, or as part of a team’s rhetorical strategy for the future. The solution is not to “add 

and stir” more minority identities into the League, but return to the nature of masculinity 

itself and the ways that gayness and desire intertwine in America’s real pastime. 
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